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My dearest son Basraam,

I have prepared this copy of The Book of Eretsu 
especially for you on your eighteenth birthday. It is 
my fervent hope you will read its contents and one 
day complete our understanding of the mysteries 
within .
As court-appointed historians of the Durani Em-

pire, our illustrious family is charged with record-
ing the nature and history of our world so that the 
people of the Empire—nay, the whole of Eretsu—
may understand the true nature of this world.
My son , I urge to you read this text and learn as 

much as you can while I am still living, for once 
I depart from this life, you alone must carry this 
torch of knowledge to our war-ravaged world. In 
all things, remember that knowing where we have 
come from is the best way to see the path that lies 
before us.

Your loving mother,

Embara Bahar
Fourth-Generation Imperial Court Historian
Seventh of Tihina, 971 DE

Introduction1
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On the Purpose of

The Book of Eretsu
This text, officially endorsed by the Sublime Court of the Durani Empire and the Supreme Emperor 

himself, consists of information intended for the education and edification of the officials and diplomats of 
the Durani Empire and its allies. It is the hope of the Court that this book’s contents will ultimately assist the 
people of the Empire in their struggle against the Gudanna Dominion.

Introduction1
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First Edition: Mayaad Bahar 
619 - 720 DE
Second Edition: Ezreen Bahar
720 - 862 DE
Third Edition: Neraada Bahar 
862 - 871 DE
Fourth Edition: Embara Bahar
871 - DE 

This book’s chapters contain treatises 
on a myriad of subjects:

Regarding the Text and its Authorship: 
The text of this volume has been carefully curated 
across four generations of the official court-ap-
pointed custodians of imperial history. Commentary 
and addenda to the text of the first edition of this 
volume, now in its fourth edition, has been faith-
fully duplicated by scribes from one edition to the 
next.
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The Ancient Ones gave us both Mana and the 
great Arcana that affect our everyday lives.
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In the early days of our awareness of mana, sor-
cerers curious about the nature of our world used 
their mana-driven powers to fly as high into the 
sky as possible. These first intrepid explorers all 
saw the landscape was not truly flat, as was com-
monly believed, but curved, as though our world 
lay on the back of a mammoth turtle that flew us 
among the stars. These sorcerers named this turtle 
“Eretsu,” meaning “shell” in the language of the 
Ancients,  for without this shell’s benevolent pro-
tection, they believed our world would be doomed 
to wander the blackness of the star plane without 
a constant sun to warm us. Few today believe the 
turtle is a true, living entity to which we owe our 
existence, but the legend persists in the name of our 
world and in other matters of celestial nature.

The existence of Eretsu leads us to a larger ques-
tion of philosophy: Where did Eretsu come from? 
How did it come to be? Scholars have debated the 
origins of Eretsu for millennia, unable to provide 
a satisfactory answer. Folklore dating back to the 
Age of Twilight offers many different accounts of 
the world’s origins. According to one tale, Eretsu is 
the arrowhead launched from the bow of a distant 
god, and the sun managed to steal it away from its 
intended target. Other tales tell of a massive egg 
that hatched Eretsu and her sisters. Some tales in-
sist Eretsu has always been and will always persist 
in some form or another. However, most of these 
myths merely produce more metaphysical ques-
tions. Who loosed the bowstring? Whence came 
the egg?

An easier question to address in this modern 
age is where the godlike Ancient Ones came from. 
There are two general schools of thought regarding 
the origin of the Ancients: Emergence and Arrival.

The Origin of the World

Some modern Emergence histori-
ans maintain that Eretsu played no 
part in the creation of the Ancient 
Ones. This belief holds that the 
Ancient Ones’ lowborn ancestors 
crawled from the mud as inhuman 
creatures, and over the passage 
of thousands—perhaps millions—of 
years, the ancient ones as we know 
them came to be. 
—Neraada

Scholars of Emergence believe the Ancient Ones 
have always been part of this world. These theories 
maintain that the Ancient Ones instantly sprang 
forth into existence from the bosom of Eretsu itself 
and were given physical form by mana.

Scholars who espouse Arrival theories con-
tend the Ancient Ones came to Eretsu from parts 
unknown. Some believe they came to this world 
as conquerors who vanquished Eretsu’s original 
inhabitants and shaped the face of our world in their 
own collective image. Others believe the Ancient 
Ones came peaceably to an empty planet and popu-
lated it with their own descendants, who ultimately 
became the human race.

As the Ancient Ones no longer walk among us, 
the true nature of how our world came to be, and 
how the Ancients came to be in it, will likely never 
be known. However, what we do know as im-
mutable truth is that the Ancient Ones once walked 
on Eretsu and shaped every facet of it in ways that 
still affect our lives on a daily basis.

On the Back of a Turtle 

An Early Account:

2

Within the Vast Dark-
ness was the Egg.
The Egg grew and grew 
until it could grow no 
more,
And the great shell 
cracked
With a sound heard 
across all of creation
(A sound we hear even 
still
If one listens closely 
enough).
Eretsu emerged from 
within
And smiled upon the 
Darkness.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
So Eretsu held out her 
hand and said,
“Come to me, all who 
are weary!
Protection I offer from 
the cold and Dark. 
I am the shining bea-
con in the Darkness,
One who shall never 
let you go.”
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
And Eretsu the great 
Protector
Gathered the Ancient 
Ones to her bosom,
And sheltered them 
from the coming storm.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Eretsu said:
“I shall teach you
How to make golems
In thine own image.”

—Early fragments of 
an epic poem, circa the 
Age of Twilight
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Though scholars believe our world to be unimag-
inably old, we surprisingly know very little about 
it in these times. Common belief holds that our an-
cestors from ages past knew everything there was 
to know about Eretsu. They left no cave unmapped, 

The cities must have 
sunk. No arcanum is 
capable of sustaining 
an underwater city. 
—Neraada

Even if such an Arca-
num once existed, the 
sheer amount of Mana 
required to maintain 
an entire city on the 
ocean floor would be 
astronomical .  
—Embara

No expedition sent to 
the northern peaks has 
ever returned. It is be-
lieved that either the 
terrain is completely 
inhospitable to hu-
mans, or the northern 
Urugal Clans are hid-
ing something they do 
not want the empire to 
find. Evidence seems 
to point to the latter. 
—Embara

The Lay of the Land

Marine expeditions seem to have 
found evidence that whole cities 
once thrived beneath the eastern 
oceans. Whether these cities sank 
due to some unknown cataclysm or 
had always been underwater is a 
matter of some debate. —Ezreen

no forest untamed, no ocean unexplored.
At some point, we lost all record of these far-

flung places. Some believe the Ancient Ones erased 
the knowledge from our memories, as either a 
punishment or a kindness. Though we still have not 
yet recovered the full geographical knowledge of 
our ancestors, bold adventurers strive to fill in the 
gaps wherever possible. 

Our world can be easily divided into two distinct 
regions: the continent of Eretsu and the continent of 
Videza.

On the Back of a Turtle

The Ugra Maru is 
now also home to 
the Gudanna Do-
minion , a resurgent 
nation founded on 
the principals of a re-
discovered Arcanum. 
—Embara

2
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Somewhere out in the vast oceans lies a continent 
its inhabitants call Videza. Every seven years a 
small flotilla of strangely built ships makes port at 
Uttama to sell rare and peculiar goods in the city’s 
many bazaars. These ships are crewed by people 
with unusual, airy garb, and these merchants share 
tales of their homeland, a distant fertile shore some-
where across the wide ocean. By imperial decree, 
the Videzan merchants are confined to Uttama for 
the duration of their stay, so the Videzan quarter 
of the city accommodates those merchants who 
remain to sell their wares when the fleet departs for 
its homeland.

Today, the existence of Videza is no longer in de-
bate. However, the exact location and disposition of 
the continent is a matter of speculation. The stories 
Videzans tell often contradict each other, so much 
that it is impossible to tell whether one Videzan lies 
and another tells the truth. Perhaps all of them lie. 
Perhaps the continent of Videza is a collective fic-
tion designed to catch the Durani Empire unawares. 
We may never know the truth unless we discover it 
for ourselves.

Several imperial expeditions have attempted to 

follow the Videzan fleets upon their departure from 
Uttama, but the Videzan sailors are adept and have 
always evaded Durani ships. The few brave Durani 
sailors who have ventured into uncharted waters 
have found various undocumented lands which 
might be Videza. However, most of these uncharted 
landmasses are said to be cold, lonely, and desolate 
places, none of which match the fact of Videzan 
merchants favoring attire more suited to warmer 
climes. This sort of disparity lends further mystery 
to the Videzans’ tales of their homeland.

Regardless of the continent’s actual location, the 
goods the Videzan merchants bring to Uttama’s 
bazaars are rare and wondrous, including such 
things as timeworn relics from unknown Ancient 
Ones and mana gems of unparalleled clarity and 
color. These articles of merchandise are unavailable 
anywhere else across the whole continent of Eretsu. 
Thus, unless one buys from a Videzan merchant at 
Uttama, the only way to obtain one of these goods 
is to steal it from someone. Videzan merchandise 
proves that beyond the shores of the Eretsu con-
tinent lies a whole different civilization we know 
little about.

The Continent of Videza

What we call the continent of Eretsu is in fact 
two continents separated by a narrow strait. South 
of the strait lies the majestic Durani Empire, which 
encompasses the mountains, plains, and forests of 
southern Eretsu. The western half of the Empire is 
dominated by the vast forests of the Zikia tribes. 
Further to the south stretches the great wasteland 
of Ugra Maru, where the southern Urugal clans eke 
out their existence.

The Continent of Eretsu

On the Back of a Turtle

North of the Kuhara Strait lies frozen tundra 
where the northern Urugal clans make their home. 
Much like the greater wastelands to the south, ter-
ritory beyond the northern mountains also remains 
largely unexplored.

Sailors now believe 
these so-called eye-
witness tales of the Vi-
dezan coast are proof 
of a heretofore un-
discovered continent. 
Whether this is truly 
Videza remains to be 
seen . — Ezreen

2
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The Nature of Things

Regarding the Ancient Ones

We are first told of the Ancient Ones when we 
are young children, so no one born in the Dura-
ni Empire is wholly ignorant of them. However, 
stories do not always equate to reality. Yet, some 
things must remain articles of faith rather than fact, 
for stories and relics are all that remain of these 
great beings who were our forerunners.

As written above, we do not yet know how the 
Ancient Ones came to live on Eretsu, but we do 
have incontrovertible evidence they once walked 
upon the face of this world and shaped it according 
to their own designs, for good or ill. To understand 
the nature of this world, one must first strive to 
understand those most responsible for influencing 
its formation. Forgoing theoretical discussions 
of how the Ancient Ones first appeared, we will 
concentrate on what we do know about them. The 
Ancient Ones were incredibly powerful beings 
from the ages before history, entities who wielded 
the immense power of mana just as easily as you or 
I might use a hand or an eating utensil. Some spec-
ulate mana itself was responsible for sustaining the 
Ancient Ones, that without it they would die, fade 
away, or cease to exist in some fashion.

One can only guess at what the Ancient Ones 
used their vast mana reserves for, but one thing 
we do know is that they used most of their pow-
er to create golems. Take note: these are not the 
relatively small golems employed for everyday 
work or ridden in service to the Empire’s exalted 
military. The Ancient Ones created golems so large 
they could sculpt whole mountains and valleys. 
The hands and feet of these golems could chart 
the course of rivers, dig vast lakes and oceans, and 
hollow out entire valleys.

The fate of these continent-sculpting golems has been the obsession of many 
of my colleagues. Some golems of considerable size have been found partially 
buried beneath desert sand or embedded into mountainsides, but none of them 
are believed large enough to accomplish the feats my father detailed. These 
divine golems, larger than even our rare colossi may have been able to shape 
the land, but it is estimated that would have taken millions upon millions of 
years to accomplish. All known golems of divine size remain inert, and no 
single arcanum, nor fusion of multiple arcana, has ever been able to reanimate 
them. —Ezreen

In 966 DE, a team exploring the northern Bahu Mountains found what they 
believe might be the mouth of the largest known golem on record. The size 
of the mouth indicates this golem might perhaps be one of the Ancient Ones’ 
continent-shapers. Excavation is ongoing, but due to the sheer size of this 
find, the team anticipates it could take many decades before the whole face 
is revealed. —Embara

Our current belief 
about the nature 
of mana holds that 
the Ancient Ones 
were not original-
ly dependent upon 
it for existence, but 
once they consumed 
enough over a long 
period of time—entire 
epochs, perhaps—they 
became dependent on 
mana for survival . 
This is not unlike 
someone introducing 
a minuscule amount 
of poison to someone’s 
meal: not enough to 
kill , but enough for 
the body to respond, 
and continuing for 
years, until the body 
acclimates to the 
poison and comes to 
depend on it. Then , 
upon removing the 
poison from the diet, 
the subject dies. —
Embara

3
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One of the most salient questions about the An-
cient Ones today often comes from a young child: 
“Where are they?” Despite the Ancient Ones having 
incredible power and a grand and glorious civiliza-
tion spanning this world, permanent residency on 
Eretsu was not their destiny. For some unknown 
reason, the Ancient Ones ascended to a different 
plane of existence. Some of the more pessimistic 
believe the Ancients merely died off and our distant 
ancestors invented the ascension tale to palliate the 
disquiet of future generations in regard to inevitable 
questions of their own origins. Others believe the 
Ancients left Eretsu for some other place—another 

The Nature of Things
world in need of their benevolence, perhaps. Still 
others hold the Ancient Ones left Eretsu bodily, but 
still remain in spirit. Common observation seems 
to support the latter conclusion, as some observable 
phenomena and matters of supposed happenstance 
are susceptible to no plausible explanation of their 
occurrence. Many knights claim to have felt the 
pull of a named Ancient One directing their steps 
on the field of battle, as some form of divine guid-
ance. Thus, the common imperial citizen believes 
the Ancient Ones, though not present corporeally, 
are still with us in some manner, even if this may 
just be an ephemeral echo of their original state.

Regarding Mana

To the outsider, someone who neither works with 
mana or witnesses its use firsthand, mana is simply 
a source of energy. While accurate in a technical 
sense, that is a gross oversimplification of mana’s 
true nature.

More than just an orb of rock hurtling through the 
stars, our world of Eretsu is, in many senses, a liv-
ing, breathing entity infused with incredible energy 
at its center. There are many theories of what the 
source of this energy is and how it is created, but 
none have proven conclusive. Descending into the 
deepest of caves has shed no light on this subject. 
What is important, however, is where mana comes 
from, how it is harvested, and what it is used for.

Somewhere deep below the crust of Eretsu is 
where all mana originates. It seeps up from its 
mysterious source and leaches into the bedrock and 
underground springs, which are drawn up into the 
soil, then in turn into the plants and trees that cover 
this world. Every single rock, every blade of grass, 
even humans themselves—all contain mana, but 
the amount of mana found in a lone blade of grass 
or a single drop of blood is infinitesimally small 
compared to the concentrated mana contained in the 

In ages past, many 
believed mana was 
the life force of the 
Great Turtle, and 
that it gave of its life 
to create mana itself. 
—Ezreen

wood of a tree that grew upon a mana well.
Mana wells are the rare places across Eretsu 

where concentrated mana from deep within the 
planet has managed to travel up through the ground 
and reach the surface in an uninterrupted path, 
straight from the source. Mana extracted directly 
from wells is this energy in its purest, most unal-
tered form. Due to their quality and potency, many 
wars have been fought over mana wells.

More and more of these mana 
wells—smaller ones—have been 
steadily appearing across the land 
since the Battle of Ru, and neither 
the Durani nor Zikia sorcerers have 
any explanation for them. No one 
has bothered consulting the Urugal 
clan leaders. Have our wars caused 
this somehow? Or is Eretsu giving 
us more of her bounty so that we 
might someday learn how to follow 
the Ancient Ones?
 —Embara

Nowhere has this 
divine guidance been 
more documented 
than the Battle of Ru 
in 948 DE. Some of 
the surviving knights 
and princes who 
fought for both sides 
told of hearing voices 
or somehow seeing 
their golems’ steps 
before taking them. 
Common testimony 
from both the Dura-
ni and the Gudanna 
is that the Ancient 
Ones wanted this 
pivotal battle to occur, 
though neither side 
can say why. 
—Embara

3
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The Nature of Things
One of the important things about mana is that, 

in most cases, it cannot be used directly: it must be 
harvested. In addition to sculpting the continents, 
one of the golems’ initial purposes was to harvest 
mana for the Ancient Ones’ use, as much mana 
as they could possibly gather. As humanity, the 
descendants of the Ancients, rose to prominence 
in this world, the Ancient Ones also tasked us with 
harvesting mana for them. In return for this service, 
the Ancient Ones taught humankind how to manip-

ulate mana to accomplish astounding feats of magic 
that flesh and bone alone could not.

Harvesting mana requires safely drawing this 
energy from a mana well or finding and gathering 
other concentrated sources. Each known arcanum 
has a different way of harvesting mana from the 
earth. For example, the Durani sculpt stones infused 
with mana, and the Zikia tribes carve wood taken 
from mana-infused trees. The methods of expend-
ing mana also differ between the arcana.

The Death Throes of Eretsu 

Regarding Zri 
Some of the earliest histories detail a power 

known as Zri. Even today, very little is known of 
Zri—in fact, many believe it a mere fairy tale—but 
mana scholars have been able to piece together 
enough of an understanding of what it was and how 
it can be identified.

Simply put, Zri is the power used by the Ancient 
Ones.

Zri magic does not come from mana as such. In-
stead, it is the end result of the Ancient Ones’ mana 
usage. Consider how a colorless prismatic diamond 
refracts normal daylight into a wealth of colors: the 
sunlight is mana; the gem, an Ancient One. The 
resultant rainbow of colors is a Zri manifestation.

The Ancient Ones would draw directly on har-
vested mana, and use that power for their magic. 

A common question I still hear asked today is “What is mana?” Even commoners know it is the driving force 
behind all known magical abilities, but what exactly is it? Where does it come from?

In many senses, mana is the intangible life essence of Eretsu herself. mana cannot be measured or touched or 
tasted, but it is there, even when not being harvested or manipulated. One cannot gather mana in a bucket 
or store it in a cask, but it affects the world around us similarly to other elements that cannot be bottled. Like 
lightning, mana emits light; like fire, it exudes warmth ; and like wind, it can be felt passing by.

When arcane scholars describe mana as a part of the life force of Eretsu, this leads the unenlightened to be-
lieve Eretsu herself will someday lose the last of her life force and grow forever cold in death . This is far from 
the case .

Mana is akin to blood. A simple cut or a deep gash is not life-threatening. Even deep traumas such as am-
putation or severed arteries are not a death sentence, especially when magical healing is taken into account. 
Wounds heal , and the body’s blood supply is replenished. However, if one were to lose more than two fifths of 
the blood in one’s body, not even magic may bring one back from that precipice .

That said, is it possible we might harvest too much mana too fast, or that we might damage Eretsu enough 
that she is unable to replenish her own mana stores? The tales of the Vagrant and the murky origins of the Mana 
Draka seem to agree with this assessment, but it is unclear whether this is merely truth or paranoid conjecture.

—Ezreen

This meant Zri was power refined: magnified, 
amplified, and thus inherently dangerous. The 
Ancient Ones, being of great wisdom, constitution, 
timelesslessness, and magical aptitude, were able 
to channel mana into Zri without suffering any ill 
effects. However, every human who has attempted 
to master Zri magic, even those tracing the clos-
est descent from the Ancient Ones, all ended up 
as burned-out shells, either completely lifeless or 
unable to touch mana again. Without some sort of 
buffer, the overwhelming, unpredictable nature of 
this power made it impossible for mere humanity 
to possess. The dangerous nature of Zri magic and 
its relationship to mana is what gave rise to the 
popularity of the several arcana.

Zri studies persist 
even today, but the 
few who are fool-
hardy enough to try 
mastering the jolt of 
refined mana inevi-
tably pay with their 
lives. —Ezreen

3
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There exist tales of men who wield magic that does not conform to any ex-
tant arcanum, but these tales are spurious: no mere human can channel Zri and 
survive.  —Neraada

In current times, the study of Zri relics—or suspected Zri relics—that date back 
to the Age of the Ancient Ones is a more common area of research than Zri 
magic. However, this form of study is just as dangerous as Zri magic itself. 
Zri relics are difficult to identify, since they do not adhere to our entrenched 
understanding of the arcana, and the sheer amount of mana required to acti-
vate many of them has caused more accidental deaths than studying Zri direct-
ly. These relics are incredibly powerful, but the cost to use them is not worth 
the risk.  —Embara

Regarding The Arcana

The Nature of Things

The arcana have been present in some form or another since the Age of the Ancient Ones, and only their 
traditions have evolved over time. Humankind, unable to safely tap into the Zri magics of the Ancients, soon 
learned there are many different methods for accessing the powers of mana. By harvesting and expending 
mana with specific methodologies, humans could safely channel Eretsu’s bounty. Various Ancient Ones 
adopted these different methodologies and developed them into proper schools focused on the predilections 
of various Ancient Ones, enabling humans to safely channel mana. 

To understand the arcana, let us return to the aforementioned analogy of the prismatic gemstone. To 
achieve Zri, the gemstone used is colorless, resulting in light from the entire spectrum. To achieve an arca-
num, the gemstone must be of a specific color, resulting in a predictable outcome. Thus, sunlight shining 
through rubies will be crimson; sapphires, cerulean; emeralds, viridian. The gemstone, in this instance, rep-
resents the arcanum, and the monochromatic light created represents a filtered and malleable form of mana 
made safe for human usage.

Humans able to manipulate mana through the lens of a chosen arcanum were called sorcerers, mages, or 
arcanists. Only an arcanist descended from a bloodline associated with a specific arcanum will be able to 
master that arcanum’s magical abilities.

The arcana
The foundations of each of the arcana were laid 

down by the Ancients in the Age of the Ancient 
Ones. Each Ancient One preferred a different 
method for harvesting mana, which in turn changed 
the fundamental ways that harvested mana could be 
expended as magic.

Yet each arcanum can be seen as more than the 
method of harvesting and manipulating mana. 
Instead, consider each school of magic as a discrete 
way of thinking that permeates every aspect of 
life tied to that arcanum. In this way, an arcanum 
becomes a way of life, and many adherents worship 

one or more Ancient Ones believed to have given 
rise to their particular arcana.

Today there are four known arcana, but archae-
ologists believe there is evidence that at least three 
or four more arcana lie buried somewhere, lost in 
the sands of time. The rediscovery of Arcanum Gu-
danna in 928 DE led many scholars to wonder how 
many more lost arcana are still out there, waiting to 
be rediscovered.

What follows is a brief summation of each arca-
num.

3
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Arcanum Durani

The Durani people harvest mana by extracting 
metal, rock, and gemstones from Eretsu’s crust. Ev-
erything below the surface has been absorbing mana 
for countless epochs, which ensures each mined ore 
deposit, quarried stone, and unpolished gem dug 
from the earth is infused with potent mana.

Durani sorcerers use the mana by chiseling, 
cutting, shaping, and polishing these stones and 
jewels, and by smelting, hammering, and tempering 
precious metals extracted from ore. Durani use these 
materials to craft lavish and robust golems, which 
are astonishing sights to behold. These golems take 
a long time to create, for sculpting stone is a pains-
taking process. The Durani also practice a brutal 
perfectionism: even one misplaced chisel mark mar-
ring the surface of an incomplete golem part renders 
that part ruined, and the sculptor will discard that 
entire piece and start anew. This drive for perfection 
results in golems that have withstood the test of 
time: many of the Empire’s present golems predate 
House Hamazi’s rise to rule in 572 DE.

A Durani sorcerer who has manipulated mana for 
hundreds of years will eventually begin to experi-
ence stiff and inflexible joints, and the sorcerer’s 
skin will slowly take on the hue and texture of 
chiseled stone. He or she will slow down upon 
aging, even more so than in normal senescence, and 
after several hundred years, the sorcerer will simply 
stop moving and remain in place. At this point, the 
Durani has become a statue, no longer alive yet 
never truly dead.

Followers of Arcanum Durani largely live only 
within the Empire’s borders. No Durani adherents 
have been found elsewhere in the known world.

 

Sadly, a vast number 
of the Empire’s most 
wondrous golems were 
lost at the Battle of 
Ru in 948 DE. So 
much history in ru-
ins. —Embara

The Nature of Things

In the middle of the quarry out-
side Karana-Naga, there is a large 
collection of standing, human-sized 
statues sculpted in incredibly life-
like detail. Legend says aging Du-
rani who knew their time was short 
made a pilgrimage here and chose 
a final resting place, like an olinph 
graveyard of sorts. —Neraada

Durani Arcanist

Many believe this is the fate that befell Emperor Hamazi. 
Some contend that, though now an immobile statue, he still 
rules over the Empire. How he could communicate in a statu-
esque form, however, not even aging Durani sorcerers can tell .          
—Ezreen
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According to some ancient texts, Zikia was one 
of the first, if not the first, arcanum devised by the 
Ancient Ones. However, Arcanum Zikia has no 
extant scriptures. Instead of learning the arcanum 
from a holy book, students learn their history and 
techniques from recitation and song. Thus, the 
Zikia tribes have orally passed down the secrets of 
Arcanum Zikia from teacher to student for tens of 
thousands of years.

The principle behind Zikia belief is simple: Eretsu 
is a living, sentient being, and all life, especially 
plant life, contains mana given by Eretsu. A Durani 
adherent might argue the mana harvested from 
stone, metal, and gems—which come from physi-
cally closer to the origin of mana deep beneath the 
ground—is the purest form of mana. However, a 
Zikia practitioner would argue mana harvested from 
plants and trees is the purest form because stones 
are not and never will be alive. Thus the Zikia 
harvest life from life, with no nonliving component 
intervening between raw mana and usable, harvest-
ed mana.

The Zikia tribes harvest mana from all living 
things, specifically plants and trees. One of the most 
common methods of accomplishing this is carving 
wood from trees specifically grown for this purpose. 
Many Zikia groves are fed by mana wells, and these 
trees contain the most potent concentrations of 
mana within their trunks. Zikia harvest these trees 
only a few branches at a time, and let more branches 
regrow before harvesting from that same tree again. 
This ensures the Zikia groves are self-sustaining and 
the Zikia have all the golem-crafting material they 
need.

Arcanum Zikia

 

Because of the tenets of Arcanum Zikia, its 
practitioners famously do not get along with Urugal 
clans. Even during times of relative peace, the Zikia 
and Urugal often provoke each other out of spite. 
This is more than a simple dislike for the opposing 
side’s view of mana and the method of its harvest-
ing. Instead, this represents a fundamental, diamet-
ric opposition in ideology. In their effort to prove 
that venerating life is far more valuable than taking 
advantage of death, the Zikia are often the instiga-
tors in these confrontations.

However, the Zikia do have one thing in common 
with the Urugal: they are just as common across 
the known face of Eretsu. Anywhere a forest of 
considerable size can be found, there you will find 
Zikia also.

One must wonder how many of the 
majestic trees across Eretsu were 
once living, breathing Zikia. All of 
them, perhaps? —Ezreen

These mana fed groves are both the Zikia’s greatest strength and their greatest weak-
ness. If the Zikia tribes loyal to the Empire ever revolted, the Emperor will do all in his 
power to ensure those groves are put to the torch. Zikia-harvested mana may be purer 
than the Durani-gathered variety, but stone golems do not burn. —Neraada

Zikia tribesmen from 
the Wildwood claim 
that mana harvested 
via Durani method-
ologies has a dis-
tinctly flat, cold, and 
deadened feeling to it. 
They say “there is no 
verve here.” Without 
the vitality of life be-
hind this mana, the 
Zikia find it unus-
able. —Neraada

The Nature of Things3
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Arcanum Urugal

The Urugal clans harvest mana from the remains 
of the living, be it from the bones of humans or 
animals, or those of more fearsome beasts. Urugal 
sorcerers view the world as one vast mausoleum 
housing the bones and spirits of everything that has 
ever lived and died. Since the dead far outnumber 
the living, the Urugal have untold amounts of un-
tapped mana resources available to them.

The intrinsic mana within a living animal does 
not dissipate upon death, as it collects largely in the 
bones. When a creature dies, its mana crystallizes 
in the marrow. Thus, utilizing this mana requires 
carving the bones to release the stored energies.

 A common misconception about practitioners of 
Arcanum Urugal is that they form a death cult that 
worships the demise of living beings. This is far 
from the truth. Urugal sorcerers view employing 
bones as a way of honoring the dead by recycling 
their remains into a useful form. In a way, all dead 
creatures can bestow one final gift of mana even 
after they are long gone. According to the Urugal, to 
leave the bones and their intrinsic magical potential 
forever untouched is to do the dead a terrible dis-
service. Dying Urugal clanspeople, especially those 
capable of manipulating mana, often request their 
bones be incorporated into the next golem assem-
bled by the clan, so they might bestow their final 
gift of mana as soon as possible.

Many non-Urugal who have sojourned with Urugal clans claim that desperate 
Urugal sorcerers have at times been reduced to killing solely to harvest mana 
from victims’ bones. As much as one might like to think of the Urugal as glori-
fied grave robbers, they do not always carry around spare bags of bone charms 
to perform their detestable arts. If no bones are readily available, an Urugal 
will find new ones.
Worse still, the alliance Jahnu Khan forged with the southern Urugal clans has 
led to an even larger number of atrocities committed in the name of harvest-
ing mana. —Embara

Urugal practitioners who live to incredible age 
will begin to experience a gradual change in their 
bodies. Their skin begins to desiccate, stretch taut 
over their bones, and calcify into hardened deposits, 
giving the sorcerer a deathly, skeletal appearance. 
As the years pass, the Urugal’s skin and flesh will 
vanish slowly, until only a rigid, calcified skeleton 
remains. Various clans have different traditions 
regarding these skeletons. For example, one clan 
might use sorcerers’ bones as part of powerful 
golems. Another clan might give the skeleton a seat 
of honor in a specially prepared house of the dead. 
The traditions are as many and varied as the Urugal 
clans themselves.

A point of interest is that followers of Arcanum 
Urugal appear in all corners of the known world, 
from the frozen tundra and glaciers of northern 
Eretsu, to the southern wastes, and smaller pockets 
in between. Videzan merchants even tell tales of 
nomadic Urugal clans that roam the Videzan conti-
nent. Though these tales are of dubious nature, giv-
en the unconfirmed nature of the Videzans’ origins, 
the anecdotes indicate Arcanum Urugal represents a 
universal path that transcends even foreign cultures.

One of the more disturbing traditions is prac-
ticed by one of the Dominion aligned Urugal 
Clans. This clan mounts their calcified sorcer-
ers’ skeletons on long poles, which their raiders 
carry like standards into battle to rally their 
forces. —Embara

3
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A common theory regarding the widespread prevalence of adherents to Arcana Zikia and Urugal suggests these two arcana 
are fundamentally different from Arcanum Durani due to the kinds of materials on which they focus. While Durani magic uses 
stones and metals, Arcana Zikia and Urugal emphasize two opposing states: life and death, the living and nonliving. From this 
perspective, Arcanum Durani is indeed cut from wholly different cloth. —Ezreen

Arcanum Gudanna

The relatively recent rediscovery of Arcanum 
Gudanna in 928 DE updated our knowledge of the 
arcana to four different and distinct magical disci-
plines. Although this arcanum is new to our current 
understanding—and thus there is much we still have 
yet to learn about its workings, proclivities, and 
weaknesses—it has proven its effectiveness time 
and again. In such a short time, Arcanum Gudanna 
alone has by far been the single greatest catalyst 
in shaping our world’s current condition, far more 
than the might of the three previously known arcana 
combined.

Arcanum Gudanna was founded during the Age 
of the Ancient Ones, along with the three others we 
know. Some theorize it was among the last to be 
formed, and due to its effectiveness, its secrets were 
jealously guarded. The Gudanna were so posses-
sive of their arcane knowledge that when they died 
off during the Age of Twilight, the Gudanna path 

vanished along with them, until “Gudanna” became 
naught but a word, then a memory, and then forgot-
ten entirely.

Arcanum Gudanna likely remained lost for so 
long on account of its rather unorthodox method-
ology compared to other known arcana. The Zikia, 
Urugal, and Durani all harvest mana from a single 
source: flora, bones, and minerals, respectively. 
However, the Gudanna sorcerers learned how to 
harvest mana from two diverse sources and fuse 
that mana together for greater potency than other 
arcanists ever thought imaginable. The Gudanna 
harvest mana both from the life force of living 
creatures—blood—and from Eretsu herself, in the 
form of sand. This unique fusion allows the Gu-
danna to harvest mana from anywhere there is sand 
and a creature willing to let blood. The mana in the 
blood binds to the mana infused in the sand, which 
can create constructs of strength one would never 

3

The reemergence of Arcanum Gudanna seems to indicate the truth behind this supposition. Rather than focus on life or death, Ar-
cana Durani and Gudanna revolve around the elements of earth and blood.
Another important distinction is that the Durani thrive in mountainous areas, or other regions that can be mined for riches, places 
where there is little sand to speak of. Conversely, the Gudanna inhabit the desert sands, where there are few mountains or places 
capable of being mined. Meanwhile, plant life and bones can be found anywhere across the face of Eretsu, even in the coldest tundras 
and the driest deserts. So it could be the Durani and Gudanna are tied more to particular regions, whereas Zikia and Urugal are 
bound solely to universal concepts. —Embara
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imagine possible from mere moistened dust. The 
terrifying implication of Arcanum Gudanna is that, 
unlike harvested wood, hewn stone, or prepared 
bones, blood and sand are always in nearly limit-
less supply. Thus the Gudanna are never without 
resources. In fact, most Gudanna sorcerers, from 
khans down to hajduk, always carry a knife and a 
jar of sand with them at all times.

Some magical scholars argue the Gudanna meth-
odologies violate our understanding of mana, for at 
a glance, Arcanum Gudanna seems to be a merg-
ing of two distinct, as yet unknown arcana: one of 
blood and one of sand. As we have seen throughout 
the ages, the arcana are incapable of intermixing: 
for example, a Durani sorcerer and a Zikia sorcerer 
cannot combine harvested mana from a hewn stone 
with mana infused in a cut tree limb, for disaster 
and death may occur from the magical backlash 
that results. Yet the Gudanna seem to achieve their 
unique synthesis of blood and sand without any re-
percussions whatsoever. The drawback, it seems, is 
that the Gudanna cannot use blood-harvested mana 
and sand-harvested mana separately: they must be 
harvested and used simultaneously or the mana 
from both is forfeit. Does this imply an arcanum 

based on harvesting bloodborne mana once existed, 
or that one dedicated to harvesting mana from the 
desert sands was once lost? Some theorize the 
Arcanum Gudanna of old was in actuality a solely 
blood-based practice, but the current interpretation 
of this magical art introduced the limitation of mix-
ing blood with sand. Due to the fragmentary history 
of this arcanum, the true nature of the original 
Gudanna practice is left to the realm of conjecture.

One of the few practical disadvantages of this ar-
canum is the need for life-sustaining blood. To pre-
vent the wear of time from taking its toll, an aging 
Gudanna sorcerer must ingest blood. This takes the 
form of a ritual performed once annually, but each 
subsequent year, the sorcerer requires more blood 
to stave off the effects of age. Rumors among the 
Gudanna seem to indicate that the closer in relation 
the blood is to the sorcerer, the more effective that 
blood is. Thus, the Gudanna are often tempted to 
drink the potent blood of their own offspring rather 
than that given by unrelated persons. It is unknown 
whether the Gudanna of old followed this ghastly 
practice, or if this is a new development.

With the rediscovery of Arcanum Gudanna, speculation among magical schol-
ars has run rampant: How many other lost arcana remain to be found? Jahnu 
Khan’s expedition to the city of Libir, from which he learned the Gudanna’s lost 
secrets, has incited a rash of adventurers hoping to replicate the Great Khan’s 
feat. They delve into the unexplored corners of Eretsu in search of relics that 
might unlock the secrets of arcana that may not have been practiced since the 
Age of the Ancient Ones.
Since Arcanum Gudanna’s rediscovery, scholars have hypothesized what other 
unknown arcana might have been lost. Each known arcanum focuses on har-
vesting mana from a specific substance: stones and metals, trees and plants, 
bones and remains, blood and sand. Yet what of materials from which no known 
arcanum uses?
Scholars believe mana from Eretsu’s crust may have leached into the waters of 
the ocean, the deepest concentrations conjectured to be nearest the sea floor, 
where mana wells may vent into the water. However, attempts to harvest 
mana from sea water have resulted in failure. Such has also been the case with 
attempting to harvest mana from fire, or ice. Other possibilities remain outside 
the scope of our knowledge. How, for instance, could one expect to harvest mana 
from the wind? Or could one capture a storm and bottle its lightning?
—Embara

Other Arcana? 

The Nature of Things3
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Concerning Days Past
Though debate is ongoing, there are four generally accepted epochs in Eretsu’s history: the Age Before 

Time, the Age of the Ancient Ones, the Age of Twilight, and our current period, the Age of Conquerors.

Through great sacrifice and effort the Emperor’s agents have been able to retrieve a copy of the Gudanna 
Codex during a raid against the Dominion. These heroes’ sacrifice have brought a great boon for the Em-
pire. The recovered Codex has given us a vast amount of insight into our enemy and the history of past 
ages. 
—Embara

No one on Eretsu, possibly not even the Ancient 
Ones, could profess to have been present to witness 
the act of creation. The time before the creation 
of Eretsu is rife with possibility and speculation 
that will never be fully explained, even down to its 
fundamental levels. For example, some historians 
believe Eretsu and the Vast Darkness have always 
been and always will be, while others aver that 
Eretsu and the Vast Darkness were created by some 
higher power.

Many popular creation legends from the past 
espoused the notion of Eretsu-as-Creator: Eretsu 
spoke into the Vast Darkness, and her words gave 
rise to everything else in existence, including the 
sun and the Migrants, and thus mana is but a minus-
cule sliver of the goddess’s own essence. Howev-
er, closer scrutiny of the Migrants, other worlds 

The Age Before Time

hurtling through the Vast Darkness just like our 
own, gave rise to the belief of Eretsu as a facilitator 
or partner for an unknown creator rather than as the 
creator herself.

The most popular creation legend speaks of a 
time when Eretsu was a fiery ball launched from 
the heavens into her orbit around the sun. Eretsu’s 
surface was tumultuous and chaotic until it began 
to cool. The fires diminished, and naught but cold 
earth remained. Then the Ancient Ones came down 
from the heavens, bringing light and life to her, and 
in return she gave them the gift of mana.

Regardless of which tale one believes, we can 
only guess how long Eretsu spent alone in the Vast 
Darkness before the Ancient Ones first set foot on 
her surface.

The Age of the Ancient Ones

Due to the passage of time, we have very little record of what truly transpired during the days when the 
Ancient Ones physically walked the surface of Eretsu. Thus most of what we know—or believe to be true, 
in many cases—has been pieced together from various fragmentary and often contradictory sources. The 
only reliable accounts from this bygone era come in two forms: the artifacts, relics, monuments, golems, and 
cities the Ancient Ones left behind; and the holy scriptures of each arcanum. However, none of these sources 
are complete, and most force historians to rely on inference to arrive at potential conclusions that, sadly, 
might paint an inaccurate or wholly incorrect view of this period in history.

Unfortunately, the recovered Gudanna scripture did not shed any further light into the history of this era. 
The holy text found by Jahnu Khan focused more on the arcanum’s philosophies regarding the harvesting 
and usage of mana; the historical portion detailing the arcanum’s history is uncharacteristically sparse, per-
haps intentionally so. None are bold enough to accuse the Great Khan of redacting portions of the scripture 
he found. —Embara

Addendum: The sudden passing of Jahnu Khan has incited a search for the missing portions of the Gudanna 
scriptures. —Embara, 971 DE

4
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Concerning Days Past
By human reckoning, this age began during 

the twilight of the civilization established by the 
Ancient Ones, long after they used golems to sculpt 
the continents and build grand cities and monu-
ments. During this age, each Ancient One belonged 
to a certain family, and each family had developed 
a unique magical application for Zri, and also per-
fected an efficient technique for harvesting mana. 
According to the scriptural histories, each family 
formed the basis for an individual arcanum. The 
total number of distinct arcana based on these fam-
ilies is unknown, for each extant scripture focuses 
largely on its arcanum’s own history and philoso-
phies (although the Zikia and Urugal do commonly 
appear in each other’s scriptural past, indicating 
they have a long and tumultuous history).

These families, some of them diametrically op-
posed to others, cycled back and forth between war 
and peace and both making and breaking alliances. 
This conflict left Eretsu in a constant state of chaos 
and uncertainty. After the course of eons, these 
great families and their human followers were worn 
out from tearing their rivals apart.

One day a mysterious Ancient One, known in 
holy texts only as the Vagrant, visited the head of 
each family in turn. He cautioned each one of them 
against further conflict on this scale. According to 
these legends, the Vagrant warned that the families’ 
bickering was taking a toll on Eretsu herself, and 
continuing as they had would put Eretsu, the source 
of all mana, at risk. The patriarchs and matriarchs 
all scoffed at the Vagrant’s warnings, and everyone, 
human and Ancient alike, suffered for this hubris.

Shortly after the Vagrant vanished just as myste-
riously as he appeared, two groups of allied fami-
lies met in a battle that would be felt throughout the 
world. This clash over a sizable mana well caused 
so much mana to be expended on both sides that 
the well erupted. All the Ancient One commanders 
and their armies of golems and human subjects 
vanished in a tumultuous blast of mana that left 
a permanent scar on the face of Eretsu. From the 
crater where the mana well once was, mana gushed 
forth from Eretsu’s crust at an alarming rate. At 
first, the Ancient Ones rejoiced, but it soon became 
clear the sheer volume of mana erupting from the 
fissure made it impossible to be harvested safely. 

The Ancient Ones all agreed that, if this flow was 
left alone, the wound might expel all of Eretsu’s 
mana, thus spelling the doom of Eretsu and con-
demning all the Ancient Ones to mana deprivation 
and eventual extinction.

Faced with this crisis, the warring families joined 
together to seal the destroyed mana well. The 
Ancient Ones then gathered some of their largest 
golems and dropped them into the blast crater until 
the mana eruption ceased.

Many passages from the holy arcana codices 
seem to corroborate this tale, albeit tangentially. 
However, archaeological expeditions to the Mana 
Drka in the southern wastelands—the assumed 
location of this destroyed mana well—have all 
failed to yield evidence of buried golems of the in-
dicated size. Most expeditions do not return, due to 
hauntings and other unexplained hazards thwarting 
attempts to study the area.

We now know that at 
least four families es-
tablished arcana: Uru-
gal, purportedly the 
oldest arcanum; Zikia; 
Durani; and Gudanna. 
—Embara

The formation of the Gudanna Dominion in 
936 DE and the dense concentration of Urugal 
clans that roam the Draka’s outskirts have made 
further attempts to study this region impossi-
ble. The Urugal in particular treat the Draka as 
a holy place. However, considering the number 
of deaths, both human and Ancient One, that 
occurred here, it is entirely possible this is indeed 
the site of the aforementioned catastrophe. 
—Embara
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To prevent such a cataclysm from occurring 
again, the heads of the most powerful families 
formed a governing body called the Zri Council. 
Accounts vary as to how many Ancient One fami-
lies sat on the council: Zikia poems claim four, the 
Urugal scriptures say six, and the Durani mention 
eight.

The Zri Council’s first unanimous decision was 
to subjugate the many lesser families to its rule. 
Some Council families treated their subjects as 
lesser partners in their endeavors; others saw these 
subjugated houses as little better than slaves, and 
treated them accordingly. Regardless of the rela-
tionship, the lesser houses toiled beneath their Zri 
Council masters, which led to a so-called Golden 
Age of wealth, prosperity, and enlightenment across 
the whole of Eretsu. The veritable enslavement of 
the subjugated families allowed the Zri Council 
houses to sit back and bask in their accumulated 
wealth and mana.

At this point, records from this period grow in-
credibly fragmentary and unreliable. What follows 
is largely conjecture.

Despite the Ancient Ones’ immense power, their 
grand civilization fell into decline at some uncertain 
point after the onset of the Zri Council’s Golden 
Age. What incited this decline and what the decline 
actually represented are both topics of open conjec-
ture, as there are just as many hypotheses regarding 
the Ancients’ downfall as there are named Ancient 
Ones. Some of the more popular estimations guess 
at factors such as declining birth rates among the 
Ancients, genocide, internecine conflict, betrayals 
on a grand scale, environmental changes, and the 
like. However, as history has taught us, populari-
ty of an idea does not equate to truth, and so it is 
possible the Ancient Ones’ civil decline came from 
none of these factors. In any case, not even the Zri 
Council could arrest this deterioration.

The Gudanna scriptures also claim six families sat on the Zri Coun-
cil, House Gudanna being one of them. However, agreement with 
the Urugal texts does not create cause for confirmation, as most 
other historical details in the Gudanna scriptures either deny or 
conflict with those found in other arcana’s texts.  —Embara

Due to this long decline and the combative and 
duplicitous nature of the Council houses, the Zri 
Council seemingly hovered on the verge of collapse 
for centuries as political maneuvering and other 
unknown factors threatened to tear the institution 
apart from within. Despite the historical testament 
of the Mana Drka warning the Ancient Ones not to 
pursue open conflict, these families continued to 
pull each other down in hopes of standing atop all 
others, a seemingly untenable situation.

According to Arcanum Urugal’s scriptures, the 
Urugal family’s solution to this problem was to 
devise a ritual which would make its members 
effectively immortal. 

Histories murkily indicate the Zri Council fami-
lies warred openly to gain possession of this knowl-
edge, and the lesson of the Vagrant and the Mana 
Drka incident were effectively forgotten amid the 
bloodshed. The resulting conflict was fought bitter-
ly on all sides, with alliances between the Council 
houses forged, broken, remade, and shattered again, 
until no one house could gain the upper hand. Many 
of the enslaved lesser houses were destroyed in this 
fighting, as were countless multitudes of human 
soldiers and civilians, and at least one or more of 
the Zri Council families was completely eradicated 
before the dust settled.

The Zikia dispute this claim: the very 
concept of immortality is anathema to an 
arcanum fixated on death. 
—Neraadadan

Concerning Days Past4

The Gudanna scriptures indicate that 
Houses Urugal, Zikia, and Durani all 
weathered this great conflict, though at 
great cost. 
—Embara
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Concerning Days Past
It is believed the ascension of the Ancient Ones 

took place during or after this great war. Some 
historians believe the ascension was a direct result 
of this search for immortality; others claim that 
ascension was punishment from the Vagrant for 
directly disobeying his warning. The Ancients 
translated from physical form, vanishing from this 
world. Some histories state this event occurred 
simultaneously across the face of Eretsu. Other ac-
counts insinuate that ascension was a gradual pro-
cess that took place across years or even centuries, 
with some Zri Council houses ascending before 
others, as though each house were in a race to beat 
the other houses toward metaphysical translation.

Regardless of the reason and rate, one indisput-
able fact remains clear: this is the point at which 
the Ancient Ones definitively departed from our 
collective history, leaving humanity to largely fend 
for itself.

The ascension of the Ancient Ones left their 
armies leaderless and lacking direction. Without 
jealous or vindictive Ancient Ones to direct them 
into battle, these human armies disengaged from 
one another and retreated to carve out their own 
fiefdoms from the remains of the Zri Council lands.

This fracturing of the Ancient Ones’ grand 
civilization marks the end of the Age of the Ancient 
Ones.

The Age of Twilight
After the Ancient ones vanished from history, 

their bereft human children fell into a period of 
stunned silence. Without the Ancient Ones, Eretsu 
grew quiet and empty by comparison. The Ancient 
Ones and their larger-than-life personalities and 
agendas had occupied such an immense physical 
and emotive space that their disappearance left an 
incalculable void in their wake. Short distances, 
once traversed with the aid of gargantuan golems, 
became long treks due to the lack of mana to power 
the Ancient Ones’ earthmovers and lesser (but still 
massive) creations. Battles that were once decided 
by the wave of an Ancient One’s hand became 
protracted affairs dominated by attrition and 
decimation on both sides. Humanity became lost, 
confused, and despondent.

This confusion gave rise to our ancestors divid-
ing into primarily two different camps. The humans 
from the Urugal clans, Zikia tribes, and other hous-
es joined together under the banner they called Nir-
mita. The Durani people placed their loyalty with 
the Udita. Arcana scriptures use these appellations, 
but give no context or translation. It is uncertain if 
they originated from the leader of each respective 
camp, if the names represent arcana or houses that 
were obliterated from history, or if there is some 
other explanation behind these designations.

Durani Knight 

4

Although it may seem at first blush that the 
Durani stood alone, the histories seem to in-
dicate that other unnamed families may have 
stood alongside them as fellow Urdita. Also, 
Durani scriptures appear to be self-contradic-
tory: the Durani are initially said to have allied 
with the Udita, but later they are said to be 
Nirmita, yet still remain in conflict with the 
other Nirmita-allied houses. Durani scholars 
ascribe this discrepancy to a transcription 
error, but no Durani scribe has ever been 
mandated to fix the perceived error, in case 
it is truly not an error after all and merely a 
misinterpretation of the scriptures themselves. 
—Ezreen
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According to recovered Gudanna history, the human survivors of 
House Gudanna were aligned with the Urugal and Zikia and thus 
fell into the Nirmita camp. However, the Gudanna holy text in-
cludes no information that would clarify the Nirmita-Udita dis-
tinction. Thus, historians can only guess as to why these lines were 
drawn. —Embara

It is during this time that the Nirmita and Udita 
collectives further developed the arcana the Ancient 
Ones had taught them. Sorcerers who followed the 
same arcanum held congress and thus codified the 
laws, tenets, practices, goals, and beliefs of that 
arcanum. They recorded the history of their tradi-
tion and wrote codices that would teach subsequent 
generations how to harvest and manipulate mana 
according to the techniques their patron Ancient 
Ones had first taught. Efforts to stamp out un-
wanted practices and beliefs among each arcanum 
resulted in dissenters being declared apostate, and 
these so-called heretics were hunted down and 
killed. In the end, the codification process resulted 
in the arcana as we know them today.

It is unknown how many arcana were codified 
during this period, but only four of them, including 
the recently rediscovered Arcanum Gudanna, have 
survived to present day.

One might assume the arcana’s formal codifi-
cation meant Eretsu’s inhabitants had peaceably 
settled down long enough to allow this structuring 
to take place, yet this was far from the truth. The 
codification was intended as the first step toward 
preparation for war.

We have little concrete information on the events 
that followed, but what we do know is the Nirmita 
and Udita eventually descended into open conflict, 
using human-captained golems as their battlefield 
weapon of choice. The catalyst that sparked this 
war was lost to the mists of time, but the conse-
quences are well known.

Due to their ponderous methods of mana harvest-
ing and golem creation, the followers of Arca-
num Durani quickly found themselves unable to 
mount a sustainable offense, but neither could they 
maintain an adequate defense against arcana with 
far more plentiful and easily harvested resources. 
To preserve themselves and their way of life, the 

Durani retreated to the Vhani Pratihara Mountains, 
a defensible stronghold, and declared themselves 
neutral. From within the mountains, the Durani 
used this reprieve to slowly craft as many golems 
from the mountain quarries as possible while their 
former Udita allies waged war against the stalwart 
Nirmita alliance. Because of this decision, the 
Durani remained isolated from the other warring 
groups for centuries.

It is during this period that the Gudanna waged 
war against those their scriptures call the Disparate 
Alliance. The Gudanna of old refused to acknowl-
edge these bitter rivals by name, so their identity 
remains a mystery. However, we do know from 
contextual clues that the members of this Disparate 
Alliance fell into the Udita camp and once fought 
alongside the Durani before they retreated to their 
mountain sanctuaries and left this Alliance to fend 
for itself.

The Gudanna histories, despite their fragmented 
and incomplete state, hint that one or more mem-
bers of this hated Alliance committed an unforgiv-
able sin against the Gudanna during the Ancient 
Ones’ final war on the physical plane. The texts 
speak of this hated enemy abducting members of 
the Gudanna family, both Ancient One and human, 
lashing them to great pylons built from ancient 
Zikia wood, and setting them to the torch. The Gu-
danna stumbled across this first grisly warning sign, 
then saw another on the horizon. They followed this 
trail of burning carnage across the Eretsu continent.

The method of execution was especially mortify-
ing and demoralizing to the whole Nirmita group. 
The fires ensured the Gudanna could not collect 
blood from the ashes from which to harvest mana 
from the slain, but neither could the Zikia harvest 
mana from the wood of trees older than recorded 
history, and not even the Urugal could harvest any 
mana from the burned Gudanna remains, as ash 
contains only an infinitesimally small amount com-
pared to properly preserved bones. The Zikia and 
Urugal were outraged at this slight, but the Gudan-
na took greatest umbrage at this senseless slaughter 
of their kin.

From that point forward, the Gudanna vowed 
to hunt down and destroy all that remained of the 
Udita’s Disparate Alliance. We know they achieved 
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this goal because the arcana practiced by these Udi-
ta still remain lost to us. The wrath of the Gudanna 
was so complete that, had the Durani not retreated 
to the mountains, the Gudanna would most assured-
ly have destroyed them as well.

The Durani abandonment of their Udita allies 
eventually led to the utter annihilation of the 
remaining Udita-aligned groups at the hands of the 
Nirmita alliance. When knowledge of this genocide 
reached the Durani, they remained ensconced in 
their mountain fortress for fear the Nirmita would 
do the same to them, despite their neutrality in the 
conflict. While waiting for an inevitable attack, the 
Durani continued to mine ore, quarry stone, and 

One of the things that intrigues me most about this passage in 
the Gudanna scriptures is the hint it may hold as to the nature 
of one of these lost arcana. The act of setting those Gudanna 
family members aflame may indicate one of their hated ene-
mies was an arcanum of fire. Then again , anyone with access 
to flint and steel has the capacity to put something to the torch.  
—Embara

build golems for the inescapable confrontation they 
believed was coming.

Fortunately, this confrontation never took place. 
For reasons unknown, the Nirmita alliance frag-
mented. The Urugal and Zikia turned on their other 
allies until only they remained. Both of these arcana 
also fractured internally and warred among them-
selves and with each other until neither could pres-
ent a united front. The Urugal split into disparate 
and often feuding clans, each with its own tradi-
tions and variations on Arcanum Urugal. Likewise 
with the Zikia: this once unified arcanum divided 
into different tribes that went their own separate 
ways rather than speaking together as one voice. 
This lack of cohesion among the Urugal and Zikia 
left the Durani as the largest and most powerful 
arcanum remaining in Eretsu. The Durani people 
finally emerged from their mountain strongholds, 
claimed lands from both of their former Nirmita 
rivals, and established themselves as the dominant 
presence on the continent.

Fall of the Gudanna
For centuries, historians believed the Zikia and 

Urugal were responsible for annihilating the other 
arcana among the Nirmita. According to recovered 
Gudanna texts, the Gudanna people’s allegiance 
lay with the Nirmita camp. Once the Gudanna 
eradicated their bitter enemies within the Disparate 
Alliance, they fell into complacency and stagnation, 
which then led to unrest among their Blood Princes.

The Gudanna scripture mentions several factors 
that caused this internal strife, the foremost among 
them being a ideological disagreement over how 
to build upon the victory over their Udita enemies. 
Some of the princes wished to end the wars, con-
solidate their gains, attempt to unlock more secrets 
of their arcanum, and discover at long last what 
had become of their beloved Ancient Ones. Others 
saw value in setting upon the distracted Urugal 
and Zikia—and eventually the Durani—in order to 
claim the whole of Eretsu for themselves as the sole 

surviving arcanum. Other voices among the Gudan-
na argued in favor of maintaining balance between 
the remaining arcana, claiming that eliminating all 
other arcana might upset Eretsu’s balance and have 
a negative effect on her mana. During this time, 
the holy text makes oblique references to warnings 
of a strange, tall visitor among the Gudanna at this 
time. (One might wonder if this could be the fabled 
Vagrant from the Age of the Ancient Ones. Many 
believe this reference is merely an object lesson that 
hearkens back to the cataclysm that preceded the 
establishment of the Zri Council.)

The Blood Princes among the Gudanna then fell 
at each other’s throats and attempted to harvest 
mana from their rivals’ blood, which resulted in a 
brutal civil war. This is the last event chronicled in 
Arcanum Gudanna’s scriptures. Ultimately the Gu-
danna of the Age of Twilight had no one to blame 
for their downfall but themselves.
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The Age of Conquerors

From Stone and Steel: The Rise of an Empire

The event that historians consider marked the be-
ginning of the Age of Conquerors was the death of 
the last Ancient One on Eretsu. According to Dura-
ni lore, this Ancient One had been in hiding among 
the Durani people since the Zri Council wars that 
saw the ascension of every other Ancient One on 
the planet. His human son Adhipa publicly adopted 
the Durani surname and formally established the 
House of Durani in his father’s memory.

As the divine scion of an Ancient One, Adhipa 
Durani claimed the title of Raja, and he and his 
many descendants ruled benevolently over the 
Durani people for nearly six hundred years. During 
this time, House Durani forged a tentative but 
oft-contested peace with the scattered Zikia tribes 
of Mahika and the Wildwood. Also, Durani armies 
fended off multiple raids from the northern Urugal 
clans for long enough that the Urugal’s resources 
had dwindled to nearly nothing. The Urugal leaders 
eventually capitulated, and brokered a treaty with 
the Durani which gave both peoples a much-needed 
respite from warfare. The southern Urugal clans, 
however, refused to be beaten. Each time the Du-
rani armies would hold them at bay, the Urugal in-
vaders would vanish into the wastelands to regroup 

Considering the awe and reverence the Ancient Ones’ mere pres-
ence evoked in humankind—to say nothing of their magical prow-
ess—the mere idea that a lone Ancient One survived in hiding for 
tens of thousands of years without anyone else learning of this fact 
is a very difficult proposition to accept.
 —Ezreen

Genealogies now show that Adhipa Durani’s father was no Ancient 
One. This claim was merely a ruse to rally public support behind 
Adhipa’s bid for control of the Durani people. 
—Neraada

and would inevitably return, be it weeks, months, 
or even years later.

One of the most prominent Durani families 
during this early age was House Hamazi, a distant 
relation to House Durani. Due to their extensive 
wealth from well-connected mercantile enterpris-
es, the Hamazi had earned great favor from Raja 
Durani and most of the other royal families. Thus, 
sorcerers from House Hamazi easily rose through 
the ranks of the Raja’s grand golem armies.

The most significant historical figure from 
House Hamazi was Grand Marshal Dalkhu 
Hamazi. A Blood Prince, Dalkhu was among the 
most decorated and valorous warriors of the Durani 
armies. Numerous times, Dalkhu led his knights 
to victory against the southern Urugal clans and 
against encroaching Zikia malcontents, and he was 
much beloved by both the Durani people and those 
under his command.

The addition of Arcanum Gudanna’s frag-
mentary history to our stores of knowledge 
seems to indicate that, by this point in the Age 
of Conquerors, House Hamazi had carefully 
maneuvered to prominence. The dwindling 
power and influence of Arcanum Gudanna 
near the end of the Age of Twilight allowed 
the Hamazi to sweep in and claim most of 
the power, resources, and infrastructure the 
vanishing Gudanna people had left behind. 
The last recorded passages of Gudanna history 
insinuate that House Hamazi sought eventual 
domination of the Eretsu continent. How-
ever, the Hamazi would end up biding their 
time and spending more than seven hundred 
years to accumulate the necessary popular and 
military support before deciding to make their 
history-defining move. 
—Embara
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In 570 DE, after a decade-long lull in southern 
Urugal incursions, Grand Marshal Hamazi’s armies 
faced the largest, most coordinated assault by the 
southern Urugal clans in recorded history. For the 
first time in centuries, the Urugal clans had united 
under a gur-khan named Mujin, the leader of Clan 
Sunu, for one common purpose: the downfall of 
House Durani. Grand Marshal Hamazi sought to 
confront the Urugal with a well-planned defense, 
for he reasoned that blunting an invasion of this 
scale might break the united Urugal clans’ will and 
force them back into the wastelands for even longer 
than before.

During the battle, grand Marshal Hamazi pushed 
his golem through the Urugal hordes and came 
near striking distance of Gur-Khan Mujin. Before 
Hamazi had a chance to make a final charge against 
this adversary, a messenger delivered a proclama-
tion from Raja Dharpa Durani demanding Hamazi 
withdraw immediately. Centuries of constant 
fighting against the Urugal clans had whittled down 
the number of functioning Durani golems to a 
dangerous level. The Raja believed that, faced with 
the Urugal’s combined might, a victory there would 
be more costly than yielding and surrendering some 
territory to the Urugal.

Unwilling to forfeit the advantage he had fought 
so hard to gain, Hamazi ignored the order and 
pursued Mujin Khan. The two great commanders 
faced each other in single combat in the wasteland, 
and both armies came to a standstill to witness the 
outcome of this great contest. After a fierce and 
brutal battle, Hamazi’s Winged Preserver shattered 
the Urugal Gur-Khan’s Carrion Raptor into bone 
fragments to claim victory. With their leader slain, 
the Urugal clans broke and fled back into Great 
Wastes.

On his return to the Durani capital of Karana-Na-
ga, Grand Marshal Hamazi was  celebrated as a 
hero. However, upon Hamazi’s arrival, the Raja 
ordered him arrested for treason, and Hamazi was 
then sent to rot in prison. For two long years, the 
grand marshal’s faithful knights and royal advo-
cates secretly planned and rallied a campaign to win 
his freedom.

In 572 DE, a group of Hamazi’s followers 
stormed Karana-Naga’s dungeons with warsprites, 

and freed the grand marshal from captivity. Em-
boldened by the outpouring of support from the 
people, Hamazi rode his Winged Preserver to the 
Raja’s palace and called him out. Raja Dharpa ap-
peared on the palace’s front steps, cursing Hamazi’s 
name. Hamazi’s golem crushed the Raja underfoot.

The people of the city were stunned, for Grand 
Marshal Hamazi had accomplished something long 
thought impossible: he had killed a divine being, 
a man directly descended from the last Ancient 
One. The citizenry thus simultaneously feared and 
worshiped Hamazi as though he had become the 
embodiment of an Ancient One by killing the Raja. 
Once the tale of the Urugal rout and Raja Durani’s 
cowardly withdrawal order spread throughout the 
city and the surrounding lands, the Durani people 
hailed Grand Marshal Hamazi as a war hero and a 
champion of justice, thus exonerating him for the 
Raja’s death. Hamazi’s generals all swore fealty 
to him and gave their public backing for him to 
become the next Raja of the Durani people.

According to the legends retold today, Hamazi 
did not command his golem to kill the Raja. 
Allegedly, this Winged Preserver, which had 
been carved by Durani mages from the 
Hamazi family four generations before Dalkhu 
was born, crushed Raja Dharpa of its own 
accord. This is of course a curious fiction, as 
golems are not autonomous: they are incapa-
ble of acting without a mandate from their 
master. 
—Ezreen

With all the strange, apocryphal tales re-
garding golems circulating in modern times, 
one might wonder if there is some truth to 
the tale. Knights are magically and psychi-
cally bound to their golems; as such, a bound 
golem acts as an extension of the knight’s own 
body. It is possible that, though Hamazi did 
not deliberately will the action, the hatred in 
his heart may have acted as a subconscious 
command, which the golem dutifully executed. 
—Embara
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Instead of claiming the title of Raja, Dalkhu 
Hamazi went in an altogether unexpected direction. 
With the blessing of the people, He took the Durani 
name and proclaimed himself emperor over the 
Durani lands. He then rechristened the region the 
Durani Empire. This same institution perseveres to 
this day.

Here we finally see the fruits of House Hamazi’s 
centuries of positioning and careful planning. 
Though the rule of Emperor Hamazi—may 
he live forever—has been benevolent, we must 
never forget that less than altruistic motives 
are what placed him on the Durani throne. 
—Embara

The Emperor’s Legacy (572 - 945 DE) 

In his first official act, Emperor Hamazi sought 
to expand the Empire’s borders and ensure their 
safety, so that a repeat of the southern Urugal 
invasion did not recur sooner than the Empire 
could prepare. Military actions along the fledgling 
Empire’s northern and western borders amounted 
to little more than a show of force against the often 
antagonistic Zikia tribes and northern Urugal clans.

The Zikia tribes offered support for the Empire’s 
endeavors, for their chiefs feared the southern 
Urugal might unite against the Wildwood next. 
Thus allying with the Durani was the Zikia’s best 
course of action to ensure the Wildwood tribes’ 
own survival.

Likewise, the northern Urugal clans maintained 
a strong desire to be left alone. In exchange for 
the ability to maintain their own autonomy and 
to receive regular Durani commerce, the northern 
Urugal khans agreed to cease raiding imperial lands 
and commit some of their golems to assist in the 
Empire’s military endeavors. In total, the khans 
committed one whole storm’s worth of golems—
more than one thousand, all told—to serve under 
imperial banners. This accord nominally placed the 
northern clans under Durani rule, but as an indepen-
dent vassal state rather than conquered lands.

Though the Durani distrusted these new alliances 
at the time, historians laud Emperor Hamazi’s plans 

as a masterstroke of military and diplomatic ge-
nius. By gaining the support of two former antag-
onists, the Durani armies were able to concentrate 
on replacing and rebuilding the nearly disastrous 
losses suffered against Gur-Khan Mujin’s forces 
in the south.

With his disparate forces united, Emperor 
Hamazi led a massive imperial push as deep into 
the southern wastes as he dared. Though this 
phalanx crushed the few Urugal hordes it encoun-
tered, most of the clans fled in terror. Emperor 
Hamazi’s reputation as both a god-killer and the 
slayer of Gur-Khan Mujin preceded him, and the 
mighty, ground-shaking advance of his majestic, 
gargantuan Jagara colossus drove back even the 
bravest of Urugal raiders.

Less than a year after the Durani Empire’s es-
tablishment, the expanded imperial borders were 
secured, and the southern Urugal were no longer 
considered a looming threat. This is considered 
the beginning of the Durani Empire’s golden age.

No longer crippled by the constant fear of inva-
sions or having to worry about dwindling military 
resources, the Durani witnessed a shift in their 
culture. The people’s focus turned inward, toward 
self-improvement instead of warfare. Without the 
need to exhaust so much of the Empire’s resourc-
es on protracted warfare, the people were free to 
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seek intellectual pursuits. This cultural shift saw the 
foundation of great libraries and colleges dedicated 
to knowledge and learning for the betterment of 
the Empire. Durani art, in its many forms, also ex-
perienced a resurgence, and practitioners of each ar-

canum discovered magical techniques thought long 
forgotten to the mists of prior ages. This golden age 
saw the Durani bring civilization to more than half 
the known world.

This day, upon which I lie on my deathbed, marks the one hundred and forty-eighth year of the Durani Em-
pire’s golden age. As my last breath draws nigh, I anticipate my children will see this era continue for centuries 
to come. 
—Mayaad, 720 DE

As my father has done, I also pen this in my own final days. Today marks the two hundred and ninetieth year 
of the Durani Empire’s golden age. 
— Ezreen, 862 DE

After three hundred and seventy-two years of relative peace and prosperity, war has again crossed our thresh-
old. The golden age of the Durani Empire has come to an end. —Embara, 945 DE

The Hidden Emperor (784 de - Ongoing) 

Though the Durani Empire still maintains its 
strength and prosperity, Supreme Emperor Dalkhu 
Hamazi Durani was last seen in public in the year 
784 DE. His day-to-day retainers informed the 
public that nothing was amiss, but the people of the 
Empire began to question the state of the Emper-
or’s health. Some speculated the Emperor shuffled 
off this mortal coil to join the Ancient Ones, but 
overwhelming evidence concludes the orders and 
edicts issuing from the Sublime Court in fact still 
originated from Emperor Hamazi. Why he chose to 
withdraw from the public eye is a matter of some 
debate.

Despite some of the people clamoring for visible 
leadership, each of the Emperor’s children refused 
to name him- or herself his successor. According to 
his retainers, the Emperor still guides his domain 
from deep within The Rdaya. This sequestration 
was to maintain his own safety, but whether it was 
meant as a temporary measure or a more permanent 
residence remains unclear.

Emperor Hamazi has not been seen in public 
for nearly a century. However, edicts written 
in the Emperor’s voice and stamped with the 
Emperor’s personal seal still issue from The 
Sublime Court. The spirit of the Empire still 
remains strong even in the absence of the Em-
peror’s physical appearance. 
—Neraada, 870 DE
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The Age of Conquerors

Another century passes, and it is unknown whether we shall behold Emperor Hamazi’s visage ever again . He has 
remained out of sight for so long that few can recall his true face, and graven monuments erected in his honor 
are all that remain . He has become a near-mythical figure, a mere name in a history book, not the wheel upon 
which the Durani Empire turns. Would we even know if the wheel stopped turning? Or has it already stopped 
long ago, and no one has told us?
My contemporaries believe that, since the Emperor was a Durani Blood Prince, he has likely lived long enough 
for his entire body to have solidified into solid rock. If this is indeed the case, whether he is even capable of 
communicating in such a state is something only a statue might be able to answer. Still the lords of Karana Naga 
remain unquestionably loyal to the Immortal Emperor. 
 —Embara, 970 DE

From Blood and Sand: 
The Rise of the Dominon

In 937 DE, rumors of strange happenings in 
southern Eretsu first caught the Empire’s atten-
tion. An uprising of sorts was occurring among the 
southern Urugal clans, and the Empire’s armies 
stood to the ready in the event these clans grew 
bold enough to unite. The Durani leaders feared the 
Urugal might elect a gur-khan and try to repeat the 
success of the unified, Sunu–led invasion of 570 
DE, a feat many other Urugal since then had failed 
to duplicate. What was truly brewing in the Urugal 
lands would prove far worse than anything the Du-
rani rajas and grand marshals had imagined. 

Five years after the rumors of Urugal unrest 
began, Zikia tribes from the Glades of Kaccha fled 
into the Wildwood to escape an alarmingly large 
concentration of Urugal hordes. The Durani armies 
braced themselves for an expected Urugal attack, 
but instead, the unimaginable occurred.

At dawn on the second of Atahina, 945 DE, an 
unholy terror swept through the reaches of the 
southern Durani Empire like a rampant contagion. 
Golems, the like of which the imperial armies had 
never before seen, scythed through the Durani, 
northern Urugal, and Zikia lines. The invaders rode 
golems the colors of blood and sand, and to the 
Durani’s horror, wherever one of these golems was 

struck down, another seemingly took its place in an 
instant. The Durani held firm at Kutastha, capital of 
the Lower Empire, but the strength of this new foe 
proved too great. Within three days, the invaders 
routed the Durani forces and drove the surviving 
golems from the city in a panic.

These invaders, the Durani soon learned, carried 
with them the knowledge of a resurrected form of 
the long-lost Arcanum Gudanna.

The Great Khan

To fully understand the resurgence of Arcanum 
Gudanna, one must first learn of a former Urugal 
clansman named Jahnu.

In the mid-800s DE, Kuta, an Urugal reaper of 
clan Uruk, stumbled across a strange sight during 
his clan’s wandering through the southern reaches 
of Eretsu. A great city stood dark and silent on the 
ocean’s shoreline. Kuta knew of the accursed city 
called Libir, but the Urugal clans always spoke of 
it in hushed tones. All Urugal believed Libir cursed 
and haunted by foul spirits, a mirage meant to draw 
in unsuspecting victims. According to Urugal folk-
lore, even the bravest warriors who dared approach 
the city would be struck dead or swallowed by the 
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city gates, never to be seen again. Kuta, though, 
gathered up his courage and ventured to Libir 
alone. To his surprise, the gates swung open for 
him, and he found the city sparsely populated by a 
strange people with strange customs.

As proof of his visit to Libir, Kuta abducted Prin-
cess Janay Itri and fled with her to Uruk lands. Clan 
Uruk, impressed by Kuta’s tales of bravery, named 
Kuta their khan. Janay, however, tried to escape on 
numerous occasions. On her last escape attempt, 
when Kuta threatened to kill her, she promised him 
untold power and riches if he would return her to 
her family in Libir. The Khan obliged, and together 
they made the trek to Libir. Yet this time the gates 
remained shut, as if by magic. The accursed city 
would grant no entry.

Kuta and Janay’s first and only son, Jahnu, was 
born in 870 DE. Jahnu grew to be a fierce warrior 
with potent mastery of Arcanum Urugal. In 896, at 
the age of twenty-six, he discovered his father had 
not only abducted his mother against her will, but 
had also purposely avoided returning to Libir so 
that they might never see the city’s gates reopened. 
Janay, feeling imprisoned by her situation, tried 
to open her own throat with a bone knife. As she 
lay dying, Jahnu challenged his father for the Uruk 
khanate and to avenge his mother’s honor. Father 
and son entered into a bitter hand-to-hand duel that 
left both combatants bloodied and savagely injured. 
Jahnu’s youth, vitality, and drive won out in the 
end, and he defeated his father by decapitating him 
with a sickle carved from the wing bone of a great 
paranya bird.

Jahnu Khan used his knowledge of Arcanum 
Urugal to heal his mother’s wounds as best he 
could, but it was not enough. He swore to uphold 
his father’s promise to his mother, and together 
they set out on the long journey toward Libir, the 
place Janay claimed a great treasure might be able 
to save her from dying. For his mother, Jahnu 
devised a travois made of bone, and together they 
trekked across the Ugra Maru toward salvation. 
With each step through the wasteland, Jahnu and 
Janay’s wounds bled across the desert sands. Janay 
saw her son’s blood sacrifice and knew he was 
indeed worthy to enter Libir’s gates. She held out 
as long as she could, and Jahnu used his magic to 
prolong her life for every single moment it could 

buy her.
Yet the journey took too long. The Ugra Maru 

battered them with sandstorms as Jahnu dragged his 
mother’s travois through the desert, but it was not 
until he collapsed from exhaustion with Libir on 
the distant horizon that he learned his mother had 
already passed away days before. Jahnu brought his 
mother’s body to the city gates, but they remained 
shut to him.

The following year, Jahnu returned his mother’s 
bones to Libir and stood outside the city gates, 
shouting and praying to any Ancient One that might 
grant him entry. Still the city remained sealed. The 
next year and each year following, he made this 
same pilgrimage with his mother’s remains, each 
time to no avail.

When Jahnu set out for his yearly pilgrimage in 
915 DE, he vowed to gain entry to the city or die 
trying. At the gates of Libir, he opened his forearm 
with a life-threatening gash and beseeched the 
Ancient Ones, both known and unknown, to let him 
keep the oath he had made to his mother. The city 
gates then opened to him as his wound miraculous-
ly began to heal, and he ventured into the city to 
find himself hailed a great hero for returning the 
bones of his mother, their stolen princess.

As his mother’s closest living relative, Jahnu was 
tasked with interring her bones in the mausoleum 
of her ancestors. During his trek to the mausoleum 
deep within the bowels of the great city, Jahnu lost 
his way and found himself in a grand labyrinth that 
had lain untouched for tens of thousands of years.

Though Jahnu never uttered details of the un-
speakable terrors and trials he confronted in this 
deep labyrinth, he did reveal that this abandoned 
place is where he found an ancient tome contain-
ing secrets belonging to a lost age: the Arcanum 
Gudanna.

Despite the pleas of the people, Jahnu departed 
Libir and returned to the Clan Uruk lands, keeping 
his hard-won prize a secret from the rest of his clan. 
Over the course of thirteen years he studied the 
Gudanna scriptures in solitude and quiet contem-
plation, the only indications of his devotion the 
reopened bone-knife scars where his father had 
wounded him during their duel to the death, and the 
self-inflicted wound in his forearm.
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In 928 DE, Jahnu Khan returned to Libir and 
used his mastery of the arcanum to break the curse 
the last Gudanna princes of the Age of Twilight had 
placed upon the city. He told the city leaders that, 
according to the recovered scriptures, Libir was 
once the Gudanna Empire’s capital city, and thus 
all of Libir’s inhabitants were distant descendants 
of the Gudanna. Jahnu then taught the people to 
control Arcanum Gudanna for themselves, and the 
city leaders soon became his foremost disciples.

When Jahnu and his disciples returned to Clan 
Uruk’s lands, he revealed his discovery to his 
people by standing out in the desert and conjuring 
a ferocious warsprite golem from the sand, using 
a single drop of his own blood. He mounted this 
golem of blood and sand and challenged each of 
the Uruk’s il-khans to single combat, with the 
khanate the prize for the one who killed him. The 
first few il-khans’ golems fell to Jahnu Khan’s new 
golem easily. Eventually, Jahnu’s Sand Lion was 
destroyed. Though its sand returned to the desert, 
Jahnu would not be beaten. As his opponent’s go-
lem bore down on his unprotected form, Jahnu shed 
more of his own blood to raise another fresh Sand 
Lion from the desert and continue the fight. One by 
one he soundly defeated his rivals.

Amid the graveyard of broken and shattered Uru-
gal golems, Jahnu shared with the il-khans the se-
cret to his success. Soon his most trusted warlords 
were able to create small bands of Gudanna golems 
from blood and sand.

Together Jahnu, his Gudanna disciples, and his 
il-khans crossed the Ugra Maru to assemble as 
many of the scattered Urugal clans and teach them 
of Arcanum Gudanna. Any of the clanspeople who 
could use the arcanum due to trace Gudanna ances-
try were given training and instruction in its ways. 
By 936 DE, Jahnu had brought all but a few of the 
southern Urugal into his fold. At the foot of Libir 
he assembled the Gathering, a meeting of Jahnu’s 
Gudanna disciples and all Urugal khans loyal to 
him. At the Gathering, Jahnu announced the forma-
tion of the Gudanna Dominion and declared himself 
Kha Khan, the Great Khan. Dreams of conquering 
the Urugal clans’ longstanding Zikia and Durani 
enemies rallied Jahnu’s followers toward a unity 
stronger than that Emperor Hamazi faced down in 

570 DE. But first, this new nation had to be com-
pletely united in purpose.

The lesser Urugal clans which rebuffed Jahnu’s 
initial offers for alliance were the first to fall victim 
to the Great Khan’s ambition. In 937 DE, the Gu-
danna Dominions’s golem armies of blood, sand, 
and bone descended upon these clans like an in-
domitable storm. Some of the clans were obliterated 
entirely. Others scattered; their survivors fled to the 
far reaches of the Ugra Maru and were swallowed 
by the vast wasteland. The remaining lesser clans 
were cowed by the Great Khan’s armies and either 
joined the Dominion or stepped aside.

In 940 DE, the Gudanna Dominion confronted 
the largest and last of the Urugal holdouts: Clan 
Sunu. The Sunu were a viciously independent 
people who wanted no association with the Great 
Khan’s Dominion. They viewed Arcanum Gudanna 
as a blasphemous and unholy practice, and they 
condemned all other Urugal clans that had fallen 
under the Great Khan’s sway.

The confrontation that erupted between the 
Dominion and the Sunu was fierce and swift. The 
Gudanna armies decimated the Sunu bands, but the 
Sunu refused to back down. Once their fear of the 
blood-and-sand golems subsided, the Sunu went 
so far as to target the Gudanna knights instead of 
the golems themselves, either by killing them in 
battle before the hajduk could raise a replacement 
golem from the desert, or by sneaking into Gudanna 
encampments and murdering them while they slept.

The Great Khan’s advisors suggested a compro-
mise, which would preserve the Dominion’s sor-
cerers while securing Sunu support for a campaign 
against the steadfast Durani Empire. For the cessa-
tion of hostilities and the right to rule themselves 
beneath the Dominion’s aegis, Clan Sunu pledged 
to support the Dominion armies and offered their 
khan’s daughter, Izvari as a ward  to the Kha Khan. 
Jahnu and his Khans accepted the Sunu’s offer.

With the conquest and unification of south-
ern Eretsu complete, the Great Khan turned his 
Dominion’s sights northward to the Wildwood and 
the Durani Empire, the home of his ancestors’ most 
bitter enemies.
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The Battle of Ru

The Dominion’s conquest of the Glades of 
Kaccha in 942 DE and the Lower Durani capital of 
Kutastha in 945 DE threw the Durani Empire into a 
collective frenzy. Faced with such a seemingly in-
vincible foe, Durani armies fell back with alarming 
frequency. The imperial grand marshals reinforced 
the Lower Empire with as many gales’ worth of 
golems as they could, but even the rajas feared it 
would not be enough to stem the tide.

In 946 DE, the fall of Prishta, one of the Em-
pire’s two greatest library cities, dealt the Durani 
a blow felt throughout the Empire. The Durani 
people, believing their glorious Empire was now 
incapable of protecting them, began abandoning 
smaller cities in the Lower Empire in droves, and 
heading north toward Supakva and Karana-Naga. 
Even the Urugal clans in the far northern reaches 
of the Upper Empire began to fear for their future 
in the face of the Gudanna Dominion’s seemingly 
inexorable advance.

The rajas and grand marshals of the Empire 
concluded that, unless desperate measures were 
taken, the Great Khan’s forces would flood the 
Upper Empire and ultimately consume the whole of 
the continent. By imperial edict, the Durani army 
gathered for one final push to defend the Empire 
against the Gudanna invasion.

In 948 DE, the Western and Southern Winds of 
the Durani Empire’s Cardinal Winds assembled 
on the plains of Ru, a rolling grassland hemmed in 
by the Zailata Mountains to the northwest and the 
ul-Napur Mountains to the southeast. Every single 
knight in the Emperor’s ranks knew that, should the 
Great Khan’s golems breach the Durani lines, the 
entire Empire was doomed.

The Dominion’s storms surged across the plains 
of Ru and met the Durani, Zikia, and Urugal forma-

tions in a tumultuous clash. Tens of thousands of 
golems joined in battle all at once.

Despite the Durani commitment to victory, the 
Dominion ranks remained firm, as each destroyed 
Gudanna golem arose anew. Only by killing the 
Gudanna sorcerers could the Durani maintain their 
ground, and the Great Khan’s many Gudanna 
disciples proved just as resilient as their golems. 
Their mastery of the magics of Arcanum Gudanna 
ensured only the most grievous wounds would slay 
them.

Vezaka, then Raga of the Lower Empire, 
commanded the Durani armies from the center of 
the field. Early in the battle, Vezaka tried to press 
a perceived advantage in order to push into the 
Gudanna line. She quickly realized her mistake as 
the Gudanna rallied, encircling her and her knights. 
As Vezaka was forced to abandon her Jagara, many 
saw the blue mana-flames of her wrecked colossus 
as a sure sign of the Empire’s defeat. Howev-
er, Grand Marshal Sudhamra rallied the Empire 
when he single-handedly pushed forward with his 
Winged Vanguard to reach Vezaka. His back to 
the wreckage of the Jagara, Sudhamra commanded 
his knights to hold their ground around the ruined 
golem. Vezaka was able to escape safely, but the 
price of  her life would be the loss of her title to the 
man who saved her. 

Sudhamra became a symbol for the resolve of 
the Empire, and quickly found himself the focal 
point of the battle. Atop the wreckage of the fallen 
Jagara, Durani forces were able to see him from 
across the battlefield. The Gudanna surged toward 
Sudhamra’s position just as the Durani moved to 
defend their commander. As the two forces contin-
ued to charge into the brutal fray, many failed to 
realize they no longer stood upon Eretsu’s surface, 
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but fought upon the heaped bodies of their fellow 
warriors and golems, which were quickly building 
into a mountain of stone, bone, branch, and blood. 

As the battle stretched from hours into days, 
the Durani maintained their position upon what 
they took to calling the Mountain of Ru. Over the 
course of almost a month, Sudhamra entrenched the 
Southern and Western Winds on the mountain. Tak-
ing advantage of the diversity of his host, arcanists 
were put to work each night building fortifications 
out of the destroyed golems. Over the course of 
the battle, the Mountain of Ru grew to become the 
Empire’s largest fortress. 

Each day the fighting continued, Sudhamra was 
able to shift the battle more in favor of the Empire, 
and while terrible casualties mounted on each side, 
slowly the Durani clearly began to get the better 
of the grinding exchange. It can only be assumed 
Jahnu Khan was aware of this bloody arithmetic, 
for after three weeks of constant fighting, the Great 
Khan ceased his attack. 

When the Dominion armies left the field on the 
morning of the 15th of Satahina, many among the 
Durani army assumed they had won, and that the 
Gudanna had been forced to turn back. However, 
Sudhamra ordered his troops to remain vigilant. As 
the day gave way to night and the Gudanna still did 
not show themselves, many of the Durani allowed 
themselves to relax. Yet as the Empire’s knights 
sang old victory songs, the Dominon was on the 
move. 

As the Moon of the Warrior rose, illuminating the 
Mountain of Ru, the Dominion’s storms descended 
on the makeshift fortification to devastating effect. 
The disorganized Durani lines broke as knights 
struggled to mount their golems and effectively 
repel the surprise attack. The sun came up on the 
most deadly fighting the mountain had seen yet. 
Having lost the makeshift fortress and the majority 
of the Southern and Western Winds, Sudhamra 
still led the defence of the mountain’s summit with 
the few units that had survived the night. Knowing 
the summit would not hold for long, Sudhamra 
organized his remaining knights to rush past the 
Gudanna attackers so some of the army would be 
able to retreat. 

Just as Sudhamra launched his counterattack, the 

horns of the Northern Wind wailed over the clash 
of the battlefield. The Northern Wind’s golden 
columns of golems were led by Raga Dasra, who 
commanded the very same Jagara colossus former-
ly taken into battle by Emperor Hamazi himself. 
However, as Raga Dasra’s golem moved forward, it 
bore a flag no Durani thought ever to see flown by 
the Emperor’s own colossus: the banner of truce. 

Were it not for Arcanum Gudanna being still a 
barely known tradition, with only a few recognized 
bloodlines in all of Eretsu, it is easy to imagine 
Jahnu Khan would have carried on the Battle of 
Ru, and his war against the Empire. However, with 
so few Gudanna arcanists, many of them already 
killed in the fighting, continuing the contest could 
well have proved fatal to the Great Khan’s fledgling 
Dominion, even if he had ultimately been victorious 
at Ru. This was surely Jahnu’s reason for acknowl-
edging Raga Dasra’s call for truce and halting his 
attack. 

Jahnu Khan met with Raga Dasra in the midst 
of this wreckage of thousands of golems, and the 
two parties agreed upon an armistice. Building 
upon this, the Treaty of Ru was forged. This treaty 
formalized the new borders between the Durani 
Empire and the Dominion, which included ced-
ing the city of Kutastha to the Gudanna. It also 
established the Line, a forty-two-league stretch of 
defended border between Kutastha in the south and 
Supakva in the north.

Today, the grim mountain of destroyed golems 
remains at the site of the Battle of Ru, a quiet re-
minder of the great cost the Durani Empire paid to 
secure its tenuous peace with the Gudanna Domin-
ion.
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The Great Khans Legacy (971 De - ongoing)
The tentative peace the Durani Empire forged 

at the Battle of Ru has lasted for thirteen years 
without major incident. However, the future of 
this peace now hangs in an uncertain balance, and 
movement in any direction may spell its doom.

In 971 DE, Jahnu of Clan Uruk, the Great Khan 
of the Dominion of Twenty Thousand, perished and 
went to the Ancient Ones. The manner of his death 
is an issue of rampant speculation, one that may 
never be adequately explained. The Gudanna claim 
Jahnu Khan’s death came of natural causes. Com-
mon hypotheses include some unknown ailment, or 
an unforeseen cost of practicing Arcanum Gudanna 
finally taking its toll. Still, others blame the Great 
Khan’s death on one or more of his ambitious off-
spring or close followers. Those close to the Great 
Khan deny all such claims, but denial alone does 
not allay all suspicion.

How the Great Khan’s passing will affect the 

Treaty of Ru remains to be seen. As arcanists tend 
to have incredibly long lives, Jahnu’s followers had 
no contingency plan in place for how the Dominion 
would be ruled in the event of his death. The Great 
Khan’s successors—his eldest children, Nandanna 
and Rudatha; Samdat the Dominion’s Speaker of 
the Law; and various others—all refused to come 
to an agreement regarding how the rule of the 
Gudanna Dominion should be arranged. Because 
the Treaty of Ru is an accord made between the 
Durani Empire and Jahnu Khan—not the Gudanna 
Dominion in general—it is unknown whether the 
Great Khan’s successors will honor the treaty going 
forward.

The Line remains heavily guarded on both sides 
of the border, and both the Durani Empire and the 
Gudanna Dominion collectively hold their breaths 
in wait for what seems to be an inevitable resump-
tion of hostilities.
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The Durani Empire

Overview

Though young when compared to the ages that have passed on Eretsu, the Durani Empire has already 
withstood a considerable test of time. Within the past two centuries, the nation founded by Emperor Dalkhu 
Hamazi Durani has achieved a measure of peace unknown since the Zri Council wars of antiquity, and has 
matured into a shining beacon of civilization and enlightenment for the known world. Because of this, I 
believe the Durani Empire and its stoic and stalwart people will persist until long after my great-great-grand-
children have left this life to join the Ancient Ones.

History

The people of what would become the Durani 
Empire in 572 DE were largely the human descen-
dants of House Durani, a family of Ancient Ones 
that followed the precepts and doctrines of what 
would one day become codified by sorcerers as 
Arcanum Durani. Although House Durani survived 
the Zri Council wars and ascension of the Ancient 
Ones, the Durani people could not weather the 

Nirmita-Udita conflict, and thus isolated them-
selves in the Vhani Pratihara Mountains. There 
they would largely remain until the death of Adhipa 
Durani’s father, the last of the Ancient Ones.

The announcement began the Durani peoples’ 
slow movement out of hiding, and over the next 
five centuries they spread across the northern 
Eretsu continent while the Urugal and Zikia waged 
their own private wars against each other. Howev-
er, the Durani remained a scattered and disparate 
collection of settlements and city-states that largely 
fended for themselves beneath the nominal guid-
ance of Adhipa Durani’s descendants. The people 
lacked the drive for national identity, content to 
grow crops and craft golems in fear that the echoes 
of the Nirmita-Udita wars would one day drive 
them all back to the claustrophobic safety of the 
mountains.

Gur-Khan Mujin’s invasion of Durani lands 
was the great signpost of the future of the Durani 

people. General Dalkhu Hamazi’s defeat of the 
Urugal leader and his subsequent slaying of Raja 
Dharpa Durani afforded him the opportunity to 
rally a unified nation under strong, central leader-
ship, something the Durani people sorely needed. 
General Hamazi’s newly formed Durani Empire 
forged them into a nation that began to focus on 
greater pursuits such as education, civil engineer-
ing, and philosophy.

Though Emperor Durani’s stewardship and 
guidance has led to an age of peace, progress, and 
prosperity, the intervening years have not been 
without setbacks and difficulties.

One of the most significant events that followed 
the founding of the Empire is the saga of First 
Traitor Vrahna, also called the Mad. Vrahna was 
a mage from a prominent Durani family, and even 
at an early age he was renowned across the whole 
Empire for crafting some of the most beautiful 
Durani golems ever seen. Knights vied for pos-
session of each golem Vrahna produced, and all 
his colleagues were jealous of his sculpting and 
mana-manipulation skills.

One day he and an associate happened upon a 
mana well. When Vrahna tried to harvest mana 
from it, the jealous associate pushed him into the 
well. Vrahna emerged from the font of raw mana a 
changed man. Though he was physically unaltered, 
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the sight of everything he had witnessed inside the 
well warped his perceptions. He began sculpting 
golems faster and faster than ever before, hoarding 
each and every one. Some of these were golems 
of completely new design. All these golems took 
on a fierce and hideous countenance that reflected 
Vrahna’s inner self. 

Along with a small army of trusted followers, 
Vrahna marched his army of golems to the southern 
Urugal of the Ugra Maru. According to his daugh-
ter, War Captain Prakrazva, he intended to show 
the Urugal the secrets of using Arcanum Durani to 
make golems from desert sandstone.

Before he could reach his destination, Prakrazva 
and her zephyr of Jeweled Harpies swooped in and 
destroyed her father’s golems from the skies. The 
remains of these twisted creations were pulverized 
and melted into slag—all except the Vigilant Sen-
tinel, which First Traitor Vrahna allegedly created 
before going mad.

The Durani Empire

Society and Culture

The Test of Metal
As northern Eretsu grew from a collection of 

mountain dwellers led by Durani arcanists to the 
sprawling Empire of today, the needs of this new 
civilization necessitated a change in the hierarchy 
of the citizenry. Before the Empire’s founding, 
most people living in Durani lands followed their 
own paths. Many arcanists with the capability to 
sculpt or command golems for war, for example, 
often chose to live more pastoral lives, opting to 
focus their talents on crafting golems to till the soil, 
work in construction efforts, or assist in animal hus-
bandry. Other arcanists devoted their skills toward 
mining for precious metals and gems rather than 
using those materials to build golems for defend-
ing their people. This lack of prioritization led to a 
deficiency in the Durani armies, and the region thus 
lacked the capability to properly defend itself when 
the southern Urugal clans amassed a large enough 
army to nearly conquer northern Eretsu in 570 DE.

Among Emperor Hamazi’s first edicts upon 
claiming the throne was the development of a 
system whereby each citizen would use his or her 
abilities, magical or otherwise, in such a way as 

would best benefit the Empire. Thus arcanists who 
exclusively managed farms or excavated ores were 
assigned the task of either sculpting golems or 
commanding them in battle. Many arcanists resist-
ed this mandatory reassignment, but only the few 
most rebellious individuals were imprisoned, or in 
the worst cases, executed for treason.

After this initial reassignment, the Empire ad-
opted a system designed to ensure the prosperity of 
Durani society. This system was derived from the 
Test of Metal, an old Durani custom that had fallen 
out of favor since the end of the Nirmita-Udita 
wars. Since the initial custom varied from settle-
ment to settlement and had experienced dilution 
and amendment over the course of long centuries, 
the scholars of Supakva helped codify the system to 
suit the needs of the new Durani Empire.

The modern Test of Metal involves all children 
within a given community being raised together 
in a communal school instead of by their parents, 
as was the previous custom of the region, regard-
less of the child’s family’s origin. Children of the 
same age are taught together for the first five years 
of their life. During this time, tutors watch the 
children for signs that might dictate the future roles 
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best suited for them, and then encourage develop-
ment of those aspects.

At the end of this five-year period of schooling, 
each child is given a test. One of the school’s proc-
tors sits with each child one on one. The two play 
a board game of ancient origins, known as Khanda, 
wherein the two players take turns placing blocks 
made of different types of metal on the board’s 
surface and then moving them around to surround 
and capture opponent’s pieces. During the game, 
the proctor engages in seemingly idle talk with the 
child, but the proctor’s questions probe for insight 
into the child’s future. The answers given and the 
outcome of the game inform the proctor which 
hierarchy, or Metal, this child belongs to.

 An Iron child will move on to become 
one of the Empire’s warriors, either as infantry that 
police the Empire’s cities and guard imperial no-
bles, or as golem knights who defend our borders, 
if the child shows any aptitude for magical ability. 
An Iron child will posses traits such as strength, 
loyalty, and courage.

 A Bronze child will become one of the 
Empire’s craftsmen. These include sublime profes-
sions such as civil engineers, architects, and arti-
sans. Those who display magical affinity are often 
employed as golem mages, tasked with sculpting 
and animating the Empire’s golems for both civil 
and military functions. A Bronze child will show a 
knack for creativity, curiosity, and patience.

The Durani Empire

 A Silver child will become one of the Em-
pire’s merchants or bankers. Their deftness in stew-
arding assets and wealth has grown the Empire’s 
overall economic health and ensured prosperity for 
centuries to come. Silver children exhibit traits of 
covetousness and lack of satisfaction, both tem-
pered by a healthy propensity for logical thinking.

 A Gold child is a future administrator. 
Though House Durani retains overall imperial rule, 
the actual day-to-day activities that ensure the Em-
pire continues to function fall to those of the Gold. 
Only those children who win the Khanda game and 
show signs of fierce loyalty, determination, and an 
eye for detail will join the Gold ranks.

Though many are loath to acknowledge it, the Test of Metal can produce another hierarchy, one that the common folk of 
the Empire choose to disavow due to undesirability. A child of Dross results when the student cannot naturally fit in one 
of the four Metal hierarchies after taking the test. These children not only lose the Khanda game—either due to lack of 
aptitude or lack of interest—but also display none of the traits preferred by the proctors. Some proctors may go ahead and 
assign a less than qualified student to Iron, Bronze, or Silver—but never Gold—in hopes of a new environment fostering 
the Metal’s desired traits, but other times the child is held back for remedial learning. In the worst cases, the failed student 
is released from schooling, and the instructors absolve themselves of the child’s fate. These children go on to become street 
urchins and eventually descend into mercenary or piratical lifestyles. —Ezreen
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The Durani Empire

The Nobility

Unlike the Zikia tribes and Urugal clans, the 
Durani Empire maintains a class of nobility whose 
political power does not rely on holding military 
authority. Those counted among the Empire’s 
aristocracy belong to noble families that descended 
from the great war heroes who helped build the 
Empire’s foundations. Many of these families boast 
histories stretching back to the Nirmita-Udita wars, 
and some profess to have contributed to the staunch 
neutrality and isolationist policies that ensured the 
Durani people survived those conflicts. Some of 
the families claim their founding forefathers were 
Ancient Ones, akin to the father of Adhipa Dura-
ni, albeit several generations removed from direct 
ancestry.

Many of the Empire’s oldest and most powerful 
noble families own considerable wealth and land. 
Though few large cities are visible above ground, 
these noble houses maintain sprawling cavern 
realms that stretch far beneath the earth. Filled with 
untold riches and incredible subterranean architec-
ture, these vast kingdoms are glorious reminders of 
the accomplishments made during days in which 
the Durani isolated themselves in the mountains. 
The largest underground realm is the undercity of 
Karana-Naga, beneath the Vhani Pratihara Moun-
tains.

The Beacon of Civilization

Though the nobility once presided with fairness and justice, the Empire has seen a remarkable rise in corrup-
tion among the aristocracy since the withdrawal of Emperor Durani from public affairs. Politics are more often 
dictated by wealth and power, and many of the nobles bribe Test of Metal proctors to ensure their offspring 
are initiated into the Metal of the parents’ choosing. From the outside it would appear the Empire still functions 
as it once did, but the nobles of the Sublime Court have descended into needless debates and brinksmanship, a 
course from which some fear the Empire’s leadership may never recover. —Ezreen

One of the Durani people’s greatest gifts to 
Eretsu was the illuminating knowledge of advanced 
civilization. While the Urugal scratched out their 
living in wasteland and tundra and the Zikia spent 
their lives in forests and marshes, the Durani fo-
cused their energies on establishing lasting monu-
ments to their time on Eretsu. Just as the Ancient 
Ones left behind giant golems and wondrous works 
to remind us they once walked the face of this 
world, so also the Durani wished to leave their lega-
cy to whomever might succeed us in the steward-
ship of Eretsu.

This drive to leave the world a better and less 
barbarous place than before led first to the es-
tablishment of roads and signs to facilitate trade, 
which then fostered whole economies of exchange. 
The demand for skilled trades and handcrafted 
goods increased the need for accumulated knowl-

edge, which ultimately resulted in whole cities 
dedicated to not only the storage of knowledge, but 
the pursuit of learning for its own sake. Thus arose 
the Durani Empire’s two most prominent library 
cities: Prishta and Supakva. From these hallowed 
cities emerged all manner of wondrous discoveries 
and accomplishments.

Prishta was subsumed into the Gudan-
na Dominion in 946 DE, thus leaving 
Supakva as the Durani Empire’s sole 
remaining library city. Also, reports of 
Prishta’s archives slowly sinking into 
the Glades of Kaccha mean that, unless 
something is done to shore up the 
damage, soon Supakva alone will re-
main to hold aloft the torch of knowl-
edge across the known world. 
—Embara
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Simple engineering gave way to massive urban 
structures and even larger golems, including the 
wondrous colossi. Healers learned new ways to 
mend wounds and treat maladies. Arcanists who 
had long claimed complete mastery over their 
arcana discovered new ways to apply them. Due 
to these sorts of efforts, the length and breadth of 
humanity’s total knowledge grew at a fabulous rate.

The Empire’s hope to bring redemptive knowl-

The Zikia tribes and 
Urugal clans are far 
more civilized than 
believed. Paved roads 
are not the sole re-
quirement for civility. 
—Neraada

Religion

edge to the relatively barbaric Urugal and Zikia 
did not go completely unnoticed. Many from these 
groups immigrated to the Empire in search of a 
better life, but in the wilds of Eretsu, pockets of 
barbarism still remain.

The dominant organized philosophy in the Dura-
ni Empire is known as the Way of Stone. It derives 
from the ancient teachings of Arcanum Durani that 
have been passed down throughout the ages. The 
Way of Stone was originally practiced solely by 
arcanists, but their beliefs became prevalent among 
even the common folk unable to manipulate mana.

This philosophy holds the departed Ancient Ones 
in the highest of reverence and teaches the value 
of stoicism, resilience, courage, and faithfulness. 
Adherents visit chapels throughout the Empire and 
seek the blessing of the Ancient Ones during times 
of extreme trial and tribulation.

Among this religion’s pantheon are all known 
Durani Ancient Ones, the Vagrant, the father of 
Adhipa Durani, and Emperor Hamazi himself. 
The faithful followers of the Way of Stone and 
Metal worship the Emperor as a god given flesh, 
an Ancient One who has returned to walk among 
us. From the common folk to the greatest and most 
powerful of Durani arcanists, the people sing his 
praises and seek his blessing and guidance in all 
things.

The withdrawal of the Emperor from public life has led to the diminishment of the church’s prom-
inence in imperial society. Though the nobles of the Sublime Court pay lip service to the Emperor’s 
divinity, few of them still believe he is a truly divine being. —Neraada
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The Durani Empire

The Imperial Melting POt

Zikia
Many consider the former Zikia tribal members 

in the Empire to not be Zikia at all. Their capacity 
for quickly adopting the norms and customs of the 
Empire has allowed them to assimilate into society 
with remarkable ease. Imperial citizens of Zikia de-
scent find farming and gardening to be worthwhile 
vocations, which has led to the unfair stereotype 
that people who work the soil are assumed to have 
some Zikia blood in their family trees.

Although most Zikia living within the Empire’s 
borders have embraced and adopted Durani culture, 
some choose to remain forest-dwellers and practi-
tioners of Arcanum Zikia. The largest concentration 
of these reside in the Forest of Mists in the Upper 
Empire. These Zikia occasionally chafe against 
imperial control, and many of them voluntarily join 
mercenary bands.

Urugal
Regardless of whether Urugal immigrants came 

from the clans in northern Eretsu or those found in 
the southern wastes, odds are they ended up living 
in one of the Empire’s many cities. Despite the av-
erage imperial citizen viewing non-imperial Urugal 
as uncouth, mindless barbarians, city dwelling has 
suited them well. Unlike Zikia immigrants, these 
Urugal, who traded difficult wasteland living for 
the security of Durani stone and mortar, still retain 
the skills needed to survive in harsh and unrelenting 
environments. Thus, the average Urugal living in 
the Empire remains a shrewd and frugal individual 
who does not shy away from any opportunity with-
in reach, regardless of its legality. Because of this, 
many Urugal are seen as shysters and thieves, and 
few non-Urugal completely trust them.

Among the population boasting Durani ancestry live many immigrants from the Zikia tribes and Urugal 
clans.

Due to the Gudanna Dominion arising from within Urugal culture, Urugal living 
within the Empire are now viewed with even more suspicion, for fear they might 
be spies for the Dominion. —Embara

Government 

The head of the Durani Empire is Emperor 
Dalkhu Hamazi Durani, may he live forever. 
Known also as Surati-Damana, the emperor speaks 
from his Gilded Throne, and his word becomes law.

Below the emperor is the Sublime Court. This 
advisory council includes the Rajas, lesser direct 
relations of the emperor, and the heads of the em-
pire’s most powerful noble families. Together the 
court discusses important matters pertaining to the 

empire at large. Although the empire’s Grand Mar-
shals are not part of the Sublime Court, their input 
is often valued and occasionally requested.

At the capitals of the Upper and Lower Empire, 
each Raja presides over a smaller body called the 
Lesser Court, which forms a similar function as the 
Sublime Court but for only one half of the empire.
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Current Leadership

The son of the Emperor and an escaped Zikia 
princess, Sudhamra is known as the Prince of the 
People due to his low birth and favorable status 
throughout the Lower Empire. Since his appoint-
ment to raja in 957 DE after climbing the Durani 
ranks, Sudhamra has spent the last three decades 
taming the southern provinces and restoring peace 
throughout the region.

As of 972 DE, the following nobles rule the Durani Empire with the Emperor’s 
blessing.

Raja Sudhamra

Though Raga Dasra is the granddaughter of the 
Emperor, she originally hailed from a minor house. 
Her meticulous care and shrewd judgment helped 
her navigate the often cutthroat politics of imperial 
nobility. Through her rule she has ended a gener-
ation of petty wars among the nobles of the Upper 
Empire bringing stability to the region. 

Raga Dasra

The Force of Heaven and Earth

The essence of the Grand Army of the Durani 
Empire can be captured in a single stanza from an 
ancient poem dating back to the Zri Council wars:

“As a river of gold and silver banners flowing in 
the wind / The great gales of the Durani.”

The forces defending the Empire are a strong 
and stalwart organization steeped in centuries of 
tradition, most of those conventions inherited from 

the Durani armies that existed before the Empire’s 
formation. The Grand Army consists of two distinct 
parts: infantry and golem forces. Since Durani 
infantry are used largely in small roles, such as 
defending streets or guarding nobles, what follows 
is an overview of the Grand Army’s golem-based 
forces, which are responsible for the safety and 
security of the Empire.
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Leadership

Emperor Hamazi is nominally the head of the 
Grand Army, but he has not personally commanded 
golem forces since the days of unification immedi-
ately following the Empire’s founding.

The day-to-day leadership of the Grand Army 
falls to the Empire’s two rajas, each of which 
commands a full half of the Grand Army—one the 
Upper Empire, and one the Lower. Below the rajas 
are four grand marshals, each of whom command 
one of the four Cardinal Winds.

The Durani Empire leadership consists of the 
following martial ranks:

Raja
A Raja, usually a scion of the Emperor, oversees 

a full half of the Empire. One raja rules the Upper 
Empire from Uttama, and commands the North and 
East Winds, and the other reigns over the Lower 
Empire from Supakva and commands the South and 
West Winds. 

Raja, or prince, is the male form of address; the 
female form is raga or princess.

Grand Marshal
Two grand marshals report to each of the im-

perial rajas. A grand marshal administers a single 
Cardinal Wind.

Marshal
Marshals command Lesser Winds. Four marshals 

are subordinate to each grand marshal.

Lord Captain
Each lord captain commands a gale and is among 

the highest-ranking members of Durani forces reg-
ularly seen on a battlefield, as higher ranks tend to 
be largely administrative. Thirty-two lord captains 
serve under each marshal.

War Captain
A war captain oversees a zephyr formation. 

These golem knights form the backbone of the 
Empire’s military forces. Eight war captains report 
to each lord captain.

Knight Captain
Knight captains command banners, one of the 

most flexible types of military unit of the Empire. 
Thus knight captains are heavily relied upon for ex-
ecuting precise battlefield maneuvers. Three knight 
captains are subordinate to each war captain. 

Knight
Each individual golem is commanded in battle 

by a golem knight. It is on the backs of these brave 
men and women that the strength of the Durani 
Empire was forged.

Organization

The golem forces of the Grand Army are ar-
ranged according to the following structure:

Banner
The Empire’s smallest effective battlefield unit is 

the Banner. Three golems form a banner, which is 
led by a knight captain.

Zephyr
Three banners form a Zephyr, which is com-

manded by a war captain. The diversity and compo-
sition of a Zephyr affords tactical advantage that a 
lone banner lacks.

Gale
A Gale comprises eight zephyrs under the 

command of a lord captain. Gales are relatively 
common battlefield detachments within Durani 
ranks, as each tends to maintain a specialty within 
its parent unit, such as shock tactics, siege warfare, 
cavalry maneuvers, and so on.

Lesser Wind
Thirty-two gales combine to form a Lesser Wind, 

which is overseen by a marshal. The large number 
of gales within a Lesser Wind allows the command-
ing marshal many tactical options without needing 
to rely heavily on another Lesser Wind’s support.
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Cardinal Wind
Four Lesser Winds form one of the four Cardinal 

Winds that compose the entirety of the Empire’s 
Grand Army. Each of these Winds is commanded 
by a grand marshal. In theory, one Cardinal Wind is 
responsible for defending one of the Empire’s four 
borders, but in practice, this is not always the case, 
as the Empire’s defense must remain flexible at all 
times.

Kingdom
The military forces of a Kingdom—the Upper 

or Lower Empires—consist of two full Cardinal 
Winds under the ultimate command of a raja.

Grand Army 

Kingdom 

Cardinal Wind 

Lesser Wind 

Gale 

Zephyr

Banner 

Golem 

Emperor

Raja/ Raga

Grand Marshal

Marshal 

Lord Captain

War Captain

Knight Captain 

Knight

61,440 Golems

30,720 Golems

15,360 Golems

3,840 Golems

120 Golems

15 Golems

5 Golems 

1 Golem

Unit Commander Strength

The Durani Empire

The following Winds fall under the jurisdiction of the Upper Empire’s capital of Uttama and Raga Dasra

Grand Army of the Durani Empire

The Winds of the Upper Durani Empire

This Wind historically serves as the personal unit 
of the Raja of the Upper Empire. It is best known for 
employing tactics of deception on the battlefield in 
order to inflate their perceived numbers or obscure their 
movements. 

The eastern wind is commanded by Grand Marshal 
Rai. Promoted to the position after his cousin Lady Lu-
ja’s death, Rai is determined to restore his house’s name 
after the disgraces of his cousins. Rai hopes to promote his family’s interests and those of 
the great houses of the capital in the Upper Empire, a task made more difficult by Luja’s 
actions preceding her death. 

Eastern Wind
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The following Lesser Winds serve under the Eastern Wind: 

Salt Wind
This unit embraces scorched-earth tactics, including 

the wholesale destruction of enemy resources. The unit’s 
motto is “No remorse to traitors.” The current commander 
of the Salt Wind is Marshal Amba. 

The mother of seven sons, Amba rules her house 
with an iron fist. Easily among the oldest officers in the 
Empire, she refuses to retire till one of her sons can prove 
himself worthy of taking her seat. Amba gained notoriety 
recently for her part in creating the Realm of Cinders.

Hurricane Wind
This unit takes scorched-earth tactics to the next level 

by destroying enemy warriors, golems, and resources, 
thus leaving nothing behind. The unit’s motto is “With 
eyes unclouded.” Marshal Pravas commands the Hurri-
cane Wind. 

Spending more time abroad then in his own lands, 
Pravas has been given the nickname the Sojourning 
Marshal. Often traveling alone or with just a handful of 
men, Pravas is rumored to be a spy. However, he claims his trips are archaeological, as he 
studies the Age of the Ancient Ones.

The Durani Empire

Trade Wind
This unit is spread out across the Empire, responsible 

for protecting the trade that flows through the imperial 
ports and cities. The unit’s motto is “On rivers of gold.” 
Marshal Kosha commands the Trade Wind. 

From one of the richest mining families in the Empire, 
Kosha has little interest in military adventures. He does, 
however, maintain a well armed force at his disposal 
to protect his assets from competitors and the Empire’s 
enemies.

Sea Wind
This unit forms the backbone of the Empire’s expedi-

tionary forces, receiving special training for fighting at 
sea and making landings. Their motto is “On waves of 
glory.” The Sea Wind is commanded by Marshal Shari. 

The current matriarch of  the Durani house Attavi 
whose prosperity predates the founding of the Empire, 
Shari Attavi has continued the family tradition of main-
taining wealth and influence by rising high, but not too 
high. She and her scions serve the Upper Empire with distinction, but refrain from jostling 
for the loftiest ranks. Her grandson Rahu is a member of the Gilded Band, allowing Shari 
to keep an ear close to Raga Dasra herself.
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Northern Wind 

The following Lesser Winds serve under the Northern Wind: 

The Durani Empire

The knights of the Northern Wind are the scions of the 
Upper Empire and devout followers of the Way of Stone. 
This Wind is charged with protecting the Empire’s north-
ern border from rebellious Zikia tribes of the Forest of 
Mists. Grand Marshal Navi commands the North Wind. 

Navi paid for her commission in the Durani military in 
order to promote her family into the ranks of the nobility. 
Her family began as merchants in the city of Uttama, 
eventually gaining in wealth and power til they controlled the majority of trade coming 
through the city. How her family accomplished the feat is a matter of speculation, but it is 
common belief Navi made deals with pirates to undercut her competition.

Biting Wind
This unit is fiercely protective of the Empire. As such it 

is tasked with maintaining peace with the often rebellious 
northern Urugal clans and driving off pillagers from the 
pirate kingdoms. The unit’s motto is “We rise against 
the dark.” The current commander of the Biting Wind is 
Marshal Vairin. 

The leader of the northern Urugal Clan Jada, Vairin 
does not consider himself a servant of the Empire. Nev-
ertheless, Raga Dasra has convinced him to attend court and persuade the other northern 
Urugal clans to stop their raids. While Vairin claims little power, some in court believe 
him to have sway over more in the north than just Clan Jada.

Freezing Wind
This unit maintains a reputation for the best-dis-

ciplined knights in the Empire. The unit’s motto is 
“Everlasting is the way.” This unit’s current commander 
is Marshal Caraka. 

Caraka has made his seat of power at Despair’s Edge, 
an island prison for the Empire’s enemies and political 
prisoners. Caraka rarely leaves his isolated citadel, rel-
ishing his work as the Emperor’s jailer.
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This unit is the Upper Empire’s last line of defense. 
Trained specifically to fight in and defend the Empire’s 
massive cities, the Hearth Wind’s members are the Em-
pire’s best urban fighters. The unit’s motto is “You shall 
not pass.” The current commander is Marshal Vilsati. 

Only leaving the pleasure city of Janyari when she is 
summoned by Raga Dasra or Grand Marshal Navi, Vila-
sati’s battlefields are the city’s cushioned and perfumed 
parlors. Dealing with criminals as often as noblemen, she uses her clubs and connections 
to gather information and secrets for Dasra.

The Durani Empire

The Winds of the Lower Durani Empire

These Cardinal Winds fall under the jurisdiction of the Lower Empire. Due to the loss of the former 
southern capital of Kutastha to the Gudanna Dominion in 948 DE, the Lower Empire’s Winds now report to 
Supakva, the current capital of the Lower Empire, and Raja Sudhamra.

Western Wind

Mistral Wind
This unit is tasked with defending the Upper Empire 

from the Wildwood Zikia and the uprising in the For-
est of Mists. The unit is known for its comprehensive 
knowledge of Zikia tactics. The current commander of 
the Mistral Wind is Marshal Mihik. 

While in the eyes of the Empire, Mihik controls the 
Forest of Mists, the reality is very different. Mihik is 
engaged in a ruthless, hit-and-run war with the wild Zikia 
tribes that call the forest home. Mihik has sworn to tame the Forest of Mists, staking his 
reputation on the task. He has risen in prominence recently for his part in commanding the 
invasion of the Wildwood.

Hearth Wind

This Wind historically serves as the personal unit of the 
Raja of the Lower Empire. Many knights of the Western 
Wind are volunteers and earn rank based on meritorious 
service rather than by nepotism or social standing.  The 
current commander of the Western Wind is Grand Mar-
shal Vezaka. 

Vezaka was previously Raga of the Lower Empire. She 
was replaced by Sudhamra after her failure at the Battle 
of Ru. Determined to return her family to its rightful place, she sees the War of Blood 
and Stone as a chance to show the Emperor his mistake. Despite losing her position to 
Sudhamra, Vezaka doesn’t hold a grudge against him: if it wasn’t for Sudhamra’s valiant 
actions, Vezaka would have died at Ru. 
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Forest Wind

This unit is often scattered piecemeal across the Lower 
Empire’s western borders, where it must constantly 
contend with raids by enterprising Zikia rangers, Urugal 
raiders, and greedy Mercenary Kings. The unit’s motto is 
“Where the Raja goes, so shall we.” Marshal Kitri Dasyu 
commands the Forest Wind. 

The head of House Dasyu, the highest ranked Zikia 
house in the Empire, Kirti is caught between worlds. With 
no Durani blood, other noble families look down on his family; yet being a noble house, 
other Zikia no longer see them as one of their own. Following in the footsteps of Sudham-
ra, he fights for his lord’s vision of a new Empire.

Mountain Wind

The Durani Empire

This unit has trained to fight in the mountain ranges 
that form the Empire’s borders. The  Lesser Wind has 
been known to turn entire mountains into fortresses. The 
current commander of the Mountain Wind is Marshal 
Khanaka. 

Known as the hermit marshal, Khanaka is a powerful 
Durani sorcerer. He never desired power or a career in 
the military, yet both were forced upon him after he dis-
played his might defending his mountain home during the Gudanna wars.

 

Tornado Wind

 Contrary to common imperial practice, most knights 
in this Lesser Wind are also powerful mages in their own 
right. Accordingly, they employ unconventional ap-
proaches to warfare, such as summoning walls of torna-
dos to repel foes. The unit’s motto is “The Light-Bearer 
presides.” The current commander of the Tornado Wind is 
Marshal Taya. 

Taya is a true imperial loyalist. Taya’s family has 
served the Immortal Emperor for generations. Hailing from Karana-Naga in the north, 
Taya has seen wealth that many in the Lower Empire could not imagine. Taya is suspi-
cious of both Sudhamra and Dasra, believing they have expanded their power too far since 
the Gudanna Wars. She maintains her loyalty to Sudhamra—at least for now, since she believes Vezaka the 
rightful raga.
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The following Lesser Winds serve under the Eastern Wind: 

The Durani Empire
Faithful Wind

This unit has been tasked with protecting the holy sites 
of every arcanum throughout the Empire. They have a 
reputation of fighting to the last man to protect these an-
cient sites. The current commander of the Faithful Wind 
is Marshal Samasara. 

Once a monk, Samasara now serves the Empire with a 
zealous determination. Keeping one of the most disci-
plined units in the Durani army, many recruits do not 
make it through the basic training he requires of everyone who serves under him.

Southern Wind
Known across the Lower Empire as the Golden 

Lions of the Empire, this Wind is largely composed of 
well-rounded knights who are also versed in other trades, 
such as agriculture, engineering, and other non-military 
pursuits. This diverse background gives the Golden Lions 
a flexibility and healthy unpredictability that many other 
Winds lack. The Southern Wind is also known for treat-
ing prisoners of war with respect and dignity, prompting 
many of these prisoners to join the Empire. The current commander of the Southren Wind 
is Grand Marshal Kedara. 

Kedara is the oldest leader in the Durani military, having earned his title for assisting in the Emperor’s 
bloodless coup. Before that, Kedara climbed the ranks due to his unquestioning loyalty to the then future 
Emperor, carrying out his orders quickly and efficiently. As his skin began to harden and his limbs turn to 
stone, Kedara made Tel Zarkara his permanent home, where he now leads the defense against the Gudanna.

Desert Wind

Many knights in this unit were originally farmers 
and thus, on the surface, exhibit lackadaisical military 
discipline. However, these loyal men and women will do 
everything in their power to defend their homeland. The 
unit’s motto is “Remember who you are.” The current 
commander of the Desert Wind is Marshal Svara. 

From one of the oldest houses in the Lower Empire, 
Svara has inherited everything he has ever needed. This 
has given him time to pursue less practical interests, mainly music. Although many nobles 
once scoffed at Svara’s hobby, he has since become a favored guest at the highest courts 
in the Empire. Known for his wit and charm, his lackadaisical demeanor overshadows his 
abilities as a strategist.
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Scalding Wind

This unit is adept at employing small-unit tactics to 
weaken a large enemy before attacking with its full 
strength to finish off the opponent. The unit’s motto 
is “Daring is winning.” The current commander of the 
Scalding Wind is Marshal Mari. 

A commander at the Battle of Ru, Mari watched as his 
fellow Durani were cut down by the hundreds. Since the 
battle, Mari has sought to be deployed to the front lines, 
fighting with zeal bordering on foolhardiness. His armies are known for the reckless 
abandon with which they attack their enemies.

Monsoon Wind

This unit is known for their swarm tactics, employing 
the most warsprites and ogres out of any unit in the Em-
pire. To keep its ranks the Monsoon Wind will often turn 
to the Empires prisons for conscripts. This unit’s motto is 
“Freedom through bloodshed.” The current commander of 
the Monsoon Wind is Marshal Ataka. 

When Sudhamra rose to power in the years after the 
Battle of Ru, Ataka attempted to block his ascension. The 
reward for his failure was command of the cursed citadel of Vasuna. However, Ataka has 
embraced his new seat’s reputation, and he relishes his image as a demon on the battle-
field and to his own people.

Harvest Wind

This unit is known for its ability to take and hold 
enemy fortifications and cities. To accomplish this task, 
the Harvest Wind makes use of the lion’s share of the 
Empire’s siege weapons. Their motto is “All walls fall.”  
The current commander of the Harvest Wind is Marshal 
Bohaka.  

Bohaka loves little more than spending his days debat-
ing with fellow scholars in Supakva. One of the foremost historians in Eretsu, there is not 
a battle in the last two thousand years that Bohaka hasn’t studied. Applying his wealth of 
knowledge to his own command, Bohaka has established himself as one of the Empire’s 
top strategic minds.
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The Gudanna Dominon

Overview

For many long centuries, the Durani Empire remained the only great power in Eretsu. Though Zikia and 
Urugal uprisings occasionally challenged imperial authority, none could hope to stand against the might of 
Durani stone and metal. The arrival of the nascent Gudanna Dominion in 945 DE changed all that. Seeming-
ly overnight, another major power emerged onto the world stage, and the balance of Eretsu would be forever 
altered.

The most surprising fact of this arisen state is that it brought not only conquest but the resurrected knowl-
edge of the long-lost Arcanum Gudanna.

History

The seeds of the Gudanna Dominion were first 
planted during the great wars of the past age, where 
the allied Nirmita powers and the partnered Udita 
groups waged bitter wars for dominance. One of the 
silent and unspoken casualties of these wars was the 
nation of Gudanna followers, which crumbled from 
within rather than being assailed from without.

According to Clan Uruk legends, in those days a 
strange, wounded woman wandering the desert took 
refuge in their tribe, and she spoke of a haunted city 
known as Libir. She told of a curse that had killed 
her brethren and warned the Urugal to never set 
foot in that city, lest they bring ruination to their 
clan. This harbinger died shortly thereafter. Her 
warning spread to other Urugal clans, and for thou-
sands of years the Urugal avoided the accursed city.

It is now believed this woman was one of the 
last living Arcanum Gudanna sorcerers. After the 
Gudanna jealously murdered each other in a vicious 
power struggle, this survivor had left Libir in hopes 
the city and its nonmagical population would still 
flourish after her death, thus protecting the secrets 
of the Gudanna from the unworthy. Her ploy was 
successful: Libir remained untouched for millennia, 
and even its inhabitants slowly forgot about the 
outside world as they remained trapped beneath a 
terrible curse.

The Clan Uruk khans Kuta and his son Jahnu 
were the first two to set foot in Libir in millennia, 

but Jahnu was the one who discovered the lost 
codices of Arcanum Gudanna’s knowledge in 915 
DE. He adapted this knowledge and taught it to the 
people of Libir. After rallying other Urugal clans to 
the banner of his new and devastatingly powerful 
arcanum, Jahnu declared the official establishment 
of the Gudanna Dominion in 936 DE and declared 
himself its Great Khan.

The new Dominion’s first goal was conquest. 
With the command of powerful new golems that 
sprang forth from blood and sand, the Great Khan 
ravaged those Urugal clans that refused to join his 
Dominion, and absorbed those that capitulated to 
either golem or coin.

The Dominion’s conquest of the Lower Durani 
Empire began in earnest in 945 DE with the fall of 
Kutastha, the Lower Empire’s capital city. From 
there, hosts of other cities fell to the Dominion’s 
might, until the Battle of Ru three years later 
cemented the new borders and a tenuous peace 
between Dominion and Empire.

This peace remained until the sudden death of 
the Great Khan in 971 DE. The void left in Jahnu 
Khan’s wake revealed the rifts inherent among 
the nation’s leadership, as each of the Dominion’s 
Storms rallied their support behind one of the Great 
Khan’s offspring. Faced with the threat of the Du-
rani Empire’s Grand Army, the Gudanna Dominion 
has remained united in purpose, but only barely.
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Society and Culture

The Gudanna Dominon

The relative youth of the Gudanna Dominion has 
seen the rise of a culture that was largely built by 
putting flesh and blood atop the bones of southern 
Urugal tradition. Over the course of nearly four 
decades, new traditions purely Gudanna in nature 
have slowly superseded those of the Urugal. Even 
when Gudanna culture eclipses its Urugal roots, it 
is likely some modicum of Urugal sensibilities will 
remain in perpetuity.

A common scholarly debate regards how authen-
tic the Gudanna Dominion’s culture is when com-
pared to the Gudanna culture lost during the Age of 
Twilight. Due to the complete eradication of Arca-
num Gudanna and its followers from history before 
its rediscovery, the common belief is the ways of 
current Dominion society far differ from those 
of the original Gudanna. However, Jahnu Khan 
built the Dominion’s cultural identity on traditions 
gleaned directly from the recovered Gudanna texts 
and from the fragmentary knowledge possessed by 
the people of Libir. Regardless of how true the Do-
minion’s ways align with the Gudanna of antiquity, 
one fact remains: current Gudanna practices still 
reside atop a bedrock of Urugal tradition.

One of the noted differences between ancient and 
modern Gudanna philosophy is concept of inter-
mingling blood and death. According to the Gu-
danna texts, blood is seen as the sole force guiding 
the world. Thus, by manipulating blood, one could 
control Eretsu’s destiny. Among modern Gudanna, 
though, this belief has commingled with Arcanum 
Urugal’s emphasis on death as the beginning of a 
cycle of rebirth. The average Gudanna arcanist of 
today—most notably those of Urugal roots rather 
than the descendants of Libir—believes that blood-
letting and death are inextricably linked, in arcane 

Upon Urugal Bones 
tradition, religion, and philosophy. 

Despite this neo-Gudanna culture supplanting the 
once dominant Urugal traditions, a large segment of 
the Dominion’s population still identifies culturally 
as Urugal and clings tightly to their original beliefs. 
These Urugal are allowed to retain their way of life, 
but with the conquest of Kutastha, Prishta, and oth-
er former cities of the Lower Empire, many Urugal 
have been seduced by the different, urban lifestyle 
the Gudanna themselves have adopted. Those Uru-
gal who remain in the clans’ ancestral lands believe 
their city-dwelling kin to be weak.

Religion

The Gudanna religion, known as the Way of 
Blood, is a relatively young philosophy when com-
pared to the beliefs of the Durani, Zikia, or Urugal. 
As with Gudanna culture in general, the mod-
ern-day incarnation of the Way of Blood is believed 
to be starkly different than the Gudanna cult of old.

The nominal head of the Gudanna religion is the 
Speaker of the Law, a civil position appointed by 
the Great Khan. Scripture dictates the Speaker must 
never be referred to by name while holding this 
position, as the importance of law must eclipse the 
name of the one who utters the law. The Speaker’s 
central role is to communicate the Great Khan’s 
edicts to the populace and guide the people in fol-
lowing the Way of Blood via interpretation of the 
Gudanna scriptures.

During the five and a half decades since the 
arcanum’s rediscovery, copies of the Gudanna 
scriptures have been proliferated across the entire 
Dominion, which has resulted in hundreds of 
interpretations of the ancient Gudanna ways. These 
interpretations have led to countless splinter cults 
of the Way of Blood. According to hushed rumor, 
these secretive cults follow the Way of Blood by 
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conducting dangerous bloodletting ceremonies. 
Some even allegedly perform human sacrifices to 
appease the Ancient Ones invoked in the Gudanna 
litanies.

Because of the general distaste for such grisly 
practices, many of the Gudanna tend to practice the 
Way of Blood in secret rather than flock to temples 
or perform religious rites in public.

Other Cultures 

Much like the Durani Empire hosts a number of Zikia and and Urugal people within its border, so also 
does the Dominion encompass a wide range of people who culturally identify with one of these two groups.

Zikia
Due to the climate and nature of the southern 

Eretsu continent, very few Zikia tribal members 
have set down roots in the Dominion. The steppes 
and wastelands that compose much of the Domin-
ion are ill suited for living directly from the land 
or the creation and maintenance of golems. Those 
who choose to remain in the Dominion are either 
outcasts from larger Wildwood society or warriors 
looking for fortune and glory in the service to a 
mercenary king.

The Nazita tribe, for instance, migrated into 
Dominion lands when its orchards were destroyed 
by a rival Zikia tribe. The Nazita has made a home 
for itself near the Glades of Kaccha. The region’s 
tainted swampland forced the tribe to foster the 
growth of golems from arid soil, which has only 
met with marginal success. Thus, the golems of the 
Nazita often assume a thorny appearance not unlike 
cacti and other desert succulents.

Urugal
Two types of Urugal clans live in the Dominion: 

those that inhabit conquered territories, and those 
that retain their nomadic ways. Though living in 
the Dominion, both groups have fought to retain 
their own traditions and cultural identity. Though 
the settled and nomadic clans follow different 
life paths, they often work together to protect and 
further their mutual interests. For example, the 
city-dwelling Urugal often supply the nomadic 
Urugal with weapons, and in exchange, these armed 
nomads protect the city-dwellers’ trade caravans 
from bandits, beasts, and other dangers.

Since the Urugal who populate Dominion cities 
are settled in their ways, the majority of the Do-
minion’s mercenaries hail from the nomadic Urugal 
clans. The lifestyle of the wandering mercenary 
band aligns well with these people, allowing them 
to visit areas of the Dominion they would otherwise 
never see.

The Gudanna Dominon7
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Government 

Much like the Urugal society that it descended from, the Gudanna Dominion is a stratocracy with the 
supreme leader of its military acting as head of state. From the Saddle Throne of Kutastha, the Great Khan 
issues decrees, and the Speaker of the Law then reads these edicts to the people as new law. Though the 
Great Khan’s rule over the Dominion as a whole is absolute and unquestioned, the Dominion’s khans and 
raja-khans often advise in both civil and military matters that affect the entire nation. Smaller decisions, 
however, remain the domain of the khans.

The authority of the Dominion’s various provincial regions derives from a system of military meritocracy. 
Each khan rules over the province protected by his or her storm, and those holding the ranks of raja-khan, 
sultan, and ilkhan all control smaller fiefdoms within that province. Warriors of the Dominion who prove 
themselves with exemplary service are often recommended for election to a higher rank, and thus earn great-
er authority in both the Dominion’s military and government.

Current Leadership

Known as the Spider Prince due to his vast web 
of spies throughout the Dominion and the Durani 
Empire, the Great Khan’s eldest son rarely leaves 
his library in Prishta. Seemingly uninterested in 
conquest of land, Raja Rudatha is more concerned 
with reincorporating the bloodlines of non-Gudanna 
Ancient Ones into the Dominion and thus reaching 
more Ancient Ones to invoke in battle.

As of 971 DE, the following important individuals exercise rule over the Gu-
danna Dominion. With the death of the Great Khan, these represent the major 
players vying to succeed him.

Rudatha

The second eldest of the Great Khan’s twenty-sev-
en living children, Raga Nandanna is a powerful 
warrior-mage who can trace her bloodlines to both 
Gudanna and Urugal Ancient Ones. Her strength 
and tenacity have drawn the support of a large 
portion of the Dominion’s martial forces to her ban-
ner. She desires sole dominance over her father’s 
Dominion and thus seeks the means to eliminate or 
subjugate all twenty-six of her siblings.

Nandanna
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While Raja Rudatha schemes and Raga Nandanna 
fights, their younger sister Tsantha plies the politi-
cal waters of the Dominion’s court in Kutastha. She 
has nearly all of the richest families in the Domin-
ion in her pocket and quietly bides her time while 
waiting for her other siblings to make their moves.

Tsantha

The Speaker of the Law

The Gudanna Dominon

The Dominion of Blood and Sand

At a glance, the military of the Great Khan closely resembles that of an Urugal clan, and for good reason. 
Since Arcanum Gudanna was dormant for tens of thousands of years, Jahnu Khan had to reinvent Gudanna 
culture from the ground up. Thus the command and structure of the Dominion began as a loose Urugal skel-
eton that Jahnu’s followers eventually covered with Gudanna flesh by slowly replacing Urugal terminology 
and customs with Gudanna ones. Some of these historical customs were gleaned from the Gudanna scrip-
tures, and others have been created from whole cloth at the Great Khan’s whim. The most evident change in 
tradition is that the Dominion’s armies follow a more rigid and formal structure than the Urugal’s looser and 
more relaxed military standards.

7

As the Speaker of the Law, the man known as 
Samdat holds no formal rank. However, since he is 
the nominal head of the Gudanna faith and an in-
strument in the religion’s rediscovery, codification, 
and promulgation, many among the Dominion have 
flocked to him for advice. The Speaker has used his 
influence to create another power bloc among those 
vying to inherit the Great Khan’s legacy.
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Leadership
971 DE

The armies of the Gudanna Dominion are ruled 
by the Dominion’s Kha Khan, or Great Khan. 
During its short history, the Dominion has had only 
one Kha Khan: Jahnu of Clan Uruk. The Great 
Khan personally oversaw the command of his 
armies, often surprising even the smallest of units 
with unannounced visits.

Aside from nepotism and primogeniture among 
the Great Khan’s children, the Dominion’s armies 
function largely as a meritocracy. Leadership posi-
tions of raja-khan and below are filled by election 
rather than appointment: a position’s superior nomi-
nates a commander of the unit, and the unit holds a 
vote to accept or reject the candidate. This process 
continues until one member of the unit has been 
voted into the position.

The Gudanna Dominion has established the 
following command ranks:

Khan
The leaders immediately below the Great Khan, 

many of whom are Jahnu Khan’s children, hold 
the title of khan. A khan commands a single storm, 
which many regard as the khan’s own personal 
vassal army rather than an incorporated military 
division, and thus leave administrative duties to 
their subordinate raja-khans. The khans are fiercely 
competitive and always seek to gain a foothold 
against each other.

Raja-Khan
The so-called prince khans perform the regular 

command of the Dominion’s forces, as directed by 
the khans. Each raja-khan oversees one tempest of 
golems.

Addendum: Since the Great Khan’s passing, none of Jahnu’s suc-
cessors has stepped up to officially claim the mantle of the Great 
Khan. Many believe the title of Kha Khan may become indefinitely 
dormant, much like the Urugal’s gur-khan designation. —Embara, 

Sultan
The sultan is seen by his or her subordinates as a 

strong and capable leader, and only the sharpest and 
most dedicated are elected to this position. A sultan 
holds command over a single torrent.

Ilkhan
The ilkhan is the most respected of the lesser 

Dominion ranks due to the versatility their golems 
provide in battle. Each ilkhan commands a fury.

Hajduk
Though small in role, the hajduk is a unique posi-

tion in the Dominion, as each khan began his or her 
service to the Dominion with a term as hajduk. This 
relatively humble appointment provides the even-
tual khan with invaluable command and battlefield 
experience, which also earns the respect of those 
who will one day serve beneath him or her.

A hajduk commands a squall.

Knight
Each knight in the Dominion’s army is capable 

of calling and riding a single Gudanna golem into 
battle.

The golem forces of the Gudanna Dominion are 
arranged according to the following structure:

Squall
The smallest effective Gudanna formation, a 

squall consists of four golems and is overseen by a 
hajduk.

Fury
The fury provides the backbone of the Domin-

ion’s military arm due to its varied composition 
and easily maneuverable size. Eight squalls form a 
single fury, with an ilkhan riding at the fury’s head.

Torrent
A torrent is composed of eight furies. A sultan 

commands each torrent.

Organzation
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Tempest
Eight torrents form a tempest, which is overseen 

by a raja-khan. Most tempests are permanently 
attached to a particular storm, but some raja-khans, 
especially those who have proven themselves with 
great and heroic deeds, command an independent 
tempest and are afforded the freedom to choose 
which storm their tempest will supplement.

Storm
The largest organizational unit within the Domin-

ion’s forces, a storm includes four tempests within 
its ranks and is commanded by a khan.

The Gudanna Dominon

Addendum: With the Great Khan’s passing, there no longer exists a clear leader over the Dominion. Each storm 
has rallied behind a different khan, and unless one of the khans can gain enough support to be named the next 
Great Khan, the future of the Dominion as a unified military force is in question. —Embara, 971 DE

Dominion
Eight storms form the sum total of the Gudan-

na Dominion’s armies, but this is a fluid number 
depending on the political climate. The Dominion 
itself is ruled by the Kha Khan, and his word is law.

Dominon 

Storm

Tempest

Torrent

Fury

Squall 

Golem 

Kha Khan/ The Great Khan

Khan

Raja-Khan

Sultan

Ilkhan

Hajduk

Knight

65,536 Golems

8,192 Golems

2,048 Golems

256 Golems

32 Golems

4 Golem

1  Golems 

Unit Commander Strength

The Dominon of Blood and Sand
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Storms of the Gudanna Dominon 

Due to the Dominion’s military having sprung from the same origins, the Gudanna storms share their 
names with the storms of the Urugal clans.

Dark Storm
The Great Khan decreed that his firstborn Rudatha 

would command this storm, the premier force of the 
Dominion armies. Raja Rudatha has organized this 
storm into a number of highly specialized formations. 
Taken individually, these specialized units reveal their 
weaknesses, but when deployed together, they are a 
fearsome presence on the battlefield. Raja Rudatha has 
leveraged his impressive wealth and influence to ensure 
the Dark Storm wields the largest collection of relics and magical capabilities in the entire 
Dominion army.

This storm is comprised of the following tempests: Desolation, Ruin, Annihilation, and 
Burial.

Tempest of Desolation
The tempest of Desolation is commanded by Ra-

ja-Khan Sunika. 
The last survivor of the Dunoti Tribe, which was 

massacred by the Durani during the last war, Sunika 
became infamous for the savage brutality he unleashed 
on the Empire. Sunika remains fiercely independent, but 
Rudatha has learned to make the most of Sunika’s abili-
ties. Rudatha has said he trusts Sunika the most of all his 
commanders. This has less to do with Sunika’s loyalty to the Spider Prince than with his 
uncompromising commitment to satisfying his vengeance.

Tempest of Ruin 
The Tempest of Ruin is commanded by Raja-Khan 

Raksitr. 
In a former life, Raksitr was a prince of the Domin-

ion’s underworld, and ruthless enforcer of his order. 
Attracting Rudatha’s attention, Raksitr traded his crim-
inal life to become an agent of Rudatha, extending the 
Spider’s web deep into the underworld.
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Tempest of Annihilation
The Tempest of Annihilation is commanded by Ra-

ja-Khan Rahu Yantra. 
One of the newest raja-khans in the Dominon, Rudatha 

promoted Rahu directly to the rank, though he never 
served a day on the battlefield. Rahu, while Gudanna by 
blood, was raised in the Empire, only returning to the 
Dominon when he was exiled for his research into Zri 
magic and lost arcana. It was precisely these endeavours 
that won him the Spider Prince’s respect. Rahu now leads Rudatha’s worldwide campaign 
to unlock the secrets of ages past.

Tempest of Burial
The Tempest of Burial’s commandeder is Raja-Khan 

Archa. 
Once Rudatha’s tutor and friend of the Great Khan, 

Archa is now in the hands of the Empire. Pursuing the 
Great Khan’s assassin, Archa was apprehended by the 
Durani as he tried to cross into the Upper Empire. He has 
since been given over to Raga Dasra. Rumors say Archa 
made some arrangement to work with the Raga. In his 
absence, his armies have been given to Raja-Khan Sunika to command.

Sand Storm
The Sand Storm is one of the most active and mobile 

of the Dominion’s Storms. As such, it spends more time 
conducting scouting and strikes of opportunity than any 
other Storm. While many warriors might chafe under 
such constant action fighting, Nandanna Khan com-
mands only the best from her Knights. The Sand Storm 
maintains no permanent encampment, as it performs 
best while on the move like nomads, according to Nan-
danna’s whims.

This storm is comprised of the following tempests: Drought, Wastes, Mirage, and 
Havoc.

The Gudanna Dominon7
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Tempest of Drought

The Tempest of  Drought’s commandeder is Ra-
ja-Khan U’ta Gati. 

A scion of Libir, U’ta left the haunted city in his youth 
to follow Jahnu Khan on his conquest of Eretsu. As one 
of the first Gudanna arcanists, U’ta has unrivaled un-
derstanding of Gudanna sorcery. A pragmatic tactician, 
he is often found advising Nandanna, tempering her 
brashness. He often finds himself at odds with Rataya, 
who distrusts him and his strategies. 

Tempest of Wastes
The Tempest of  Wastes is commanded by Raja-Khan 

Rataya. 
A fierce warrior and loyal sister, Rataya commands 

the Charred Reavers. She’s had doubts about Nandan-
na’s intentions, but has come to support her sister’s 
claim to the Saddle Throne. 

Tempest of Mirage
The Tempest of  Mirage is commanded by Raja-Khan 

Kasya Idam. 
Kasya is more myth than man to most people. A mas-

ter swordsman, Kasya has won more duels than anyone 
else in the Dominion. For most of his life, he lived as a 
celebrity in Apanika, fighting in the city’s famous are-
nas. However, when Nandanna offered him a command, 
he could not refuse. Since then, stories of his exploits in 
battle have been made into songs by bards across Eretsu.

Tempest of Havoc
The Tempest of  Havoc is commanded by Raja-Khan 

Anu. 
Anu sought fame and fortune at a young age. He was 

the lone survivor of an Urugal expedition to the Mana 
Drka, in the blasted lands. Anu returned a changed man, 
haunted by more than just the failure of the expedition. 
Afraid the terror he had encountered was hunting him, 
he left his clan to join the service of the conquering 
Great Khan to protect his family from his curse
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Thunder Storm
A curiosity among the Dominion’s forces, the Thun-

der Storm is led by a khan in name only. The real power 
behind this storm’s command falls not to Urjin Khan but 
to Samdat, known as the Speaker of the Law. Many of 
the knights and hajduks serving the Thunder Storm are 
fanatical, deeply religious men and women who view 
themselves as righteous warriors whose holy mission 
is to proliferate the Way of Blood throughout Eretsu 
and beyond. Because of this, the Thunder Storm will push until it cannot push anymore, 
which leads to a frightening and bloodthirsty battlefield presence.

Urjin Khan is a zealot of the new Gudanna faith, he believes the strength of the Gu-
danna is only as great as the Dominion’s ability to follow the will of the Ancients as dictated by sacred law. 
After the Great Khan’s death, Urjin pledged his allegiance to the Speaker of the Law.

This storm is comprised of the following tempests: Lightning, Pounding, Bolt, and Roaring.

Lightning Tempest
The Lightning  Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Satya.
Known for his modesty and honesty, Satya rose in 

Gudanna society through his political prowess, not his 
merit as a warrior. While he does have command of an 
army, he takes to the field far less often than most other 
raja-khans.

Pounding Tempest
The Pounding Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Asra.
Once an Urugal witch, Asra used her understanding 

of that arcanum to help revive Arcanum Gudanna. She 
now is one of the most powerful blood mages in the 
Dominion, as well as a Gudanna religious fanatic.
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The Bolt Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Nirdan.
Plucked from the slums after the discovery of his Gu-

danna blood, Nirdan has made it his mission to find all 
of the Gudanna’s lost children. He travels the Dominion 
seeking any who may have Gudanna blood.

Bolt Tempest

The Gudanna Dominon

The Roaring Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Kigkira.
Kigkira was raised in the Gudanna religion, becom-

ing an influential voice in its clergy as she grew up. 
Having developed a more brutal outlook on Gudanna 
scripture, bloodletting and warfare are central tenets of 
her faith. She is sometimes called Urjin’s Demon.

Roaring Tempest

Wind Storm
Due to the Wind Storm’s heavy inclusion of Zikia 

golems, many make the fatal mistake of assuming the 
storm is a mercenary rabble rather than a proper Gudan-
na Dominion formation. Zoka Khan, Matriarch of the 
Dominion-loyal Nazita tribe, holds ultimate leadership 
over this storm. Though the Gudanna in this storm were 
hesitant to follow a khan who was not one of Jahnu 
Khan’s descendants, Zoka’s many victories have earned 
the respect of her subordinates and the Dominion as a whole.

This storm is comprised of the following tempests: East, West, North, and South.

The East Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Visakta. 
A master botanist, Visakta maintains a lavish garden 

on his estate in the Gudanna capital. Visakta’s taste in 
foliage is very particular, some would say tainted by his 
adopted Gudanna culture. Every plant in his garden is 
either poisonous or carnivorous. 

East Tempest
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The West Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Bhakti. 
When the Nazita tribe still made its home in the 

Wildwood, Bhakti was their warden and religious lead-
er. Putting the needs of his tribe over the oaths he took, 
Bhakti continues to lead the transplanted Zikia in main-
taining their culture and religion among the Gudanna.

West Tempest

The South Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Zalya. 
The only Zikia raja-khan not of the Nazita tribe, Zalya 

earned her position the Gudanna way. Zalya traveled to 
the Dominion to find work as a mercenary. After prov-
ing herself in battle under the command of Zoka during 
the Gudanna Wars, she was awarded a title and position 
in the Dominion’s military.

South Tempest

The North Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Raksa.

A poor Urugal noble, Raksa hoped to earn favor from 
Nandanna by helping her keep an eye on Zoka from 
within the Zikia khan’s ranks. Raksa has proven herself 
capable and ambitious.

North Tempest
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The Crystal Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Pala.

Pala is one of the oldest raja-khans in the Dominion, 
and Udipti’s uncle. Pala was one of the Great Khan’s 
Blood-Sworn, elite warriors who fought beside him 
during his conquests. After Udipti’s marriage to the 
Khan, Pala was promoted to advise and serve his niece. 

Ice Storm
Udipti Khan, one of the Great Khan’s three surviving 

widows, has forged the Ice Storm into one of the most 
formidable defensive formations in the entire Domin-
ion. This storm boasts the highest concentration of 
ogre- and titan-class golems in the Gudanna armies. The 
storm’s vast number of heavy golems can create a nearly 
impenetrable wall capable of blunting even the hardiest 
of Durani raiding parties. For this reason, the Ice Storm 
forms the backbone of the Dominion’s defense of the Line.

Udipti has lead the Ice Storm for more than 30 years. She is unique among the Great 
Khan’s wives for never having borne him any children. Rather, she caught the Khan’s 
eye on the battlefield, where she proved a capable soldier and formidable tactician. She has yet to back a 
claimant for the Saddle Throne, instead focusing her attention on holding the Line, where the Ice Storm had 
been deployed since the end of the Gudanna Wars. 

This storm is comprised of the following tempests: Freezing, Crystal, Hail, and Sleet.

The Gudanna Dominon

The Freezing Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Nandin.

Adopted by Udipti after the Great Khan’s armies 
decimated her clan, Nandin knew the cost of betraying 
the Dominion’s loyalties from a young age. She now 
demands that same loyalty from her tempest, a loyalty 
she has won through fear and victory. She famously put 
an entire fury to death for fleeing the field of battle. 

Freezing Tempest 

Crystal Tempest 
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The Hail Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan Zesa.
Zesa won her fame after taking command of a tempest 

mid-battle after the commanding sultan was killed 
during a Durani assault. Even though she only held the 
rank of ilkhan, she was able to rally the whole tempest 
to hold its position. She has since proven herself an 
inspiring commander, often leading her men into the 
fray from the front lines. Her ability to survive seeming-
ly hopeless situations has spawned rumors that she has made herself invincible through a 
sacred Gudanna blood ritual. 

Hail Tempest 

The Sleet Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Fhandi.

Fhandi has adapted his tempest to life on the Line. 
He has transformed his soldiers and Golems into stout 
defenders capable of holding defensive positions against 
Empire incursions. He has accomplished this by un-
leashing devestating magic that harnesses the blood spilt 
in combat. 

Sleet Tempest 

Blood Storm
Tsantha Khan currently commands the Blood Storm. 

The tempests of this storm have never rallied together 
for combat as a cohesive unit, a unique trait among the 
Dominion’s forces. Instead, each component tempest 
acts independently from the others, albeit according to 
Tsantha Khan’s directives. This storm is responsible 
for securing and protecting the Dominion’s trade routes 
from bandits and other undesirables. Grateful merchants 
have ensured the raja-khans and sultans of the Blood Storm are the wealthiest and best 
supplied in the whole Dominion.

This storm is comprised of the following tempests: Ferocity, Rage, Damnation, and Deluge.
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The Ferocity Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Nalika.

Nalika hails from Clan Sarju, a very wealthy Urugal 
merchant clan that has established itself in Apanika. 
Nalika was childhood friends with Tsantha, and is one 
of her most trusted advisors. She is also in charge of the 
largest Urugal trade network in the Dominion.

Ferocity Tempest 

The Rage Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Kamin.

A young Gudanna lord, Kamin inherited his father’s 
considerable military holdings and rank thanks to Tsan-
tha’s support. Kamin is infatuated with Tsantha, and 
seeks do everything he can to impress and protect her.

Rage Tempest 

The Damnation Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Lekha.

Lekha may be the only member of the Gudanna court 
to have something to hold over Rudatha: his debt. Lekha 
oversees the Dominion’s biggest bank, often lending 
money to lords to finance their military or trade expedi-
tions. 

Damnation Tempest 

The Deluge Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Kila.

Kila has always had a fascination with relics. Con-
stantly fiddling with his own creations, Kila is the 
Dominion’s leading artificer. While he has been unsuc-
cessful in creating relics with the power of those of ages 
past, Kila has made a fortune by selling his trinket relics 
across the Dominion, to Gudanna and mercenary clients 
alike.

Deluge Tempest 
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Dust Storm

One of the most feared armies in the Dominion, the 
Dust Storm is the sole Gudanna storm that embraces 
the tenets and traditions of Urugal culture. The storm’s 
commander, Rudhi Khan, never let go of his belief in 
the Way of Bone upon mastering Arcanum Gudanna. In-
stead, he fields Gudanna golems with traditional Urugal 
tactics, which results in frighteningly brutal assaults that 
leave no survivors in their wake, and wreak catastrophic 
damage to nearby civilian structures.

Rudhi is Jahnu Khan’s nephew, and grew up in Jahnu’s Clan Uruk. Though loyal to 
the Dominion, Rudhi is a follower of nomadic Urugal traditions, only coming into the 
Dominion’s cities when summoned. Since the Great Khan’s death, he has remained largely neutral, although 
he was once close with Nandanna in the past.

This storm is comprised of the following tempests: Blindness, Concealment, Grave, and Abandonment.

The Tempest of Blindness is commanded by Ra-
ja-Khan Nalak. 

Chieftain of the once proud Clan Marak, he now 
serves Rudhi begrudgingly in return for the promise of 
continued safety for his sister and mother. Rudhi cap-
tured Nalak’s family during a raid into the Urugal lands 
south of the Dominion.

Tempest of Blindness

The Tempest of Concealment is commanded by Ra-
ja-Khan Valuka. 

Hauntingly beautiful is how most would describe 
Valuka. A princess of the Atasi clan, Valuka now serves 
Rudhi to cement the clan’s alliance with the Dominion. 
The Atasi are a rich people who ruled their own city-
state before succumbing to the Great Khan, and they 
grew even richer during his rule. Valuka acts as Rudhi’s 
ears and voice in court, having been trained and educated to be a diplomat from a young 
age

Tempest of Concealment
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The Grave Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Ghana.  

Ghana grew up in the slums of Prishta. Conscripted 
after being caught stealing from a merchant, he excelled 
and rose quickly through the ranks for his deviousness 
on the battlefield. After saving Rudhi’s life in battle, 
Rudhi Khan promoted Ghana to the rank of raja-khan, 
where he now acts as Rudhi’s spymaster.

Grave Tempest

The Tempest of Abandonment is commanded by 
Raja-Khan Sthira.  

Sthira was to be Rudhi’s wife, in a match made by the 
Great Khan himself. While Sthira and Rudhi did become 
fast friends and partners, they have never married, 
although they remain engaged. Sthira has proved herself 
one of the khan’s top commanders, and often leads his 
personal guard.

Tempest of Abandonment

Fire Storm
In the wake of Jahnu Khan’s death, the commander 

of the Fire Storm succumbed to assassination, which 
splintered the unity of the storm’s raja-khans. Each 
tempest supports a different khan to be the Great 
Khan’s successor, and thus far no one has been chosen 
to assume command of this storm. Unless stability can 
be restored soon, it is likely the four raja-khans will 
disband the Fire Storm and attach their tempests to 
whichever storm is commanded by the leader they favor to sit upon the Saddle Throne. 
The last commander of the Fire Storm was Kharva Khan. 

Kharva was greatly loved by Jahnu Khan, but detested by many of the other khans 
of the Dominion. A master strategist that helped plan the Dominion victory at Ru, her body was broken in 
the last war. Many of her rivals thought her unfit for command, but she always maintained Jahnu’s favor. 
Once Jahnu was killed, her enemies struck and she was killed in early hours after the discovery of the 
Great Khan’s death. However, her murder was largely unnoticed in the tumult and aftermath. Her killer is 
undoubtedly another noble in the court. 

This storm is comprised of the following tempests: Burning, Ash, Coal, and Volcano.
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The Burning Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Channa. 

Born to one of the Great Khan’s Zikia wives, Channa 
was Rudatha’s closest sibling when he was young. As 
children, the two would unleash terror on the court with 
devious pranks. Now grown, Channa is almost as devi-
ous as her brother. She is Rudatha’s eyes and ears in the 
capital during his frequent residence in Prishta.

Burning Tempest

The Ash Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan Jhar 
Rekh. 

Jhar Rekh came of age in the early years of the con-
quest of the Southern Empire. Renowned for his stub-
born determination, he did not question or hesitate to 
carry out his orders when commanded to make a suicidal 
charge at Ru. Unlike most Knights that were offered 
up in sacrifice at Ru, Jhar Rekh survived. A disciplined 
soldier, he was thought of as apolitical and fiercely loyal to the Dominion. He surprised 
many when he declared his Tempest in support of Raga Nandanna.

Ash Tempest

The Coal Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Tama. 

A true fanatic upon the Way of Blood. Tama follows 
the Path of the Burning Sun. Having survived a vision 
quest deep into blasted lands, equipped with nothing but 
her dagger, Tama returned with a vision of Eretsu awash 
in blood. Her loyalty is believed to be with the Cult of 
Vasu-Surya and Raga Neferit.

Coal Tempest

The Volcano Tempest is commanded by Raja-Khan 
Zoranna. 

One of Jahnu Khan’s earliest followers from Clan 
Uruk, Zoranna began her service to the Dominion a fiery 
idealist and fanatic. Age has turned her cynical and sus-
picious. The grand vision of the Gudanna Dominion has 
been forever tainted and she mistrusts the main players 
seeking to remake it in their own image. In Tsantha, 
Zoranna has found a leader she believes can temper the ambitions of her siblings and the 
Speaker of the Law that threaten the Dominion.

Volcano Tempest
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Overview

The Zikia tribes of the Eretsu continent call themselves the Forest-Born, for they largely live all their 
lives in forests or as closely adhering to a natural, outdoor lifestyle as possible. The central tenet of all Zikia 
tribes is the reverence of life in all forms, primarily those in which the bounty of Eretsu herself springs into 
existence. To upset this natural balance is anathema to these wild and varied people.

One of the most fascinating aspects of the Zikia tribes is how prevalent they are across Eretsu. From the 
glaciers of northern Eretsu, to the steppes and wastelands of the south, and everywhere in between, fol-
lowers of Arcanum Zikia make their homes (although some climes are naturally less hospitable to these 
people’s pursuits than others). It is even believed Zikia tribes inhabit other parts of this world, as Videzan 
merchants sell objects and artifacts not from the Eretsu continent, but clearly of an unknown craftsmanship 
that aligns with Zikia philosophy.

History

Several factors make cataloging the Zikia’s 
history difficult. The most problematic of these is 
the Zikia keep no written records. Every part of 
their culture, from the secrets of Arcanum Zikia to 
the long ancestries their blood sages use to produce 
magically capable offspring, is retained in song and 
epic poetry handed down through the ages. Thus, 
most extant historical records of the Zikia come 
from outside sources, which by necessity often 
contain speculation and inaccuracies.

Another obstacle to chronicling Zikia history 
arises due to the tribes’ widespread and locally 
endemic nature across the known world: the Zikia 
themselves do not share the same history or even all 

the same cultural touchstones. Thus, the points that 
follow all originate largely from the Wildwood and 
the Mahika Zikia tribes. 

According to common legend, death magic—and 
by extension, Arcanum Urugal—was the first and 
oldest form of magic discovered on Eretsu. Many 
Zikia claim magic built on life and growth—and 
by extension, Arcanum Zikia—arose as a direct 
response to what many of that day saw as unholy 
practices. Whole groups of people formed around 
these beliefs, and before long, followers of these 
two nascent arcana were at each others’ throats. 
This rivalry thus has lasted for almost all known 
time.

Two great ironies dominate known Zikia history. 
The first is the Zikia’s demonstrated willingness to 
take life on the battlefield during their initial wars 
with the Urugal, despite their convictions to foster 
and protect life. The first conflicts between the 
Zikia and Urugal, which are detailed in grisly detail 
in the Urugal scriptures, bear testament to the bar-
baric lengths to which the Zikia would often go to 
prevent the Urugal from ravaging both Zikia forests 
and their comparatively placid Durani neighbors. 
This fierce hatred and treatment of the Urugal 

The Wildwood Zikia do keep a written record of sorts, but it is 
wholly inaccessible to outsiders, and thus we only know about it from 
secondhand accounts of tribesmen who either left or were expelled 
from their tribes . According to these accounts, this record is kept 
in the Mahatavi, an ancient tree that dwarfs all others. The knots 
formed in the bark, branches, and roots form magical runes that 
allegedly translate into the arcanum’s secrets. No non-Zikia has been 
allowed to set eyes upon it and be left alive afterward. Whether the 
Zikia of the Forest of Mists guard a similar structure is unknown. —
Ezreen
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largely persists to present day.

The second historical irony is found during 
the wars between the Nirmita- and Udita-aligned 
arcana. Given the bitter and bloody rivalry be-
tween the Zikia and the Urugal, it comes as a great 
surprise to historians that these two groups came to-
gether for a common purpose. This is akin to trying 
to mix oil and water, but somehow the two peoples 
managed to work together without completely anni-
hilating each other in the process. What caused their 
alliance to fracture after the close of these wars is 
still a matter of speculation.

One notable incident has completely changed the landscape of the Wildwood Zikia tribes. In 971 DE, the Durani 
Empire conducted a punitive strike against the northern Wildwood, in retaliation for persistent Zikia raids along 
the Empire’s western border. Due to circumstances unknown, part of the Wildwood caught fire, and the inferno 
raged out of control throughout the region. Much of the northern Wildwood was reduced to a forest of burned 
stumps. The Zikia have taken to calling this destroyed area the Realm of Cinders and have vowed vengeance for 
the desolation the Empire perpetrated there. —Embara

Society and Culture

The most important ideals of the Zikia people, 
regardless of location, are the conservation and 
preservation of life and the desire to live in harmo-
ny with the world. Forest-dwelling Zikia seek to 
leave Eretsu in much the same condition as when 
they were born, preferring to let nature take its nat-
ural course rather than influencing it in what they 
deem unnatural ways. This philosophy can be seen 
in nearly every endeavor the Zikia set to accom-
plish, from simple relics and small forest abodes to 
even the great weald structures found deep within 
their forests. Unsurprisingly, the Ancient Ones who 
identified with Zikia-aligned philosophy left behind 
golems, cities, and monuments they had grown and 
shaped straight from the soil, as opposed to Durani 
works, which required the alteration and mining of 
mountains and caves, or the Urugal, which often 
demanded the deaths of innocents and the desecra-
tion of their remains.

The Zikia dedication to maintaining natural order 
also extends to the written word, which the Zikia 

regard as excessively artificial. To a Zikia, record-
ing one’s deeds, whether in ink on paper, carvings 
on bone, or etchings in stone, is akin to carving 
one’s name into the bark of a living and venerable 
tree: though the wound might heal, that name will 
forever be writ on the tree’s surface as a scar for 
all to see. In this manner, all Zikia history is passed 
down by song and poetry rather than the written 
word. In the same way, all Zikia art, architecture, 
and artifacts are created by following the natural 
forms and curves of a branch or other plant form, 
and accentuating or subtly influencing those rather 
than working against them.

The greatest evidence of the tribes’ philosophy 
can be seen in the grand structures that compose 
the Zikia city-states known as wealds. From the 
smallest of family-sized huts to the massive halls 
and gathering places of tribal government, all such 
edifices are achieved by shaping and training the 
forest flora, often accelerating the growth with 
magic, rather than assembling them from timber, 
thatch, cured hide, or mortar and stone. A lone 
tree and its branches are often formed into a small 

The Stewerds of Nature
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home, but far more impressive are the larger spaces 
formed by intertwining the boles and branches of 
several trees into a living sculpture of complex, 
interwoven patterns. 

Zikia tribes, particularly those of the Wildwood, 
maintain fiercely insular communities. Those that 
live within the Wildwood and conform to com-
monly accepted beliefs are considered “True” Zikia 
by the tribes and wealds of the larger Wildwood 
society.

A tribe that has voluntarily emigrated from the 
Wildwood to live within the Empire or among the 
Urugal clans are called “Tamed” by their for-
est-dwelling kin. Though many of these Tamed still 
follow the same tenets and beliefs as the True Zikia, 
their acceptance of non-Zikia customs brand them 
as weak outsiders unworthy of the Zikia name.

The inhabitants of the Wildwood are aware of the 
existence of other large forested areas of Eretsu—
the Forest of Mists, in particular. The Wildwood 
Zikia view these others as lost tribes that have 
somehow wandered away from their true home. 
Several orders of Zikia rangers have dedicated 
themselves to act as missionaries to establish ties 
with these lost tribes, and entice them to return to 
the Wildwood, either permanently or at least in pil-
grimage. (The nature of these pilgrimages remains 
unclear.) Some speculate that these so-called lost 
tribes view the Wildwood Zikia in the same way 
that, for example, the Zikia from the Forest of Mists 
believe theirs is the true home of the Zikia, and all 
others should undertake pilgrimage there.

The philosophies and foundations of Arcanum 
Zikia form the fundamental basis of the Zikia reli-
gion, and nearly every forest-dwelling Zikia holds 
to these same beliefs with a fervent conviction. The 
Zikia as a whole are a deeply spiritual people, and 
the Way of the Branch integrates into their every-
day lives in a way unlike the practice of any other 
people across Eretsu.

Zikia children are taught the tribe’s songs, 

The True, The Tamed, and the Lost

It is now com-
monly believed the 
fabled Mahatavi in 
the Wildwood is the 
destination for these 
lost-tribe pilgrimag-
es. —Neraada

Religion

poems, and genealogies at a very early age. This 
oral history varies slightly from one tribal group to 
the next. For example, the population of one weald 
might retell a particular creation story wherein a 
certain Ancient One charged that tribe with pro-
tecting a certain part of the forest; whereas another 
weald might tell a similar story about a different 
Ancient One and a different part of the forest. Re-
gardless of the story, the underlying belief remains 
the same from tribe to tribe.

All Wildwood Zikia feel connected to the forest 
itself, and believe their spirits become part of 
the Wildwood upon death. Thus, the Zikia peo-
ple see the wood itself as a the literal remains of 
their ancestors. Because of this, all Zikia treat the 
forest and all life therein with utmost respect and 
devotion. Woe betide any invader with a callous 
disrespect for that life.

Zikia speak of a belief called the Salmon 
Hajj. This is an allegory: as the salm-
on undertakes an upstream journey 
to spawn in the place where it was 
born, so then must the Zikia make the 
difficult journey through life in order 
to be reincarnated at death in the 
form of a tree or a vine. Much like the 
salmon, each Wildwood Zikia strives 
to make a pilgrimage to the Mahatavi 
at least once in a lifetime, as this is the 
place where the tribes believe the Zikia 
Ancient Ones ascended from Eretsu. —
Neraada

The Zikia Tribes8
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Government

The heart of Zikia governance is the weald. Each 
of these city-states is presided over by a matriarch 
or patriarch, traditionally the eldest and most influ-
ential arcanist within the tribe. Each tribe governs 
in different ways, but most choose a council of el-
ders. The tribal head and the council of elders make 
decisions for the tribe by a process called “listening 
to the wood.” The Zikia’s religion plays a large part 
in a tribe’s guidance, but neither the tribal elders 
nor the Zikia’s religious leaders assume a defining 
role in a tribe’s martial affairs.

The recently created Court of the Mahatavi, 
known as the Circle, is the closest the Wildwood 
Zikia tribes have to a central governing body. The 
Samula tribe recently established the Circle as a 
means of giving tribal leaders the opportunity to ad-
dress disputes between each other without resorting 
to open intertribal conflict. The Circle meets in the 
Preveza, a great, living-wood structure the Samula 
tribe grew in the shadow of the Mahatavi.

Due to the Zikia tribes’ insular nature and 
isolationistic tendencies, the wealds have grown to 
rely on each other for commerce and defense rather 
than on outsiders. This has led to a spirit of unity 
between tribes. Ancient tales tell of the wealds once 
joining together in common purpose as the Great 
Weald. However, the Great Weald has not been in 
existence as a political or martial entity since some-
time during the Age of Twilight.

The conflagration that created the 
Realm of Cinders in 971 DE prompted 
the Wildwood tribes to form the Great 
Weald to chastise the Durani Empire’s 
actions. Which tribes have joined the 
Weald is unknown. —Embara
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Ajin is the youngest matriarch the Zura tribe has 
ever had. She rose to prominence within the Circle 
when she challenged Ziksana, questioning her 
motives in seeking to form the Great Weald, shortly 
before the Durani invasion. Since then, she has 
proven herself as adept at maneuvering the battle-
field as she is the web of alliances and relations 
that hold the Great Weald together. She is a staunch 
supporter of maintaining tradition and the rights of 
individual tribes within the Great Weald.

Ajin 

The Zikia Tribes

The Forests of the Zikia
The martial forces of the Zikia tribes are not a traditional military in the same sense as the Grand Army of 

the Durani Empire. Zikia rangers serve voluntarily and act more as a prepared volunteer militia than a strict, 
well-disciplined army. This is not to say the Zikia and their golems are ineffectual: on the contrary, a Zikia 
ranger is a fearsome warrior, whether mounted atop a golem or on foot. The far too common perception of 
Zikia rangers as uncivilized, tree-riding barbarians is patently false, and has led to the deaths of countless 
Durani knights who underestimated the Zikia resolve.

Each tribe maintains and supports its own independent forest of golems and rangers. Tribes who live clos-
est to the Wildwood’s borders usually maintain high levels of alertness, whereas tribes settled deeper in the 
wood will call up war bands as needed.

Current Leadership

This Zikia was exiled from his tribe, the Samu-
la, by his mother in 936 DE. The reason for his 
banishment remains unknown. He went on to lead 
a fearsome mercenary band known as the Untamed, 
which earned prestige throughout Eretsu. Upon 
the formation of the Realm of Cinders in 971 DE, 
Vanya returned to the Wildwood despite his banish-
ment, and urged the Court of Mahatavi to form the 
Great Weald and claim vengeance for this tragedy.

As of 971 DE, the following important personages hold sway among the Zikia 
tribes of the Wildwood.

Vanya
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Traditional Zikia lore refers to a unified Zikia 
army known as the Great Weald, but it has not seen 
formal existence for thousands of years. Because 
of this, the largest Zikia military formation, the 
forest, acts and operates independently of others. 
However, in modern times it is not unknown for 
two or more forests to work in concert during times 
of crisis.

In the days of the Great Weald, a patriarch or 
matriarch of the foremost ruling tribe would offer 
guidance to all the Zikia forests under his or her 
leadership.

An interesting aspect of Zikia leadership is that, 
unlike Durani or Urugal commanders, those Zikia 
who are nominally in charge of golem formations 
are said to offer guidance to the unit rather than 
issue strict commands meant to be followed to the 
letter. Subordinate Zikia rangers tend to focus more 
on the spirit of an order rather than the letter of it. 
For this reason it is not unusual for a Zikia forma-
tion to contain fewer individual golems than one 
might expect, either due to the unit guide’s prefer-
ence or other factors. However, Zikia rangers who 
follow one of the mercenary kings adhere to more 
conventional structures of command, obedience, 
and discipline than the tribal Zikia.

The Zikia tribes recognize the following leader-
ship positions:

Warden
The guide of any Zikia forest is a warden. These 

are usually powerful and influential heads of whole 
tribes. Wardens are greatly respected leaders who 
together control the fate of the Zikia tribes. A Zikia 
holding this title maintains a retinue of nine to 
twelve ranger bodyguards called thorns.

Bulwark
The Bulwark offers guidance to a copse. Also, 

a warden’s bulwarks act as senior advisors for the 
forest’s direction, but the warden maintains the 
final authority. A Bulwark is entitled to a retinue of 
six to nine thorn bodyguards.

Watchmaster
A full hundred Watchmasters fall under the aegis 

of a bulwark, and each guides a shock of golems. 
Watchmasters are afforded a great deal of autono-
my as long as their actions do not run contrary to 
the parent copse’s established guidance, and are en-
titled to a retinue of three to six thorn bodyguards.

Many watchmasters are mercenary leaders who 
may not owe allegiance to any one forest.

Blade Lord
The common Zikia formation encountered in 

battle is likely under direction of a blade lord. 
These battle-tested Zikia leaders offer guidance to a 
stand of golems. Many blade lords go on to become 
thorns personally chosen to join a watchmaster’s 
retinue.

Lancer
The Zikia lancer maintains leadership over a 

blade of golems. Lancers who prove their worth to 
the blade and the forest as a whole are recommend-
ed for advancement to blade lord.

Ranger
At the lowest rungs of the Zikia forces is the 

ranger. This Zikia warrior is the custodian of one 
golem.

The golem forces of the continent’s Zikia tribes 
are arranged according to the following structure:
Pair

This unofficial grouping consists of two rangers 
who rely on each other for support both on and off 
the battlefield. Pairs consists of strong and unbreak-
able friendships, and a ranger who has lost his or 
her pair is at a great disadvantage until a replace-
ment can be found. Unless one ranger of a pair is a 
lancer, neither one holds superiority over the other. 

Blade
The blade is the smallest formally recognized 

unit among the Zikia tribes with an appointed 
leader. Four golems under the guidance of a lancer 
form a blade.

Organzation

Leadership
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Stand
Six Blades combine to form a Stand, and a 

Blade lord governs the stand’s direction. Among 
the Zikia, the Stand is a common detachment size 
capable of independent action.

Stands also act as the principal organizational 
unit of Zikia mercenary forces.

Shock
The shock is comprised of fifty Stands guided by 

a Watchmaster who oversees them all. The watch-
master’s thorn bodyguards often assist with the 
administration of so many subordinate units.

Many mercenary kings hold command over a full 
shock and its associated resources.

Copse
Four shocks join together to form a single copse 

under the guidance of a bulwark. As with shocks, 
the bulwark’s thorns often assist in guiding the 
great number of smaller units within this formation.

Forest
Four copses unite to form a forest, which is the 

largest extant formation among the Zikia tribes. A 
forest is guided by a warden, and it represents the 
combined total strength of an entire tribal unit.

The Great Weald
Throughout ancient history, in times of great 

crisis, the Zikia tribes would opt to combine the 
might of all the Zikia forests into an mighty legion 
called the Great Weald. The foremost matriarch or 
patriarch of the dominant tribe would preside over 
this fearsome force.

Though this formation has been defunct for thou-
sands of years, it is included here for completeness’ 
sake.

The Zikia Tribes
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The Forests of the Zikia
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The Forests of the Great Weald  
The Zikia tribes of the Wildwood command nine forests. Forests from outside the Wildwood and beyond 

follow their own military organization. Each Wildwood tribe maintains control of one forest, with the major-
ity of that forest’s rangers drawn from the governing tribe. The remaining rangers hail from other tribes.

Ancient Forest
The Ancient Forest of the Tamika tribe is one of the 

oldest and most venerable collection of Zikia rangers in 
the Wildwood. The tribe has maintained responsibility 
for growing and crafting the Wildwood’s most effective 
natural defenses, such as giant towers and fortresses 
carved from living wood. These bastions protect the 
Wildwood’s southern borders from Urugal raiding 
parties.

During the Gudanna Dominion’s invasion of the Empire, Dominion forces burned 
down the largest and oldest Tamika fortress, a watchtower that once stood higher than the 
tallest trees in the whole Wildwood. 

The Ancient Forest is commanded by Warden Yokara Tamika. Yokara dreams of recreating the Tamikas’ 
lost tower. In command of the Wildwood’s most impressive fortifications, she works endlessly to grow 
them into even more impressive works. Since the formation of the Realm of Cinders, she has worked to help 
regrow the burned forest. 

Verdant Forest
The Verdant Forest is another Wildwood formation 

with a long and storied history. The Samula tribe’s 
successful and victorious guidance of this forest has en-
sured the tribe’s prominence among the other Wildwood 
tribes. Compared to other forests, the Verdant Forest 
is the most regimented and well-disciplined of known 
Zikia armies, either in the Wildwood or beyond.

Warden Vanya, having returned from exile, now 
guides this forest. His mercenaries, the Untamed, have incorporated themselves into the 
forest, further swelling its ranks and battlefield prowess.

Sacred Forest
Among the Wildwood Zikia, no forest is more devout 

than the Zura tribe’s Sacred Forest. Rangers from this 
forest are fanatical devotees of the Way of the Branch 
and will undertake any mission deemed holy service 
of the Way, regardless of size or importance. These 
missions usually entail guarding pilgrimage routes to 
the Mahatavi, undertaking preemptive strikes against 
Urugal clans, or standing in defense of the Wildwood 
itself.

Warden Ajin currently guides the Sacred Forest.
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Lost Forest
The Lost Forest falls under the guidance of the Vitta 

tribe. Due to the Durani invasion of the Wildwood in 
971 DE, several hundreds of smaller Zikia tribes were 
routed and broken, and the Vitta tribe took in many of 
the scattered survivors. This influx made the Lost Forest 
the most diverse of the Wildwood Zikia forces, but the 
manifold talents of its members allow for an unparal-
leled flexibility and unpredictability on the battlefield. 
The Vitta tribe and its forest is guided by Khopa Vitta though he was once known as 
Khopa Vahni.

The Vitta tribe is the first of its kind, as it’s not really a tribe at all. Kopa Vitta formed 
the tribe in the months after the creation of the Realm of Cinders as he searched the desolated region for 
survivors, banding them together and leading them to found a new weald. Their numbers were so great, the 
Vitta quickly became a tribe of significant size, earning a seat in the Circle. 

Burning Forest
The Burning Forest of the Nitamba tribe maintains a 

large fortress on an island just off the coast of the north-
ern border of the Wildwood. For centuries, this forest 
has borne the demanding task of defending the Wild-
wood from adventurous Durani and Urugal incursions 
from the north.

The Durani invasion of 971 DE destroyed countless 
acres of the northern Wildwood, but the Burning Forest 
held strong within its island fortress. They have since assumed the mantle of protecting 
the Realm of Cinders.

Karsu Nitamba is currently in command of the Burning Forest. Warden Karsu is the 
only member of the Circle to be excused from meeting with the council in person, as he is firmly rooted in 
the map room of Viptana, the Nitambas’ great northern citadel. As one of the oldest Zikia in all of Eretsu, 
Karsu is often looked to for insight, but he maintains an immensely humble demeanor. Under his leader-
ship, his weald was the only northern border weald not to be destroyed by the Durani.

Shining Forest
As the Wildwood’s vanguard, the rangers of the 

Vizma tribe have trained relentlessly to fight the Zikia’s 
enemies beyond the Wildwood’s borders. For centuries, 
the copses of the Shining Forest have challenged the 
Durani Empire on the battlefield, seiging several Impe-
rial cities,  but they have also blunted many Urugal raids 
before they could even draw near the Wildwood’s edge. 
Because the Shining Forest’s rangers spend so much 
time outside the Wildwood, they are capable of easily blending with non-Zikia cultures.

The Shining Forest is commanded by Warden Ranik Vimza. Ranik has lived most of 
his life on the edges or outside the Wildwood within the ranks of the Shining Forest. A 
life of fighting the outside world has left Ranik more untrusting of outsiders than other Wildwood Zikia. 
During Vanya’s exile, Ranik maintained their friendship, and he often acted outside of the influence of the 
Circle himself. 
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Blessed Forest
Woe be to those who clash with the Smota tribe’s 

Blessed Forest, for within its ranks stand the greatest 
concentration of Zikia sorcerers and blood princes in the 
whole of the Wildwood. The Smota tribe’s leadership 
claims this profusion of those with magical capability 
stems from the tribe’s ancestors bearing a closer direct 
lineage with Zikia Ancient Ones than other tribes, 
something the Samula and Tamika tribes openly dis-
pute. Whether this claim is true remains moot, as the battlefield results speak for them-
selves.

The Blessed Forest is under the command of Warden Devata Smota. Devata may one 
day be the greatest Zikia sorcerer in all Eretsu. A prodigy at manipulating mana, his prowess as a mage 
began to show at a young age. Since the Durani invasion that formed the Realm of Cinders, Devata has 

Crooked Forest
The Dahtu tribe’s Crooked Forest recently emigrated 

from Mahika and set down roots in the Wildwood after 
a permanent pilgrimage to Mahatavi. This forest’s expe-
rience with keeping Durani explorers and would-be con-
querors from penetrating Mahika’s borders has made 
the Dahtu’s rangers into masters of partisan tactics. The 
Crooked Forest’s ability to strike unexpectedly and fade 
quickly from danger has stopped all but the largest of 
Durani forays into the Wildwood since the Dahtu tribe took up residence. 

The current leader of the Crooked Forest is Warden Gita Dahtu. Gita is the first leader 
of his tribe to have not been born in the Mahika, the Forest of Mists. Despite being born 
in the Wildwood, he, like most of the Dahtu, still seem foreign to other Wildwood Zikia, as the tribe still 
follows the customs and practices of the Mahika tribes. Perhaps because of this, Gita works hard to main-
tain his connection with the tribes of both the Mahika and the Wildwood.

Night Forest
At only two full copses of golems, the Night Forest of 

the Hantaka tribe is the smallest forest among the Wild-
wood Zikia tribes. However, what the Hantaka army 
lacks in size, its rigorously trained rangers make up for 
in sheer bravery. Eager to prove itself, the Night Forest 
is always the first to volunteer for duties that others 
deem difficult or impossible, and when greatly outnum-
bered by the enemy, they often act as a forlorn hope to 
ensure the rangers from other forests have a fighting chance to retreat.

True to its nature, the Night Forest lost numerous rangers while covering the retreat 
of other Wildwood forests during the Durani Empire invasion of 971 DE, but this only 
increased their reputation among the surviving tribes. The current leader of the Night Forest is Warden Vika 
Hantaka. As matriarch of the Hantaka tribe, Vika’s lifelong pursuit has been the perfection of the Ghata 
Vikasa, an ancient fighting style created by her distant ancestors and passed down orally from generation to 
generation. Vika is one of the harshest commanders in the Wildwood, expecting nothing less than perfec-
tion from her rangers. In return, she trains the members of the Black Forest in her tribe’s sacred martial art. 
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Other Zikia of Note  
While the formation of the Great Weald has united most of the Wildwood tribes, many Zikia continue 

to live and act independently. Below are several Zikia leaders who do not pledge themselves to the Great 
Weald.

Tas of the Weald of Mists
 As Warden of the Weald of Mists, Kauta leads the 

weald’s impressive military. Kauta fights to protect the 
Weald of Mists from the Upper Durani Empire, particu-
larly Marshal Mihik, who claims the Forest of Mists as 
his own. Kauta has managed to keep the Empire at bay 
by allying his weald with the northern Urugal of Clan 
Himita. To pay for their war effort, Kauta will begrudg-
ingly sell his sword even to the Lower Empire if the 
price is right.

Nazit of the Karza Tribe
Once the First Thorn of the Kazra Weald, Nazit 

leads the survivors of his tribe not as patriarch or thorn, 
but as a mercenary king. While Nazit maintains the 
illusion that the weald was justly ruled and noble, he 
alone keeps the secrets of the sins his tribe committed, 
transgressions that lead to his home’s destruction and 
the death of its matriarch.

Mitra and the Bloom
Mitra and his followers, who call themselves the 

Bloom, are something of an anomaly in Eretsu. The Em-
pire regards Mitra as a mercenary king, although the title 
is hardly appropriate. Mitra has wandered Eretsu for gen-
erations acting as a peacekeeper, healer, and defender of 
those the Empire and Dominion would sacrifice in their 
struggle for dominance. As tales of Mitra’s deeds spread, 
knights from across Eretsu have flocked to follow in the 
Zikia wanderer’s footsteps. However, Mitra does not claim command over these knights, 
allowing them to choose their own paths as he chose his. 

The Zikia Tribes8
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The Urugal Clans

Overview
Believed to be as numerous and widespread as the Zikia tribes, the Urugal clans of Eretsu are a scattered 

and disparate people clinging to the death-and-bones beliefs and traditions of Arcanum Urugal. These large-
ly nomadic clans participate in inter-clan feuds just as often as they fight their external enemies, and their 
very faces drive terror into the hearts of their opponents on the battlefield.

Urugal are a strong and hardy people with little tolerance for weakness, ambivalence, or lethargy. Due 
to the often inhospitable and dangerous climes they gravitate toward, these clans have grown into a people 
with the constitution of hardened bone and the iron will to do what their khans deem is the will of their 
ancestors.

History

According to the Arcanum Urugal holy texts and 
commonly accepted belief, the Urugal peoples were 
among the first to appear on Eretsu. The Urugal 
legends claim that when the very first human died, 
her descendants took her bones and carved words 
of love and sorrow upon them, in hopes of preserv-
ing her memory for the ages. This act released the 
mana within and caused the bones to come alive. 
This laid the foundations of the magic that would 
eventually evolve into the codified Arcanum Urugal 
during the Age of Twilight.

Many believe the Urugal were driven into the 
deserts and frozen wastelands by wars and perse-
cution, but the arcanum’s scriptures claim the early 
Urugal purposefully sought out these places. They 
believed balancing on the precarious perch between 
life and death was the best method of remaining 
close to their ancestors and understanding the true 
purpose of their arcanum. Though many of those 
early Urugal predictably died off in horrific fashion, 
this self-imposed exile forged those who survived 
into formidable peoples capable of withstanding 
extreme temperatures, drought, famine, dangerous 
beasts, terrible storms, and nearly anything else 
Eretsu could throw at them.

During the aftermath of the Zri Council wars, 
many Urugal clans in southern Eretsu discovered 
cities of sandstone abandoned and ruined during the 
conflict. Many of them once belonged to a civili-

zation whose name remains lost to history. A great 
number of the clans, which had spent thousands 
upon thousands of years wandering the steppes 
and deserts of the Ugra Maru, chose to settle these 
cities. However, true to Urugal nature, they let 
these ruins stand without repairing them, thus living 
within the bones of this long-dead civilization. 
The rest of the clans eschewed the cities, believing 
permanent settlement would make them weak. This 
rivalry between city-dwelling and desert-dwelling 
Urugal persists to this day. It is believed these ru-
ined cities were once populated by ancient follow-
ers of Arcanum Gudanna.

One of the most significant events in recent Uru-
gal history was the gur-khan’s uprising in the late 
500s DE. As early as 565 DE, Mujin Khan of Clan 
Sunu had begun rallying other clans to his banner. 
The southern Urugal had spent decades probing the 
Lower Empire’s defenses, and by 570 DE, Mujin 
Khan claimed the long-unused title of gur-khan and 
led the Urugal’s Great Wake on a lightning assault, 
surprising the Empire’s Southern Wind. The in-
vasion reached all the way to Kutastha, the Lower 
Empire’s capital, until General Dalkhu Hamazi, the 
once and future Emperor of the Durani, slew Mujin 
Khan on the battlefield. The Urugal clans then 
broke and fled back to their wastelands and ruined 
cities. The khans of these clans vowed to never 
again raise another gur-khan.

9
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The Urugal Clans
The next great happening in Urugal history was 

the rise of the Gudanna Dominion in 936 DE. This 
new alliance of former Urugal assembled by Clan 
Uruk’s khan, Jahnu, took southern Eretsu by storm. 
The Dominion’s Gudanna golems swept through 
Urugal lands, conquering their cities and over-
whelming their ancestral grounds with alarming 
ease. Those clans that stood against the Dominion 
encroachment were destroyed without compunc-
tion, and those that joined the Dominion only made 
it stronger.

The sole holdout against the Dominion was Clan 

Sunu, which stood up for its independence. The 
resulting bitter conflict cost both sides dearly. In the 
end, the Sunu capitulated. The peace brokered with 
Jahnu Khan ultimately left the Sunu in charge of 
their own destiny as a vassal state, in exchange for 
the clan’s pledge of martial support for the Do-
minion’s future conquests. Due to this agreement, 
other Urugal clans dismiss the Sunu as weak and 
ineffectual.

Society and Culture

The most obvious cultural trait of an Urugal 
clansperson, regardless of geographical extraction 
or habitation preference, is an embrace of the 
trappings of death itself, especially in outward 
appearance.

The most common evidence of this is in custom-
ary raiment. Urugal from all walks of life, be they 
children or even great khans, adorn themselves with 
the remains of all manner of living creatures. Bones 
figure into armored shirts, and skulls are reworked 
into helmets and other headwear. The femurs of 
great beasts are carved into vicious swords; smaller 
bones are fashioned into knives, ritual daggers, 
spearpoints, and arrowheads; and the hollowed-out 
carapaces of giant desert insects create perfect 
shields and armor. Other uses for bones include 
jewelry and other adornments, tools and imple-
ments, and of course, materials for the fabrication 
of golems.

The Urugal also embrace death with a ritual 
known as the Second Skin. According to Urugal 
legend, one of the first to discover the secrets of Ar-
canum Urugal wandered out into the desert alone in 
search of enlightenment. Beneath the merciless sun, 

he came close to dying of sunburn and heatstroke. 
In his delirium, he invented a means to survive in 
the wasteland. After smearing enchanted ashes all 
over his body, the whitish-gray paste repelled the 
worst of the sun’s heat and allowed him to venture 
out and return days later without suffering any ill 
effects.

Before an Urugal clan undertakes a long jour-
ney, travels to a sacred site such as a graveyard or 
mausoleum, or joins battle, the clan members will 
gather ashes from the most recent funeral pyre and 
spread the Second Skin all over their bodies until 
they appear white and ghostly. This Second Skin 
also offers insulation to combat either the bitter 
cold of a nocturnal desert or the frigid temperatures 
of northern tundra.

Urugal also adorn themselves in incredibly intri-
cate tattoos. These markings, inscribed with bone 
needles, can signify many different things depend-
ing on the clansperson’s belief. The most common 
tattoos depict a death poem written in arcane runes. 
This verse is composed by the wearer, who often 
adds to it throughout life, and it will be read to 
those assembled during his or her funeral rite.

The Raiment of Death
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The Urugal Clans

To many outside of Urugal society, the Urugal 
peoples are seen as barbaric warmongers. While 
some of this perception may be rooted in truth, the 
Urugal never go to war without purpose.

The clans hold themselves to a certain standard 
that few non-Urugal can fully understand. Accord-
ing to Urugal belief, each man, woman, and child is 
born with inherent worth in the eyes of the Ancient 
Ones. For someone to impugn the worth of another, 
especially without concrete proof to back up that 
claim, is akin to insulting or attacking the Ancient 
Ones themselves. For this reason, an entire clan 
can go to war with another over what seems the 
most trivial slight. To an Urugal, however, to insult 
another Urugal is tantamount to blasphemy. Thus, 
the war the insulted wages is his or her proof that 
the insulter was morally wrong.

Perhaps the greater reason the Urugal are thought 
of as barbaric is the chilling precision with which 
they prosecute conflict, be it a simple one-on-one 
sword duel or an entire storm of golems ravaging 
the countryside. The Urugal do not believe in half 
measures, and their weaponry and battlefield tactics 
are designed for the highest efficiency possible. 
Also, since going to war with a dulled blade would 
mean certain defeat, the average Urugal, even ex-
pectant mothers and those clanspeople who survive 
to older ages, keep their weapons sharp and ready 
at all times. This seeming obsession with warfare is 
what makes the Urugal highly prized mercenaries.

Born to Fight

Religon 

A common misconception of the Urugal is that 
they as a whole constitute grisly cults that worship 
death in all its forms, even going so far as to mur-
der innocents in human sacrifice. Though cults of 
this nature may indeed exist in the dark fringes of 
Urugal society, they do not apply to the larger body 
of Urugal tradition.

Though slight variations exist, the Way of Bone, 
the religion of all Urugal peoples across the face of 
Eretsu, views death as a natural part of the process 

of life. Though the average clansperson does not 
fear death, neither does he or she seek death as its 
own end. The Way of Bone teaches that existence 
is a cycle, and death marks the beginning of the 
next phase, much like a door allows one to leave a 
structure and experience the wide outdoors. Death 
itself is seen as this door.

What the scriptures do not confirm is what awaits 
on the other side of this door. Many adherents of 
the Way of Bone believe they will travel to the 
plane of the Ancient Ones and commune with them 
there. Others describe a cycle of rebirth, where-
in the spirits of the dead return in some fashion, 
whether as humans, beasts, flora, or even ghosts or 
other unexplained or magical phenomena. One of 
the smaller northern Urugal clans, for example, sees 
the spirits of their ancestors in each sunrise that 
heralds the clan’s survival of another wintry night.

The voluntarily harsh conditions most Urugal 
choose to live in speak as a testament to their ded-
ication to the Way of Bone. The old, the infirm, or 
the juvenile who do not survive the rigors of hard 
living are seen as unworthy of remaining alive in 
the plane of Eretsu. Depending on a clan’s belief, 
such deaths are considered either mercies that end 
suffering, or punishments for those too weak to 
continue living.

Due to the Urugal’s fervent beliefs, their religion 
plays a large role in martial activity. Oracular prac-
tices such as reading bones or entrails often provide 
omens that influence military decisions. 

With the rise of secretive Gudanna 
blood cults in the Dominion, the num-
ber of clandestine Urugal death cults 
has risen to match. Rumors also persist 
that some of these Urugal cults coop-
erate with the Gudanna, sometimes to 
the point of sharing human sacrifices, 
wherein the Gudanna harvest the blood 
for their own rites and the Urugal keep 
the bones. —Embara
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The Urugal Clans

Government

Each Urugal clan remains its own independent political entity, and absolute rule belongs to the clan’s 
khan. It is interesting to note that even during times where a gur-khan has united two or more clans, that 
control extended only to the clans’ martial forces, rather than the clans’ civilian affairs. The khan, along 
with a trusted group of advisors, decides the clan’s direction, although religious rites and omens can shape a 
khan’s decisions.

A clan’s khan is usually descended from the previous khan, generally the first- or second-born child, 
although a khan’s siblings, grandchildren, or cousins often qualify if no suitable offspring remain. However, 
blood or primogeniture alone is not enough to maintain control of a khanate. A dissatisfied member of the 
clan may challenge the khan to mortal contest and claim the khanate by force. This occurs only rarely, and a 
challenger triumphing over the khan is an even rarer feat.

Variations on the absolute rule of Urugal khans exist throughout Eretsu. In some clans, the khan and 
advisors hold a vote, with the khan’s vote carrying more weight. Other clans, especially among the northern 
Urugal, owe allegiance to a larger nation while retaining some measure of local autonomy.

The Gudanna Dominion’s involvement with Urugal clans has had little real impact on the clans’ political 
structure. Most clans within the Dominion’s borders are treated as partners and afforded considerable auton-
omy as long it does not conflict with the Dominion’s goals. The exception, however, is Clan Sunu, which is 
largely treated like a prisoner by comparison. The Sunu are surrounded on all sides by Dominion territory 
and thus are confined to their native lands. The Sunu’s khan still makes decisions for the clan, but Gudanna 
demands upon the Sunu are met with swift, if grudging, compliance.

Current Leadership

Daughter of Bijin Khan of Clan Sunu, Izvari was 
given over to the custody of Jahnu Khan as part of 
the treaty that allowed the Sunu to retain their au-
tonomy as a vassal state to the Gudanna Dominion. 
As Jahnu’s adopted daughter, she was often picked 
on by the Great Khan’s firstborn, Nandanna. After 
the Great Khan’s death, Izvari rose to prominence 
leading a mercenary company named the Marrow 
Crows.

Izvari believes her father weak and disrespect-
ful of Urugal tradition for losing the war against 
Jahnu Khan and agreeing to enslave his clan to the 
Dominion. She vows to return to her homeland with 
the intent of challenging her father for the leader-
ship of Clan Sunu.

As of 972 DE, the following hold sway over the Urugal Clan Sunu.

Izvari of Clan Sunu
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The Urugal Clans

The Urugal Skeleton 

The might of the Urugal clans is perhaps the most feared military power on all Eretsu. Their mighty 
golems, keenly sharp blades, and eager willingness to embrace combat in any form make an Urugal storm a 
formidable and terrifying force on the battlefield.

Urugal warriors are well trained and well disciplined, ready and able to go to war over even the smallest 
offense at any moment. A clan’s khan and senior leaders are also frightening sights on the battlefield, for 
they lead from the front lines and fight right alongside the common warrior.

Most clans command the might of a full storm of golems, but larger clans, such as the Sunu, command 
multiple storms. In the eyes of the clanspeople, a clan’s storm and its warriors are the only things standing 
between their clan and certain demise. Thus, the people of the clan do everything in their power to support 
their storm, for without them, another rival clan would likely put them all to the sword and steal their bones 
and ashes as trophies.

Leadership

Traditionally, the Urugal clans are wholly auton-
omous martial entities which belong to no overar-
ching parent organization. Each clan’s khan acts 
according to his or her own whim, but the clan’s 
ilkhans act as advisors to the khan.

Two or more clans will sometimes cooperate 
with each other and join their storms into a  wake, 
but this is extremely rare. The last time this oc-
curred was more than two hundred years ago.

Some groups of Urugal raiders, such as those 
swarm-size or smaller, set themselves up as mer-
cenary leaders and give allegiance to whoever will 
supply them with coin.

The Urugal clans recognize the following martial 
ranks:

Gur-Khan
When two or more clans join together in com-

mon purpose, the participating khans hold a war 
council and name one of their members as gur-
khan, leader of the wake. However, this posi-
tion has lain dormant since Mujin Khan’s failed 
invasion of AC 570, and the scattered nature of the 

Urugal clans inclines many to believe the title may 
never again be claimed.

Khan
The indisputable leader of each clan is the khan. 

Khans lead by force and example. In theory, anyone 
in the clan can challenge the khan to mortal contest 
and win the khanate, but this rarely happens. The 
few bold enough to challenge a khan’s right to rule 
generally end up with their bones incorporated into 
the clan’s next golem.

A khan retains at least four advisors and body-
guards known as raja-khans, many of whom are 
progeny or other blood relatives.

Raja-Khan
In small clans that muster only a single storm, ra-

ja-khans act solely as advisors, and have no military 
authority unless the khan confers it. In larger clans 
composed of multiple storms, the khan oversees the 
clan’s elite storm, and each raja-khan commands 
one of the other storms.

9
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The Urugal Clans
Ilkhan

A clan’s ilkhans act as the khan’s chief advisors 
along with the raja-khans. Most challenges to the 
khan’s authority and title usually originate from 
these ranks. In battle, an ilkhan rides at the head of 
a frenzy.

Reaper Lord
An Urugal reaper lord commands the respect 

and fear of a swarm. Reaper lords often strike out 
on their own and lead their swarm in service to 
mercenary bands.

Reaper
A reaper commands an Urugal horde and is often 

entrusted with great autonomy in battle.

Headsman
An Urugal who has proven resilient and resource-

ful in battle is often given leadership of a band to 
see whether further distinction can be earned.

Raider
Urugal raiders form the bulk of each clan’s 

storm. Each raider rides a lone golem into battle. 

The golem forces of each Urugal clan are ar-
ranged according to the following structure:

Band
The smallest group of warriors within an Urugal 

clan, a band is comprised of four golems and is led 
by a headsman. A single band is often employed in 
raids and probes against the clan’s enemies.

Horde
Eight bands come together to form a horde under 

the leadership of a reaper. Some hordes special-
ize in specific battlefield maneuvers that align 
with their reaper’s predilections, such as lightning 
strikes, shock tactics, and so forth.

Swarm
Eight hordes merge into a swarm, which is com-

Organization

manded by a reaper lord. A swarm is large enough 
to overwhelm enemies but small enough to remain 
maneuverable against a large array of forces.

Frenzy
Under the command of an ilkhan, eight swarms 

combine to form a frenzy. Each frenzy is entrusted 
with orders given directly by the khan.

Storm
The storm represents the full military might of 

an entire Urugal clan. Four frenzies join together to 
complete the storm, which is led by the clan’s khan.

Wake
A  wake has no predefined size, as it can vary 

according to the number of clans that unite beneath 
a gur-khan. A relatively small wake was defeated in 
AC 570, but ancient history tells tales of far larger 
wakes, where every single Urugal clan united in 
common purpose.

9
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Wake

Clan 

Storm 

Frenzy 

Swarm

Horde

Band

Golem 

Gur-Khan †

Khan

Khan or Raja-Khan*

Ilkhan

Reaper Lord

Reaper

Headsman

Raider 

Varies §

Varies §

8,192 Golems

2,048 Golems

256 Golems

32 Golems

4 Golem

1  Golems 

The urugal Skeleton 

† A gur-khan has not been raised since the failed Urugal invasion of the Durani southland in AC 570.
§ The strength of a clan or great wake is dependent on the number of unified storms.
* Commander depends on the size of the clan.

Storms of Clan Sunu

Although each Urugal clan maintains its own distinct martial force, the organization, traditions, and tac-
tics of Clan Sunu reflect the general trends of other similarly sized clans.

Dark Storm
The premier army of Clan Sunu, the Dark Storm is populated solely by fierce Urugal 

warriors. Each warrior in the storm has rightfully earned his or her place by proof in battle, 
either by claiming battlefield honors or by challenging and defeating a member of the 
Dark Storm in single combat.

By tradition, this storm is led by the sitting khan of Clan Sunu.

Sand Storm
The Sand Storm acts as Clan Sunu’s scouts and as outriders in support of other storms. 

Often forced to range far away from the support of other Sunu raiders, the warriors of 
this storm are intimately familiar with the landscape and have learned to survive in even 
the harshest of wastelands. This familiarity with the Ugra Maru allows the Sand Storm to 
exploit the terrain to its advantage.

9
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Thunder Storm
Sunu raiders who show proficiency with ranged golem weaponry, particularly shat-

terfire cannon, are assigned to the Thunder Storm. Like its namesake, this storm prides 
itself on striking distant enemies with little warning. Thunder Storm raiders often use 
fast warsprites and ogres from other storms as bait to goad the enemy within range of an 
entire band of waiting Bone Fiends.

Wind Storm
The most mobile and maneuverable Clan Sunu formation, the Wind Storm does not 

often act alone. Its swift and agile combination of warsprites and ogres can serve in a 
cavalry role or flush enemy units into position. When paired with the Thunder Storm, the 
Wind Storm serves as the hammer to the Thunder Storm’s anvil.

Ice Storm
When an enemy force targets one of Clan Sunu’s cities, the Ice Storm will likely be 

called in for its defense. The raiders of this storm are adept at thwarting siege tactics, 
manning fortifications, and maintaining effective defensive formations in the face of 
enemy advances.

Blood Storm
The warriors of the Blood Storm represent the most violent followers of the Way of 

Bone. Before a battle, these radiers work themselves into a berserker frenzy and then 
proceed to tear into enemy lines without hesitation or thought of self-preservation. They 
care not for winning a battle, only focusing on slaughtering and destroying as much as 
possible. Because of this, the Blood Storm has been known to wade through an enemy 
force and continue on to accidentally destroy small, Sunu-populated villages before their 
frenzy can abate.

9
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Dust Storm
In sharp contrast to the Blood Storm, the warriors of the Dust Storm follow a more con-

servative and less violent interpretation of the Way of Bone. As the Blood Storm raiders 
preach the Way via the sword, the Dust Storm’s zealots preach with words and deeds. De-
tachments of horde size or smaller are often dispatched to offer protection to pilgrims, and 
whole frenzies are sometimes called upon to undertake a specific holy crusade according 
to the khan’s prerogatives.

Fire Storm
Representing the opposite side of the Ice Storm’s defensive coin, Clan Sunu’s Fire 

Storm excels at employing effective offensive siege tactics. The warriors of this storm 
care little for winning battles. Instead their ogres and titans focus on striking walls and 
fortifications as hard as possible, relying on other storms to offer support while they ham-
mer away at the enemy’s defenses.

The Urugal Clans9
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Other Urugal of Note  
There has never been a complete census of the Urugal clans. Both the northern and southern clans are far 

too numerous and hostile for such a project to be feasible or advisable. Nonetheless, the Empire does its best 
to maintain information on Urugal leaders who may one day pose potential threats to the Empire, as Gur-
Khan Mujin once did. Below are Urugal, or those who associate with the Urgual, deemed noteworthy by the 
Empire. 

Rasa Osa Bin Baleem 
Once thought to be a simple bone merchant, Raza Osa bin Baleem has 

been seen to be instrumental in several Urugal uprisings throughout the 
Dominion and Empire. He came to the Empire’s attention in 971 DE when 
he and his sons took to the mercenary life under the command of Izvari. It 
is suspected he was instrumental in her return to Clan Sunu. 

Vittorio Zorzi 
A Videzan relic merchant, Vittorio was either exiled to the continent of 

Eretsu or has chosen not to return to Videza for his own reasons. Zorzi is 
one of the few Videzans who the Empire is aware lives in Eretsu, and the 
only one not under constant surveillance. He is known to be extremely 
skilled in using and repairing relics, a skill that has helped him escape 
imperial agents in the past. He was last seen traveling with Raza Osa bin 
Baleem. Its appears he has made Raza’s cause his own, a potentially dis-
turbing proposition. As controlling any information about Videza is of the 
utmost importance to the Empire, capturing Vittorio should be one of the Empire’s top priorities. 

Zava Ki’la 
Found as a child in the ashes of her home weald, Ki’la 

was raised by Zava Kura, an Urugal mercenary who 
brought her back to his clan. Raised in the ways of the 
Urugal, Ki’la fought tooth and nail to be accepted as one 
of the clan. She quickly found her temperament was well 
suited to the Urugal way of fighting. By the time she 
was sixteen, she had earned her place among the clans’ 
warriors. At the age of twenty, she won the right to com-
mand the clan in battle by defeating the current warband leader in a traditional duel.

The Urugal Clans9
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Golems
Of all the many achievements of our society in the shadow of theAncient Ones, few can hope to parallel 

the terrible majesty of the mighty golem. Equal parts tool and war machine, golems are perhaps the most 
versatile asset of our modern civilization.

Crafting Golems

Though each arcanum maintains its own specific methodology and ideology for the actual crafting and 
animation of golems, every practicing arcanist utilizes the same magical mechanism and ultimately the same 
overall process.

The Traditional Way (Age of Twilight–572 DE) 

To create a golem from raw materials, those 
materials must first be harvested from their original 
location, whether a mine, a chunk of ore, a tree, or 
corporeal remains. This process is fundamentally 
nonmagical, and thus can be performed by anyone 
basically capable of carrying out this most import-
ant task. The selection of the raw materials is also 
important, as not all stones or plants or bones make 
for the most efficient and effective golems.

Once the initial construction materials have been 
gathered, a golem mage harvests the mana from 
these materials in order to activate the dormant 

The Modern Way (572 DE–Present)

Due to the universal reliance on golems in 
today’s martial and civil activity, the demand for 
both the ability to craft and command golems has 
shifted in a new direction. Before, during, and 
after the founding of the Durani Empire, a golem’s 
creator and commander were often one and the 
same: a mage would craft a golem according to the 
tenets of his or her arcanum, then immediately ride 
it to war. However, the flaws in this practice came 
to light during Gur-Khan Mujin’s invasion of 570 
DE. During previous raids, the Urugal raiders were 
more concerned with harassment and thievery than 
attempting to stand toe-to-toe with Durani golems. 
However, Mujin Khan’s invasion focused on actual 
conquest, wherein the golem knights of the Durani 
armies were specifically isolated so they could 
be captured, or killed and harvested for the mana 
in their bones. Thus, the number of golem com-
mander casualties the Durani faced during this war 

mana infused within them. The mage uses this 
activated mana to imbue the golem with life, simple 
reasoning, and magical abilities.

Depending on the golem’s intended role, the 
golem mage then commands the completed golem 
as it undertakes its tasks. In this way, golem mage-
knights are among the most important and revered 
figures of this Age of Conquerors, for their versatil-
ity allows them to either create or command golems 
as the day’s needs dictate.

resulted in an unforeseen shortage of golem mages 
capable of either crafting new golems or command-
ing existing ones in battle. (It is worth noting the 
Zikia tribes and northern Urugal clans also suffered 
these sorts of losses, but nowhere to the degree the 
Durani experienced.)

Among Dalkhu Durani’s first acts as Emperor 
was the establishment of a new hierarchy among 
arcanists who worked directly with golems. Each 
of the arcana allegiant to the Empire was direct-
ed to focus on one aspect of golems: creation or 
command. Arcanists who chose to pursue the craft 
of golem creation became known as golem mages; 
those who focused on the command of golems 
in battle took the title of golem knight. However, 
many arcanists still opted to remain flexible and 
thus retained the ability to fill whichever role was 
most needed at any given time.

This practice did not see full adoption until after 
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the Battle of Ru in 948 DE. The massive casualties 
the Empire suffered at Ru forced the Emperor to 
issue an edict forbidding all arcanists from perform-
ing both roles. Now the distinction between mage 
and knight is a solid one. All new students of any 
arcanum are required to choose their proficiency 
at the outset. Once established, the mage or knight 
cannot deviate to the other path. The few excep-
tions to this rule—mosly imperial relations, such as 
Rajas Sudharma and Dasra, or venerable, long-lived 
sorcerers who have served the Durani Empire with 
distinction for centuries—are allowed solely by im-
perial decree. Thus the days of the legendary golem 
mage-knight came to an end.

The followers of the Gudanna Dominion, howev-
er, do not rigidly adhere to the distinction between 
mage and master. Often, a Gudanna arcanist whose 
golem has been destroyed in battle must summon a 
replacement golem quickly. Thus an arcanist pos-
sessing the ability to call forth a new golem while 
on the battlefield has a considerable advantage over 
one who cannot.

Another benefit to encouraging well-rounded 
Gudanna arcanists is that the most potent blood 
for creating a Gudanna golem is the knight’s own 
blood. Thus a golem performs best on the battle-
field if its creator and commander are the same 
person.

How Golems are Wrought

Each arcanum takes a wholly different approach in the details of how its golems are created. This treatise 
provides a look at how these methods uniquely differ.

Arcanum Durani

Before even a single chisel is hammered into 
stone, a Durani golem mage visits one of the Em-
pire’s mines or quarries and searches for the elusive 
perfect stone. Such a collection of minerals within 
Eretsu’s bosom holds some of the most potent la-
tent mana, and the golem mage seeks to sculpt this 
stone into a shape that will best take advantage of 
this quality. Once the mage had selected the proper 
stone, the mage’s assistants cut it out according 
to the exact dimensions the mage dictates. The 
mage then takes this rough-hewn block and begins 
to slowly shape and smooth it according to the 
arcanum’s specifications until it reaches the correct 
shape and size. This is usually the most time-con-
suming part of the Durani golem’s creation process.

Any iron used in a golem’s formation is just as 
carefully selected and mined from ore. This iron 
is then mixed with coal to create steel, which is 
melted and purified until it becomes of sufficient 
strength and purity. By contrast, the selection of 
precious metals used in the Golem’s construction 
is less important than stone or steel, since the 
concentration of latent mana within gold, silver, 
platinum, palladium, and orichalcum remain con-
stant in each type of metal, regardless of where a 
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vein is located or in which manner it is mined and 
smelted. Once the stone has been shaped, the Mage 
delicately hammers steel and precious metals into 
the appropriate places around or atop the golem’s 
stone components.

The penultimate step in the golem’s construction 
is the affixing of precious stones. Gemstones con-
tain one of the purest and most concentrated forms 
of mana, and as such they must be cut, polished, 
and set into specific places in the golem’s form in 
order to achieve optimal focus for the mana and 
provide a potent conduit between the golem and the 
knight who will ride it into battle.

For the final step, the Durani golem mage em-
bosses arcane designs into the metal and chisels 
magical formulae into the exposed stone. Once this 
step is complete, the golem is ready to be animated.

Of all the known arcana, Arcanum Durani by far 
devotes the longest period of time to crafting its go-
lems. For this reason, a Durani golem lost in battle 
is not so easily replaced. Repairing a Durani golem 
is far more expedient and economical than crafting 
a completely new one, but it is again a far slower 
process than in any other arcanum.
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Arcanum Urugal

Forming a golem according to Arcanum Urugal’s 
traditions requires the remains of a living creature, 
usually in the form of bones or an empty carapace 
or shell. The first step in this process entails obtain-
ing the actual remains. This can be performed one 
of two different ways.

Anti-Urugal sentiments among both the Durani 
and Zikia peoples have popularized the myth that 
the only Urugal method of extracting mana from 
bones is to harvest bones from a living human—
usually an unwilling one—by killing this sacrifice 
and extracting the victim’s bones in a grisly ritual. 
This is of course untrue, as these stories only exist 
to perpetuate skewed views of the Urugal as a 
whole.

This first method of gathering remains is to 
take bones from those who have already passed 
on. This includes gathering human bones from the 
recently deceased, from grave sites, mausoleums, 
and so forth. The corpses of wild beasts slain by 
hunters also provide a good source of material for 
golem construction. This is by far the easiest and 
most common Urugal method of obtaining viable 
remains.

The second method is more time-consuming be-
cause it involves the extraction of the bones while 
the donor is still alive or in the process of dying. 
The donor is killed in this process, but it is usu-
ally practiced only on the terminally ill who have 
offered their bodies in sacrifice to the mages, on 
beasts captured or bred specifically for this purpose, 
or, less commonly, as a way to honor the bravery of 
dying opponents in battle.

Live bone extraction is practiced less frequently 
due to the time required and the scarcity of willing 
sacrifices, but it does have the advantage of produc-
ing skeletons that contain a higher concentration of 
mana. This is because the mana-harvesting ritual 
draws the living mana from the creature’s flesh and 
locks it into the bones. Found skeletons lack flesh 
from which mana can be drawn, and thus contrib-
ute a smaller amount of total mana to a golem’s 
creation, but they are still potent, as bone contains 
far more harvestable mana than flesh alone. For this 
reason, wild beasts, such as the great paranya bird, 

are often harvested while slain, whereas human 
remains are gathered after the donor has expired.

The second step of creating an Urugal golem 
involves carefully cleaning and preserving the gath-
ered bones. Without preservation, the bones will 
eventually succumb to decay and the mana within 
them will be forfeit. Proper cleaning and preser-
vation is essential for maintaining the longevity of 
Arcanum Urugal’s primary construction material. 
It is during this step that the golem mage chooses 
which bones will be used in the golem’s creation. 
These bones are then prepared using time-honored 
methods. Bones not chosen to be part of a golem 
are either burned in a pyre (gathered bones) or left 
for carrion (freshly extracted bones).

Once the bones have been properly chosen and 
prepared, the third step is to venerate the remains. 
This requires a ritual during which the golem mage, 
attendants, and other participants dedicate the 
prepared bones to one of the Ancient Ones associ-
ated with Arcanum Urugal. While outsiders might 
view this ritual as unnecessary theater, the ritual 
uses a portion of extracted mana to attune the bones 
to each other, so they will work in concert in the 
completed golem. Without this step, an assembled 
golem will simply remain an immobile pile of 
bones.

The fourth step consists of assembling the golem 
from its constituent parts. Golem mages use a com-
bination of harvested mana and magically treated 
sinew to bind the golem’s components into its final 
shape. A single golem might be assembled from the 
bones of one large beast, or might be built from the 
remains of a dozen smaller creatures. During this 
stage, some golem mages from the southern Urugal 
clans extract one of their own teeth and incorporate 
that into the golem’s construction. When mages 
have extracted their final teeth, they often offer 

The extraction of bones from unwilling 
human sacrifices is far more prevalent 
of a practice than my predecessors 
were led to believe. —Embara
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themselves up as sacrifices for the creation of the 
clan’s next golem.

The mage’s final step in animating the Urugal 
golem is to carve arcane patterns into the assem-
bled bones. This seals in the mana and prevents it 
from escaping.

Arcanum Zikia

The golem mages of Arcanum Zikia follow a 
very different path toward golem creation than oth-
er arcana. Where Arcana Durani and Urugal craft 
their golems from found and prepared objects, Zikia 
golems are composed of fully living material. How-
ever, despite common misconception, the Zikia go-
lem is not a living creature. Though the Zikia tribes 
use living material for their golems, the golem itself 
is not alive any more than a moss-covered stone. 
Nevertheless, because of this significant distinction, 
Zikia golems are created in a very unique manner.

The first step is to sow the seeds for the plant to 
eventually be used as the base of the golem’s form. 
Common flora include mighty trees and thick vines, 
plants renowned for strength, tenacity, and flexi-
bility. The most potent place to sow seeds is near 
or on top of a mana well. This allows the growing 
plant to sap mana directly from the well as it grows 
instead of merely leaching it from soil. Because of 
this, Zikia tribes jealously guard any mana wells 
under their control.

Once these seeds sprout, the Zikia mage begins 
cultivating the plant in what is called the “nurtura-
tion period.” This stage entails many caretaking 
tasks, and they vary depending on the particular 
type of golem the mage wishes to cultivate, so an 
exhaustive overview of these techniques is beyond 
the scope of this entry. These cultivation techniques 
include botanical processes such as root saturation, 
grafting, training, pruning, cross-pollinating, and so 
forth. However, one of the most interesting facets 
of this nurturation period is that the golem mage 
encourages the plant’s growth via vocalization, in 
the form of hauntingly beautiful song. The mage 
essentially sings the mana out of the ground, thus 
encouraging the plant to grow at a much faster 
rate than it would on its own. This rapid growth 
is important for the golem’s creation. Without it, 
Arcanum Zikia’s process for crafting golems would 

take longer than even Arcanum Durani’s.  The 
length of the Nurturation period differs from plant 
to plant and from golem to golem, and the mage 
determines the appropriate age by intuition rather 
than reference to any set quantitative guideline.

When the plants reach an adequate age, the nec-
essary materials are harvested and grafted together 
into the golem’s final form. During this stage, 
magically pliant wood is sculpted and carved as 
needed without compromising the wood’s inherent 
strength, and sturdy vines and other flora are joined 
with the wood to finish the golem. A final song 
unites the golem’s disparate parts into an animated 
form.

Repairing a damaged Zikia golem is a gradual 
and lengthy process which first requires the exci-
sion of broken wood and wilted segments. Then 
the mage either encourages and shapes new growth 
from the existing material, or grafts new growth 
from a matching or comparable plant specially 
cultivated for this purpose. Depending on the extent 
of the damage, it is often more worthwhile to sing 
a whole new golem into existence and allow the re-
mains of the ruined golem to take root and flourish.

In stark contrast to Durani or Urugal golems, 
Zikia golems require regular care by golem mages, 
especially when on rocky ground for extended peri-
ods of time, where they are unable to draw moisture 
and nutrients from the soil.

Repairs to an Urugal golem, usually the replace-
ment of a particular bone or bones, require per-
forming these same five steps on the new addition.
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Arcanum Gudanna

The rediscovery of Arcanum Gudanna fundamen-
tally changed our collective understanding of golem 
creation. For tens of thousands of years, all arcana 
relied on arduous and time-consuming processes 
for the crafting of their golems. An Urugal golem 
could be assembled in weeks; a Zikia, in months or 
longer; a Durani, in years. Yet a Gudanna golem is 
an altogether different proposition, something that 
can be conjured up nearly instantly. Thus, the most 
fascinating and terrifying aspects of Arcanum Gu-
danna’s method for crafting golems is the swiftness 
with which even the arcanum’s largest creations 
can arise seemingly from nothing. For this reason, 
many Gudanna arcanists refer to the act of creating 
their Golems as “calling.”

This method is simplistic in theory, but the re-
sults are dramatically complex.

The first step in calling requires the arcanist 
locate a suitable patch of binding medium. This can 
be either newly turned soil, which was historically 
used, or sand, which is the preferred material today. 
Regardless of the type of earth chosen, it must be 
soft, as dried mud or packed clay is unsuitable for 
the arcanist’s purposes.

The second step requires the arcanist obtain the 
binding agent via a bloodletting ritual. In most cas-
es this uses a portion of the arcanist’s own blood, 
but most blood sacrificed for this endeavor will 
suffice. The key component of the binding agent 
is that it be from a willing donor. Thus, the blood 
of a beast or an unwilling victim is unsuitable. The 
arcanist’s own blood is the most potent binding 
agent; the blood of a direct relation is slightly less 
potent; and the blood of a non-relation is the least 
effective, but still usable.

The amount of blood required largely depends on 
the size of the golem being created and the poten-
cy of the blood shed. A warsprite, for example, 
requires little more than a small handful of blood, 
but a titan often demands the arcanist shed a dan-
gerous quantity of his or her blood. Thus only by 
approaching a state of near death can the arcanist 
successfully call the most powerful titans. (The 
amount of blood necessary for the great and fear-

some Valkali colossus is a closely guarded secret 
that many believe cost Jahnu Khan’s scribe Ekara 
his life.)

Consequently, the varying amount and potency of 
the blood used in a golem’s formation also affects 
its hostility, both toward the golem’s master and 
its foes. Too little blood results in a stiff and more 
docile golem; too much results in a golem that is 
swift but ferocious and dangerously hard to control. 
This balance between utility and safety is a fine line 
to walk, but each arcanist ultimately develops his or 
her own individual preferences.

The third step in calling a Gudanna golem is to 
mix the binding medium and the binding agent 
together. An exacting mixture is not necessary; the 
two substances need only intermingle in some fash-
ion. During the act of mixing, the arcanist merges 
the mana in the blood with that in the earth so they 
adhere together into a single, united substance.

For the final step, the arcanist manipulates the 
merged mana within the mixture. Through this 
process, the golem begins to take its own form as 
though rising up from the earth, like a swimmer 
emerges from the beneath the surface of a lake.

There remains no known method of repairing 
Gudanna golems, and even if a process existed, it 
would be comparatively inefficient. Depending on 
battlefield conditions, it is far easier for a Gudanna 
arcanist to release a sufficiently damaged golem 
and thus allow it to return to the soil, as this frees 
the rider to call forth another pristine, untouched 
golem to replace it.
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The Shape of Golems
One of the first things my firstborn Neraada asked me when he was a child was “Why do golems have 

mouths?” His childlike reasoning was that golems neither eat nor drink, so a mouth is unnecessary.
This is an excellent question. Why then do golems possess eyes, or noses, for that matter? Golems do not 

see in the same sense we humans do, so they do not need eyes. They do not possess an olfactory sense and 
thus have no need for noses. So why do most golems retain these superfluous features?

Many arguments exist regarding the shape of golems. Some mages claim a golem needs a mouth not 
to eat or drink or breathe, but to roar and bellow and bite the enemy.A common justification for eyes is 
that they can unnerve the enemy and thus provide a distraction in battle. Philosophers claim eyes are the 
window to the soul. Thus a golem’s eyes—or empty eye sockets, in the case of Zikia or Urugal golems—can 
convey to an enemy that the golem charging toward them may in fact be possessed by some living force 
intent on their destruction. Granted, the belief that a golem is actually alive is anathema, but primal fear 
often trumps common sense, especially on the battlefield.

The simplest explanation for why golems are shaped the way they are is because the Ancient Ones 
crafted them so. We believe they made golems to resemble their own likenesses, inasmuch as golems have 
legs, arms, torsos, heads, eyes, noses, and mouths, so we in turn craft golems that bear these same traits. 
Another common explanation is largely apocryphal: when the first Durani golem was sculpted, the face-
lessness of it drove the mage mad.

—Ezreen

Interacting with Golems

While the creation of a golem is important, just as important, if not more so, is humanity’s relationship to 
golems. Without this human-golem interaction, a golem would be merely an inanimate construct that serves 
no real purpose.

Our Relationship with Golems

One of the most common questions the uninitiat-
ed ask about golems is: are they alive?

While some might argue this query falls into 
the domain of philosophy, the question is easy to 
answer. Mana, the magical energy that animates 
a golem, originates from within Eretsu and thus 
finds its way into all living organisms, but mana 
itself is not life. Thus, golems are not alive, despite 
their capacity for independent movement and basic 
decision-making. Simply put, golems are tools 
possessing neither thought nor feeling, and thus 
it is impossible to misuse or abuse them. They do 
not feel pain, possess memory, follow ambition, or 
dream.

An important concept germane to this notion 
of life is that a golem, be it one employed in civil 

or military service, is a wholly created construct, 
one fashioned of various mana-sensitive materials 
that have been fused together and animated. If this 
animating mana is purged, the golem will crumble 
or wilt into the components from which it was 
fashioned. Thus, whether a golem was fashioned in 
ages past by one of the Ancient Ones or crafted in 
recent memory by a member of the human race, all 
golems are creations of artifice, and it is impossible 
for creations to be alive or possess even a modicum 
of sentient behavior. Any purported evidence of 
independent behavior is merely the product of a sort 
of preprogrammed response introduced magically 
during the golem’s creation.

When a golem is created, part of the process of 
magically binding the constituent parts and animat-
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ing them includes a rudimentary response pattern 
that dictates how a golem carries out commands. 
Without this pattern, a golem would simply stand 
and do nothing when issued a command. Thus, any 
putative life a golem seems to possess is merely a 
result of mechanical responses, and not a matter of 
self-awareness or an expression of any will of its 
own.

As creators with a direct, albeit very distant, 
relation to the Ancient Ones, any golem we craft 
is a creation, a construct made for a specific and 
exacting purpose rather than a being born with a 
destiny. The mere idea that a golem, an unthinking 
creation, could be a conceptual equal to a human, a 
free-thinking creator, is anathema.

Though the belief is present to varying degrees 
throughout Eretsu’s many peoples, the essence re-
mains the same. In all cultures, publicly espousing 
the belief golems are alive—and thus placing the 
unintelligent creation on the same level as humanity 
and the Ancient Ones—is at least ridiculous, and at 
worst, blasphemous. Some cultures severely punish 
or even execute anyone who openly holds this 
view, and it is always discouraged. 

The nonliving nature of golems also affects each 
arcanum’s perceptions of them.

Arcanum Zikia views its golems as alive but only 
in the sense that the golem’s constituent parts are 
alive, or at least were at one time. However, the 
life found in the golem’s individual components 
imparts neither consciousness nor will. Many Zikia 
arcanists talk or sing to their golems, which many 
non-Zikia see as proof the Zikia treat their golems 
like living individuals. The reverse is true, though: 
the rationale behind this interaction is that the Zikia 
believe vocalizing to a plant, and thus a golem, 
simply encourages better growth. 

Followers of Arcanum Urugal struggle especially 
hard to quash the erroneous belief golems are alive 
more often than other arcana, because the bones 
of deceased loved ones are often incorporated in 
a golem’s creation. In this instance, the human 
remains built into an Urugal golem imbue the go-
lem with mana, but they do not pass on any aspect 
of the deceased’s soul or personality. According 
to Urugal belief, the soul expires upon death and 
does not persist in the mana of one’s remains. Most 

Urugal consequently see their arcanum’s golems as 
totems and monuments to their ancestors, not as a 
free-thinking reincarnation of those ancestors.

For adherents of Arcanum Durani, the question 
of golems possessing life is a foregone conclusion: 
stone, and thus golems fashioned from stone, lack 
any capacity for life. The Durani Empire, in fact, 
maintains the strictest body of laws regarding the 
relationship between golems and imperial citizens. 
For example, Durani arcanists are forbidden from 
giving their golems names apart from the official 
name of the golem type as codified by the arca-
num itself, as doing so would cause the mage or 
knight to foster an unhealthy attachment to this 
nonliving instrument. Given the rigid nature of 
these laws, a common misconception is the faces 
of Durani golems often skirts the line of legality. 
Many Durani golem mages spend a preponderance 
of time sculpting the face of each golem. Though 
all golems, regardless of arcanum, are fashioned 
with either bestial or humanoid visage, the Durani 
comparatively spend more time working a golem’s 
face into its final shape than any other arcanum. 
This seeming obsession with golems’ facial features 
leads many non-arcanists to believe mages sculpt 
personality into the golem and thus ascribe to it life 
and significance, but this is patently false. Durani 
mages are merely perfectionists.

Gudanna arcanists claim to feel no attachment 
to their golems. These blood-and-earth constructs 
are short-lived as the wind, arriving swiftly and 
returning to Eretsu’s bosom once their purpose 
is complete. However, some exceptions remain. 
Jahnu Khan always maintained a Sand Lion at 
his side while holding court, which according to 
Gudanna belief has been the same Sand Lion since 
the signing of the Treaty of Ru. Another exception 
is the first Valkali colossus the Great Khan called. 
Due to the sheer quantity of resources expended in 
the calling of this golem, the Great Khan decreed 
the colossus would stand sentinel over his palace in 
Kutastha until the next time the Dominion needed 
it. Thus it has stood for more than a decade.
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An interesting cautionary tale regarding golem attachment is the fable of Bhadyu the Dreamer, a Du-
rani arcanist who lived before the founding of the Empire. According the legend, Bhadyu spent nearly 
twice as long as normal crafting a certain Jeweled Harpy, and most of this time was devoted to sculpting 
the golem’s face. Bhadyu told his fellow mages that he saw a face hidden in the stone but somehow could 
not free it. Once he declared the face complete, he adorned it with an untraditional shape of gold and 
gemstones, which resembled a Durani crown. The legend says Bhadyu fell in love with this regal face and 
named the golem “Eternal Raga,” which he often whispered in secret when he thought no one was listen-
ing. When accused of this blasphemy, Bhadyu mounted the partially finished Harpy and flew off into the 
western mountains before he could be arrested. Some variations of the tale claim he was hunted and shot 
from the heavens by a whole banner of Fire Rams, but others maintain he escaped and finished his work 
on the golem in secret. —Ezreen

Binding a Golem

Another important aspect of humanity’s relation-
ship with golems is the nature in which a golem 
master binds the golem he or she commands. 
Without the process of binding oneself to a golem, 
a completed and animated golem will not respond 
to even the simplest of commands. This acts as a 
safeguard preventing unauthorized persons from 
commanding golems to commit questionable 
actions. The binding process forms a magical link 
between the arcanist and the golem, which allows 
the arcanist to direct the golem’s actions without 
the need to vocalize.

Before the imperial decree separating the arcanist 
ranks into mages and knights, there was only one 
form of binding, called the Knight’s Bond. With the 
advent of the distinction between mage and knight 
arose a second type of bond, the Maker’s Bond. 
The Maker’s Bond is a simple magical connection 
which can be performed with very little ceremony, 
if any. This bond is initiated by the golem mage 
either at the very end of the creation process, or 
during a period of repair. As a superficial connec-
tion, the Maker’s Bond allows the mage to give 
the golem rudimentary commands, such as moving 
about, picking up objects, and so forth. Without this 
bond, a bound golem master would always need to 
be present to order the golem out of the scaffolding 
used for creation or repair, a process largely unfea-
sible during wartime.

The Knight’s Bond is a far deeper and more 
intertwined connection between the knight and the 

golem he or she will ride into battle. This bond en-
sures the golem will unquestioningly obey orders, 
spoken or communicated through will alone. Once 
a golem adopts a Knight’s Bond with a particular 
master, no other master may bind that golem. The 
connection may be severed either when the master 
voluntarily relinquishes the bond, or dies.

Due to the nature of 
Arcanum Gudan-
na’s golem creation 
methods, Gudanna 
arcanists only employ 
the Knight’s Bond. 
—Embara
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There exist many apocryphal tales regarding the strange nature of the arcane bond between golem and 
knight. A compilation of these stories would likely fill a tome larger than this one. What follows are a few 
of the most common.

Legends of Adastra the Vigilant claimed she could mount any Durani golem and give it commands, and 
the golem would obey as though she were its bound knight. According to one battlefield account, Adastra 
climbed an Urugal golem after her own was felled in battle. Once she reached the commanding raider, 
Adastra threw him from the golem’s back and claimed command of it herself. She then turned and wad-
ed through the Urugal lines until it eventually fell apart around her, as her mastery of Arcanum Durani 
was simply unable to keep the Urugal-joined bones together for long.

Another example is the mythical golem called the Sycophant. This Woodguard from the Samula tribe 
would silently obey any command it was given, regardless of the person giving the order, and the legend 
claims it would give a slow and ponderous nod of acknowledgement before carrying out the order. At first 
the Zikia studied it as a curiosity, to learn why no one could bind with it, but eventually it was deemed a 
dangerous aberration, and the Samula chief ordered it burned. Perhaps the most whimsical story ascribed 
to the Sycophant was when a young Samula girl politely asked the golem to help find her lost cat. The Sy-
cophant’s eager but giant steps chased the feline into a tree, so the golem uprooted the entire tree so the 
girl could reach her pet.

Perhaps one of the most bizarre legends involved a Durani Growling Phalanx that its creator unaffec-
tionately named the Tantrum due to its inability to obey commands. Every single bonding any knight 
attempted with the Tantrum failed, some spectacularly so. The few knights who managed to complete 
the rite and issue the Tantrum commands were found dead, seemingly of natural causes, in their beds the 
next morning. Fearing something had gone awry with the golem’s creation, Emperor Hamazi himself or-
dered the Tantrum dismantled. Its pulverized fragments were then dumped into the ocean. —Ezreen

One of the modern-day tavern legends claim a destroyed golem has the rare potential to kill 
its bonded knight due to mana backlash caused by the golem’s destruction. Arcanists claim 
this is false, but imperial history is rife with tales of golem knights who died of mysterious 
circumstances after a battle. Some who place stock in this theory believe these knights died of 
grief after their golems fell in battle, but this is preposterous, as the Empire has laws in place 
to prevent knights from developing such attachments. —Neraada

Tales of Broken Bonds

Binding Rituals

Each arcanum has a different and unique method 
of conducting the ritual to create a Knight’s Bond. 
Most binding rituals are relatively time-consum-
ing, and some last several days, but this also varies 
between golem classes.

Arcanum Durani: The Durani’s binding rites 
take the longest time, regardless of the golem’s 
size. For a newly sculpted golem, the knight 
chooses a single mana-infused gemstone and 
spends several days cutting the gem and chiseling a 

setting for it in the golem’s stone surface, usually 
in the center of the golem’s forehead, all while 
spending the time in quiet contemplation. Once 
this task is complete, the knight affixes the gem 
into the socket, thereby intermingling the knight’s 
inherent mana with that used to animate the golem. 
If the bound knight dies or releases the bond to 
transition to a new golem, the next knight meant 
to use the golem will perform this same ritual by 
chiseling another setting for a new binding jewel. 
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In this way, the relative age of a Durani golem can 
be roughly determined by counting the number of 
binding jewels set into its surface.

Arcanum Zikia: The binding rite of the Zikia 
Arcanist is far simpler than the Durani method, but 
depending on the arcanist, the golem in ques-
tion, and various other factors, this rite itself can 
potentially consume more time than the Durani 
one. When a golem mage deems a golem com-
plete, the ranger who will bind it takes a knife and 
slowly carves designs into the golem’s wooden 
surfaces. These complex whorls and flowing lines 
are often so minute that they can only be seen up 
close. According to the Zikia, these designs have no 
direct magical translation, but instead represent the 
golem’s strength, flexibility, and fluid nature. Each 
cut along the golem’s form releases a tiny portion 
of the golem’s mana, which the ranger then collects 
and draws into his- or herself. Thus the longer the 
ranger spends carving, the deeper and more lasting 
the bond will be. In the final act of this ritual, the 
ranger touches a burning brand somewhere on the 
golem, usually on the back of the head. This leaves 
a small burn mark in the wood, which the Zikia 
claim is to remind the golem of its fate should it fail 
to obey.

Arcanum Zikia’s bond is the only bond which 
must be renewed on a semiregular basis. As new 
growth encourages bark to slowly cover the original 
marks carved into the wood, the ranger must carve 
new marks in order to retain control of the golem.

Arcanum Urugal: The Urugal bonding ritual 
is perhaps the simplest and most straightforward. 
The raider wishing to bind the golem will sit in its 
shadow while resting the bone of an ancestor or 
relative across his or her lap. If no suitable bone 
can be found, any bone will suffice, but the rite will 
require more time to complete. The Urugal will re-
main in this seated position for at least two days—
three, for a bone not belonging to a relation—all 
while spending the time in quiet contemplation of 
the history of the bones composing the golem and 
the bone resting in the raider’s lap. This lap bone 
acts as a focus for the raider’s mana, which im-
prints on each and every bone in the golem. Thus, 
the bone of one unrelated to the raider serves as a 
poorer focus. Once this initial portion of the rite is 

complete, the raider uses magically treated sinew to 
attach the ritual bone somewhere inside the golem’s 
saddle, either to use as a handhold, a contact point 
for commanding the golem, or merely as inspiration 
during battle. When a raider relinquishes a golem’s 
bond, the ritual bone is removed and used in that 
raider’s next rite.

Arcanum Gudanna: The Gudanna arcanist’s 
binding ritual begins with approaching the newly 
formed golem. This golem may show hostility 
toward the arcanist, depending on its type, size, and 
the quantity and origin of the blood used in its cre-
ation. The arcanist must mount the golem, fighting 
it if necessary to reach the saddle. Once mounted, 
the Gudanna forms a small impression somewhere 
in the sand that composes the golem’s saddle. Then, 
using a knife, the arcanist draws a single droplet 
of blood from a fingertip and presses it into the 
impression. The blood seeps into the golem, thus 
binding it to the arcanist’s will.

Due to the temporary nature of Gudanna golems, 
it is unclear whether a Gudanna arcanist can volun-
tarily relinquish a bond with one. It is believed that 
either the voluntary relinquishment of the bond or 
death of the arcanist results in the golem’s physical 
dissolution into its constituent materials.

Golems

One Addendum: Though the Great Khan 
has passed on, the first Valkali colossus still 
stands sentinel over his palace in Kutastha. 
This Valkali was believed bound to Jahnu 
Khan, which means the bond was passed, or 
it is capable of surviving the bound arcanist’s 
death. Our understanding of Gudanna ways 
is not as clear as was once thought. 
—Embara, 971 DE
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Golems

Once a golem master assumes the bond with a 
golem, the master can command it while in close 
proximity or physical contact. Most commands are 
usually given while the master is riding the golem, 
but, for instance, most masters mount their golems 
by commanding them to lift them into the golem’s 
saddle with ease rather than having to rely on lad-
ders or scaffolding.

To command a golem, the master may either 
vocalize the order or will it directly via the shared 
bond. Even unspoken commands require the master 
to be near the golem. A master who has been 
knocked down from or fallen off his or her golem 
during battle usually remains close enough to call 
the golem’s assistance. On the other hand, tales 
of stabled golems rushing out to their endangered 
masters’ aid are naught but fictions.

Commands to a golem may range from simple 
(“stop,” “advance,” or “strike”) or complex (“slow 
down and stop at the edge of the cliff,” “advance 
north at a canter,” or “strike the scythe across the 
enemy’s rib cage”), depending on the master’s pref-
erence and the degree of precision required. 

Just as arcana have their own rituals for crafting 
and binding golems, each follows certain traditions 
in the manner in which their golems are command-
ed.

Durani knights tend toward gesticulation, specif-
ically pointing and shaking fists toward the enemy. 
Though these gestures are not required for the 
golem to obey a shouted or unspoken command—
most golems are in fact physically incapable of 
witnessing them—many knights boast better and 
more precise results for the effort. Knights trust 

their golems to steer themselves, and thus use no 
physical apparatus for directing golems’ movement.

Urugal raiders tend to remain silent as death 
when riding their golems, and thus largely issue 
their commands via the bond. To supplement these 
willed commands, the raider often manipulates a 
system of attached bones and sinews interconnect-
ed throughout much of the golem’s structure. One 
of these command levers is often anchored to the 
ancestral bone the raider used in binding the golem. 
This crude system allows the raider to have a minor 
hand in adding precision and guidance to the go-
lem’s actions, much like a supplemental puppeteer.

The Zikia rangers are perhaps the most unusual 
golem masters, in that they often sing commands 
to their golems in battle. A rousing choir of Zikia 
rangers marching into combat is often a demoral-
izing experience for their opponents, especially the 
inexperienced. Also, similar to the Urugal, many 
Zikia golems have loose vines near the saddle. 
Pulling these vines like reins can steer the golem, or 
supplement sung or unvoiced commands.

Gudanna knights are the polar opposite of their 
Urugal brethren when it comes to commanding 
their golems. Hajduk tend to shout commands, and 
most golems are steered with the knees, much in the 
same way one rides a horse bareback.

When a golem is not actively being commanded, 
it stands motionless and unresponsive (although 
Zikia golems tend to sway slowly while rooted in 
place). Nothing, not even damage or impending 
injury, will cause it to move unless it receives a 
command from either its maker or its rider.

Riding a Golem
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Relics of the Ancient World
Apart from the various scriptures, histories, poems, and songs of the arcana, our sole link to the Ancient 

Ones’ history is the relics their wondrous civilization left behind. Whole branches of study among the schol-
ars of Supakva, Prishta, and Tel Najar have been dedicated to locating, excavating, cataloging, examining, 
and understanding these artifacts of bygone eras. Many of these relics are magical in nature. Many are at 
least apparently not, but undoubtedly some of these have a magical nature yet to be discovered or unlocked.

A good number of these artifacts, such as partially buried golems larger than colossi and grand monu-
ments, stand out in plain sight, but many remain hidden, just waiting to be unearthed. Even today, fortune 
hunters and daredevils still scour the landscape for any evidence of places where these clues to our past 
might be found. Due to their inherent dangers, many such places have never been fully explored. The redis-
covery of the Arcanum Gudanna scriptures in the bowels of the Libir labyrinth has prompted more adventur-
ers to explore crypts, caves, and other forbidden places for lost artifacts.

The relics left by the Ancients fall into four broad categories: battlefield relics, inert or nonmagical arti-
facts, cities, and monuments.

Battlefield Relics

Items classified as battlefield relics are magically 
active objects that golem knights can use during 
battle. Due to the considerable size of many of 
these relics, some may only be carried by golems 
of a sufficiently large class.

Such relics can produce a wide range of effects, 
many of which are unique to the relic that produces 
it. These effects include such abilities as summon-
ing strange creatures, destroying other relics, alter-
ing terrain, healing or repairing golems, creating 
constructs, cursing enemy golems and knights, and 
so forth.

One of the remarkable things about battlefield 
relics is how they challenge our understanding of 
the way magic works. None of the aforementioned 
effects can be replicated with our current knowl-
edge of the arcana, and arcanists’ attempts to create 
battlefield relics of their own have met with either 
disastrous failure or a complete ineffectiveness on 
the battlefield. It is believed these shortcomings are 
due to our lack of ability to control Zri magic with 
the same level of mastery as the Ancient Ones.

One alarming fact of battlefield relics is that 
many of them only last for single use: once a 

knight activates one of these relics by channeling 
mana into it, the relic either crumbles into dust or 
becomes completely inert. It is entirely possible 
these inert relics may be used again, but we simply 
lack the understanding of how to reenergize them. 
Regardless of the manner of their expenditure, 
unless we can learn to create ones of our own, both 
the Empire and its enemies will hypothetically run 
out of these single-use relics someday.Interestingly, 
battlefield relics can appear in a seemingly inex-
haustible number of shapes and forms. Common 
examples include magical runes, idols, masks, 
gauntlets, carved branches, weaponry, censers, 
wands, sundials, and so forth.
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Relics of the Ancient World

Artifacts

The relics in this category include all objects 
from the Age of the Ancient Ones that seem to have 
no inherent magical ability. Artifacts fall into three 
general categories: relics with no magical purpose 
whatsoever, relics that had a magical purpose but 
have been exhausted, and relics with a discernible 
magical purpose but lacking an obvious means of 
activation.The most important criterion for cata-
loging artifacts is verifying the object was in fact 
created by an Ancient One in ages past. This is 
a very important distinction among scholars, as 
many artifacts brought to be catalogued are actually 
clever forgeries based on known relics. However, a 
manmade object lacks a certain ineffable, stylistic 

quality the Ancient Ones possessed, and all authen-
tic artifacts also bear the intangible hallmarks of 
incredible age. Moreover, most forgeries are easily 
damaged, whereas true articles that stood the test of 
time can bear greater degrees of stress-testing.

Though many magical scholars dedicate them-
selves to discovering the potential locked within 
nonmagical artifacts, this is a potentially hazardous 
pursuit. Many latent relics that prove to be magical 
can cause a mana backlash. Also, some artifacts are 
in truth intended solely for raw Zri magic, and the 
magical backlash from these can often prove fatal.

Like battlefield relics, artifacts come in a seem-
ingly endless number of forms.

Cities

Many of the grandest cities in the Durani Empire 
and beyond were built atop the bones of older cities, 
leaving only a few trace elements of the original as 
reminders of the past. However, many of the cities 
the Ancient Ones built have withstood the ravages 
of untold millennia, and still stand as testaments to 
the power and greatness they left behind.

It is believed most, if not all cities built by the 
Ancient Ones once possessed one or more magical 
qualities, yet few of them still retain such function-
ality today. As with dormant artifacts, it is quite 
possible some cities dating back to the Ancient 
Ones may yet hold magical secrets we still have to 
unlock.

The two most noteworthy examples of active, 
magical cities made by the Ancient Ones are Supak-
va and the Vanishing City. 

The outermost walls of Supakva react whenever 
hostile forces approach the vicinity, and old tales 
tell of how the bone formations of these reactive 
walls crushed and impaled invaders seeking to take 
the city. These bone formations are believed to be a 
network of golems designed to protect the city. Due 
to their presence, no hostile force has attempted to 
attack Supakva in more than a thousand years.

The fabled Vanishing City allegedly changes 
location on a regular basis. Only the Urugal have 
claimed to witness this city’s existence, but they 
refuse to enter it for fear it is cursed. According to 
the clans, this city sails across the desert like a ship 
blown about by the wind. The magic which drives 
its motion is unknown, but many Urugal claim the 
Vanishing City sits on the back of a giant golem 
that carries the city across the desert.
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Monuments

It is nearly impossible to walk from one end of 
a city or village to the other without seeing at least 
some small evidence of the Ancient Ones’ involve-
ment in shaping our world long ago. This evidence 
usually takes the form of ubiquitous monuments 
that were often made in the Ancient Ones’ likeness-
es.

Countless hundreds of thousands of monu-
ments to the Ancient Ones’ majesty and power are 
scattered across the surface of Eretsu. Between 
likenesses carved into mountainsides and shoreline 
cliffs to tall obelisks larger than a hundred people 
standing on each others’ shoulders, the whole of 
humanity is constantly reminded of the Ancients’ 
absence.

Common monuments include architectural 
marvels such as large pyramids, ziggurats, burial 

mounds, and temples; curiosities such as towers, 
obelisks, and stone arches; statues ranging from 
human size to partially hidden, titanic effigies 
carved into mountainsides; majestic fountains and 
waterfalls; and so on.

The most curious of these monuments are ones 
that retain some form of residual magical capaci-
ty. For example, a huge carving of a seated Sitya 
Durani-Akra in the Bahu Mountains looks out 
calmly across the Prastika region, and the statue’s 
eyes glow silver in the moonlight on the brightest 
nights of the year. Another example is the tower-
ing fountain in Kutastha’s central square, which is 
decorated with the likeness of dozens of unknown 
Ancient Ones. Despite not being connected to a 
water source, this fountain has flowed continuously 
since time immemorial. 

Relics of the Ancient World11
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Denizens of the Ephemeral

Though many beasts, either domestic or wild, populate Eretsu, the far more dangerous and inscrutable are 
the less tangible entities found in our world. What follows is an overview of these sorts of phantasms.

Spirits

Spirits, by nature, are independent entities with 
no tangible form, and which thus cannot be trapped 
or contained. Though some spirits demonstrate 
a seeming capacity for intelligent behavior, their 
incorporeality is what sets them apart from human 
and beast. This ephemeral quality, among other 
factors, make spirits incredibly difficult to properly 
study. Thus, most assembled knowledge of these 
beings is the product of distant observation, leg-
ends, hearsay, and other indirect sources.

Several things are definitively known about 
spirits.

First, spirits fall into very definable categories. At 
a cursory glance, it might seem most known spirits 
conform to the elements and ideals of one or more 
of the arcana, but this is flawed reasoning.

Second, a spirit has the capacity to influence or 

even touch the physical world, but may not inhabit 
it. Thus, a forest spirit might be able to foster the 
growth of a potted plant, but would not have the 
power to knock the pot from the windowsill. Or, for 
example, a maelstrom might not be able to directly 
move sheets of parchment from the table, but it 
could summon a whirlwind to accomplish that feat.

The real debate about spirits centers on what 
they are and where they come from. Many scholars 
believe spirits represent mana echoes, the released 
essence of Eretsu developing a form of intelligence 
as a way for Eretsu herself to interact with human-
ity. Another common hypothesis is that certain 
spirits are the specters of Ancient Ones who were 
unable to ascend, and their elemental aspect reflects 
the type of Zri magic that Ancient One practiced 
while on Eretsu.

Forest Spirits 

Forest spirits are believed to be common in Zikia 
tribal lands, although they may be found anywhere 
one might find a grove of trees. According to Zikia 
testimony, these spirits can take many unusual 
forms, including leaves or petals blown about on an 
unseen wind; the tree-shaped shadow on a moonlit 
night, despite no tree being nearby to cast it; or a 
tree that has bloomed in the dead of winter.

Though these spirits are purportedly common, 
the Zikia communicate with them very rarely, as 
such spirits are easily spooked: the leaves scatter, 
the shadow vanishes, the flowers wilt and crumble 
away. Zikia who have spoken with forest spirits 
say they speak in images rather than words, often 
making strange requests in exchange for aid.

These spirits also convey a sense of incredible 
age, to a degree the human mind cannot fathom. 

Thus Zikia believe these spirits embody lesser An-
cient Ones whose ascendancy left them on Eretsu in 
a purely spiritual form.
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Denizens of the Ephemeral

Cinderborn

Zikia fleeing the burning northern Wildwood in 
971 DE reported sighting strange, twisted crea-
tures roaming the Realm of Cinders. These Zikia 
believe they witnessed corrupted versions of forest 
spirits that were irreparably harmed by the rampant 
conflagration. No longer hiding from humans, these 

so-called Cinderborn wander the Realm of Cinders 
and set fire to anything that draws near. Unlike their 
quiet forest-spirit kin, Cinderborn appear as horrific 
monsters formed by clouds of burning embers and 
ash.

Indomitables

In addition to the normal hazards present when 
mining ore and gems, subterranean miners must 
always be wary of indomitables. These spirits 
dwell deep in Eretsu’s crust, often living within 
stalagmites, stalactites, and large crystal formations. 
disturbing the place of an indomitable’s slumber 
can coax the recalcitrant spirit to animate the rock 

and crystal it inhabits and command it, much like 
a golem. Once roused, the indomitable cannot be 
reasoned with, and it will seek vengeance on those 
who awakened it. The only known method to neu-
tralize one of these spirits is to destroy the mineral 
deposit it inhabits. Once the spirit’s assumed body 
is destroyed, it will seek a new place to rest.

A proven method for ridding oneself of an indomitable is to push it into an abyss. Odds are 
the ad hoc golem will shatter upon hitting bottom, and it if does not, what remains of the 
animated rock will be incapable of climbing. —Neraada

Maelstroms

These desert spirits traverse the arid lands of the 
south in the form of small, golem-sized dust devils. 
One maelstrom alone can be dangerous enough, but 
when two cross paths, they combine in a strange 
dance of wind and sand, thus  doubling in size as 
a single storm. Over the course of several years, 
many individual maelstroms will join until the 
composite storm reaches phenomenal proportions, 
called a great maelstrom by the southern Urugal. A 
great maelstrom can wreak untold destruction upon 
whole swaths of desert and can cause the popula-

tions of whole cities to scatter into the winds to 
escape its wrath.

Upon reaching critical size, the great maelstrom 
will dissolve into its constituent vortices, and each 
spirit goes its separate way, only to conjoin again 
after a period of decades or even centuries later.

The last great maelstrom occurred in 697 DE. 
Rumors of large maelstroms crossing the Gudanna 
Dominion as of 965 DE indicate the next great 
maelstrom may form within the coming decade.
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Maelstroms

Other spirits are believed to exist across Eretsu, 
but these amount to little more than hearsay and 
third- or fourth-hand tavern tales. These are only 
included for the sake of completeness.

Among these rumored spirits are beings such as 
water nymphs seen on the horizon during thunder-
storms; spirits of darkness hidden in the deepest of 
mines; and wisps of pure moonlight only seen on 
the brightest nights of the year.

With the reemergence of Arcanum Gudanna 
came new whispers of strange spirits and inexplica-
ble phenomena. For example, rumors tell of blood 
spirits capable of draining a person’s blood within 
minutes, leaving a empty husk behind. Other stories 
tell of those found dead of asphyxiation in the 
morning, the lungs, throat, and mouth filled with 
sand. This is believed to be the work of vengeful 
sand sprites.

Denizens of the Ephemeral

Ghosts

The second category of intangible beings on 
Eretsu is ghosts. The uninitiated often conflate 
ghosts and spirits into the same category, but this 
ignores two fundamental distinctions. First, ghosts 
can choose to touch the physical realm, including 
to inflict harm. Second, while most spirits seem 
to embody a specific raw force of nature, ghosts 
instead seem to be cut from wholly different cloth: 
the ethereal specters of men and women who have 
passed on.

Another critical difference between spirits and 
ghosts is that ghosts always appear to have a certain 
kind of intelligence. Whereas most spirits exhibit 
qualities of a mindless and often bestial nature, a 
ghost remains with an almost humanlike control of 
its faculties, even if this does not always extend to 
actual speech. For each person who claims to have 
spoken with a ghost, five others will tell of having 
followed silent ghosts to places, people, and objects 
when the ghost seemingly wished to lead. This 
strange sort of communication has led to the resolu-
tion of investigations for murder, missing persons, 
and theft, and often results in completing some sort 
of task the deceased left unfinished.

Though most believe a ghost to be the actual es-
sence of the deceased, none can agree on what caus-
es this phenomenon. Why do ghosts often hold the 
faces of certain departed souls but not others? One 
theory involves the proximity to mana wells and 
areas of strong, residual magic, places where the 

barrier between the physical and ephemeral worlds 
has worn thin. For example, the most common 
reported ghost sightings occur in the Urugal city of 
Gomeda, which lies near the Mana Drka, a site of 
immense magical resonance. The theory holds that 
large concentrations of mana can trap the essence 
of the departed, or perhaps an image or echo. The 
stronger the deceased’s personality, magical ability, 
and proximity to concentrated mana at the time of 
death, the greater clarity of this captured echo. 

Many different types of ghosts have been sighted 
over the ages. Some ghosts are faceless, yet exhibit 
other human characteristics; others are merely 
disembodied faces. In the most common cases, the 
observer might feel an overwhelming sensation of 
not being alone, a feeling often accompanied by 
the urge to perform some specific action or visit a 
certain place.

Perhaps the most infamous ghost sighting 
occurred in 670 DE, on the centennial of Gur-
Khan Mujin’s death. An apparition of Mujin Khan 
appeared to the khan of Clan Sunu and shared a 
plan to attack the Durani Empire. On the eighth 
day of Chakhina, the year’s first Night of the Lunar 
Court, the Sunu khan struck Prishta while most of 
the city’s imperial garrison was partaking in the 
Lunar Court festivities. Though the Sunu initially 
had the upper hand, the Durani knights rallied and 
drove the Sunu back to their homeland. The ghost 
of Mujin Khan has not been sighted since.
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Life in Eretsu

Magic In Eretsu

The Rare Gift

Evidence of magic in its many forms pervades the 
entire world around us. From the golem-sculpted 
continents to even the smallest of cantrips per-
formed by traveling carnival troupes, it would seem 
magic is all around us, constantly touching every 
single aspect of life on Eretsu. However, magic—
true magic, not parlor tricks—in today’s society is 
exceptionally rare.

It is estimated perhaps a hundred in every ten 
thousand residents of the Durani Empire possesses 
any capacity for magical talent. This ratio is thought 
to be the same among the Zikia tribes and Urugal 
clans as well. Of these hundred magically capable 

individuals, perhaps sixty might be able to cause a 
single pebble to move, or magically coax a seed to 
sprout without water. The other forty have the gift 
for greater and better things.

Among these forty powerful mages, thirty will be 
able to master the rudiments of an arcanum. The ten 
remaining sorcerers, however, have the ability to 
master a single arcanum’s deepest secrets.

However, only one out of every ten blood 
knights—one out of ten thousand souls—has the 
ability to master more than one arcanum. These 
rarest of sorcerers are known as blood princes.

Knights and Princes

It is a commonly accepted belief that all of 
humankind’s earliest ancestors were capable of 
manipulating mana. However, due to the passage 
of time and a number of other debatable factors, 
humanity collectively began losing its ability to 
control mana.

Throughout the years, this precious ability to 
manipulate mana as magical power diluted until 

only a small sliver of humanity possessed it. Today 
the Durani Empire prizes the capacity for magical 
aptitude far more than even precious metals or 
flawless gemstones.

Due to this dilution, preserving the lineages of 
sorcerers and attempting to increase their numbers 
in any way possible is one of the most important 
aspects of study in the Empire. To achieve these 
ends, the Empire employs genealogical scholars 
called blood sages. Blood sages are responsible for 
the governance of specific lineages, and are tasked 
with finding and approving marriages that would 
result in the highest potential chance of producing 
sorcerer offspring. Blood sages employ a combi-
nation of relatively esoteric mathematical tech-
niques to determine which pairings would be most 
beneficial for preserving magical ability. The sages 
maintain extensive tomes for their eyes only, and 
Durani law forbids, on pain of death, interfering 
with their work.

The foremost theory regarding the decline of our magical ability 
is that our ancestors began losing faith in the Ancient Ones who 
taught them how to safely apply the arcana. These ancestors, able 
to harvest and use mana for themselves, saw no reason to contin-
ue harvesting mana for the Ancient Ones. These spurned Ancients 
then put a Zri curse on humanity: for every two children born in 
the next generation, only one would have the gift of magic, and 
the other would be doomed to forever harvest mana without ever 
being able to touch or manipulate it. The Ancients suffered no mana 
deprivation from the curse, and those humans who could still use 
magic feared further wrath if they did not comply with the An-
cient Ones’ demands. After a few generations, the number of us 
who could not use magic far outnumbered those who did. —Ezreen
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This practice of employing blood sages does not appear as common among the Zikia tribes or the Urugal clans. 
These two groups track sorcerer lineages, but they do not appear to be as strict about deliberately producing new 
sorcerers. They may have some other unknown means of tracking their sorcerers’ lineages. —Ezreen

Life in Eretsu

It is unknown whether the Gudanna Dominion places the same weight on attempting to increase the odds of 
producing arcanists or blood princes. Since the Gudanna method of golem creation is far different than the 
other arcana, their focus in preserving sorcerous pedigrees may be quite different as well. Given the Empire’s 
strained relationship with the Great Khan, this may be difficult to learn. —Embara

A sorcerer’s relative magical aptitude is directly 
proportional to how closely his or her lineage can 
be traced to one or more of the Ancient Ones. For 
the purpose of tracing genealogies, the blood sages 
established the following titles to denote the differ-
ing tiers of magical capability.

Blood princes are among the rarest and most 
powerful sorcerers in the known world. These 
individuals can directly trace their lineage to two or 
more different Ancient Ones from different houses. 
Accordingly, blood princes can easily master more 
than a single arcanum. In some extremely rare 
cases, blood princes have been known to command 
the power of three arcana.

Due to the magical potency of their blood, blood 
princes have the highest capacity for producing 
mana-sensitive offspring. However, the sorcerous 
offspring of a blood prince is more likely to be of a 
lesser tier than the parent.

With Jahnu Khan’s 
rediscovery of Arca-
num Gudanna, our 
total rises to four 
arcana. However, no 
known blood prince 
has exhibited mastery 
over all four. 
—Embara

With Jahnu Khan’s 
rediscovery of Arca-
num Gudanna, our 
total rises to four 
arcana. However, no 
known blood prince 
has exhibited mastery 
over all four. 
—Embara

Blood knights can also directly trace their 
lineages to an Ancient One, but unlike the far rarer 
blood princes, each blood knight descends from 
only a single Ancient One. This means a blood 
knight can command the full range of one arca-
num’s magical abilities.

Golem knights are similar to blood knights, 
but their relation to their Ancient One ancestors is 
very distant. This confers merely a basic mastery 
of a single arcanum, the most fundamental of these 
abilities being the capacity to bind and command 
golems. Golem knights form the bulk of the Durani 
Empire’s sorcerer ranks. Among the Urugal, they 
are called raiders; the Zikia call them rangers.

Applications of Magic

Thought the most obvious and ubiquitous appli-
cations of mana are the giant, lumbering golems, 
magic has many different uses. Although there are 
exceptions, most practical uses of mana have some 
sort of tangible, physical effect on the world, no 
matter how weak or powerful the spell.

Here are a few examples of magical effects from 
each arcanum.

Arcanum Durani
Durani magic encompasses effects related to 

anything of the earth. Durani mages excel at using 
magic for locating precious minerals and gem-
stones, conducting minor excavation, moving large 
tracts of earth, melting metals without the need for 
a forge, and so forth. These spells are exceptionally 
helpful in farming, construction, and mining.

Martial applications of magic include such feats 
as creating tremors, calling forth lightning, melting 
stone into magma, and temporarily calcifying the 
skin to resist physical injury.
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Arcanum Zikia

Physical growth and encouraging life are Arca-
num Zikia’s domain. Common applications include 
germinating seeds, encouraging faster growth, 
shaping plants and wood, and controlling plant life.

This arcanum also has a somewhat darker side, 
which is capable of rescinding life. Using these 
techniques, Zikia arcanists are able to perform such 
tasks as withering small plants, splintering wood, 
creating potent poisons, and temporarily hardening 
one’s skin to a bark-like texture.

Arcanum Urugal
Practitioners of Arcanum Urugal are masters of 

life and death. Whereas Zikia arcanists are adept 
at manipulating the essence of flora, the Urugal 
specialize in fauna. These mages employ mana 
for effects such as necrotizing flesh, stealing life 
energies, inducing paralysis, and introducing pes-
tilence. Other applications include hardening bone, 
strengthening sinew, and ossifying the skin.

Arcanum Gudanna
Due to Arcanum Gudanna’s relatively recent 

reappearance on the world stage, the full extent of 
its practical applications is unknown. Many magical 
scholars believe the Gudanna sorcerers have kept 
some of the arcanum’s secrets for themselves.

The most notable Gudanna spells involve ex-
tracting blood from flesh without the aid of a knife, 
stabilizing uncontrolled bleeding, and neutralizing 
poisons in the blood. The Gudanna are also able 
to manipulate blood, such as inducing fainting or 
rousing someone who has swooned, and they have 
been known to draw back from the brink of death 
one who has nearly been bled dry.

One of the more dangerous aspects of Gudanna 
magic involves the inflammation of rage by liter-
ally boiling one’s blood. Along these same lines, 
Gudanna arcanist have been known to use their 
own blood to forge temporary sanguine blades and 
projectiles. 

The Utilization of Golems

For many, the golem is considered the epitome of 
an arcanum’s development. Interestingly enough, 
though, the golem is the very first form of magic an 
arcanist learns. A golem embodies the physical lens 
through which that arcanum’s mana is focused, and 
thus it is far easier to master than more complex 
forms of magic.

A beginner’s golem is of generally small stature 
and lacking in complex craftsmanship, in order to 
provide the arcanist with a proficiency that can eas-
ily be developed for use in far larger scales. These 
practice golems, usually no more than one to three 
feet in height, are generally destroyed shortly after 
creation, once their purpose has been served.

However, golems of the incredible size com-
monly associated with the Age of the Ancient Ones 
are beyond the grasp of today’s arcanists. Colos-
sus-sized golems are incredibly difficult for even a 
small army of mages to create, so they remain the 
apex of golem size. The secrets to larger golems 
seem to have vanished along with the Ancient 
Ones, for no amount of mana channeled into a 
mountain will make it wake from slumber.

Though the most obvious application of golems 

It is believed the 
Emperor still possess-
es the first practice 
golem he created 
in his youth, and it 
serves in his private 
chambers to this day. 
—Ezreen

is in warfare, the simple concept behind a golem’s 
creation means it can easily be applied for many 
other uses. Unfortunately, due to the rarity of mag-
ical gifts and the time and dedication required for 
crafting a golem of any kind, most golems used for 
civilian purposes are only owned by the extremely 
wealthy. 

Here are a few examples of golem uses.

Transportation
Golems of any arcanum can be used for trans-

porting people, moving goods, or hauling building 
materials. For instance, nobles often use small 
golems to bear palanquins, and wealthy merchants 
sometimes have golems transport goods from one 
city to another, as protection from highwaymen. 
For a more extreme example, tales of the fabled 
Vanishing City tell of that city being carried on the 
back of a massive golem.

Hunting
Golems smaller than warsprites are sometimes 

used as prey for sport hunting, sometimes in place 
of hounds to assist the hunters. Generally, the larger 
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the prey, the larger the golem. Urugal sometimes 
use golems to defend clan holdings from nocturnal 
predators. A common pastime among Durani no-
bility is to use bejeweled raptor-shaped golems for 
falconry in place of actual falcons.

Agriculture
Wildwood Zikia are believed to employ golems 

for planting and tending orchards. Zikia in the 
Empire occasionally use golems for tilling fields 
and for harvest. Some Durani and Urugal use small 
golems for herding livestock.

Engineering
The Durani are best known to use golems for the 

aid of construction and other engineering endeav-
ors. These golems are capable of sculpting canals 
and ditches, creating defensive works, hauling and 
moving stone, and so forth.

The Gudanna also use golems for construction 
and rebuilding efforts, but not nearly as often as 
the Durani. Thus, the Gudanna literally built their 
Dominion with their own blood, sweat, and tears. 

Recreation
One of the rarest forms of golem utilization is 

recreation. The most common examples of this 
include small, animated toys or companions for the 
children of wealthy nobles, and a form of gladiato-
rial combat.

The latter is perhaps the more unusual of the two. 
Unlike the one-on-one golem duels seen during war 
or in the fighting pits of Apanika, this rare sport 
involves specialized golems, usually between hu-
man or warsprite size, that fight without riders. The 
owners command them in battle from the safety of 
an arena box.

Life in Eretsu

The Celestial Forms

Apart from Father Sun, many celestial bodies fill the skies of Eretsu. They are the means by which we 
measure our calendar, derive the meaning of omens, gaze upon the Ancient Ones, and witness the worlds 
beyond our own as they move across the sphere.

The Three Moons and the Calendar
The closest and most dominant forces on Eretsu are her three moons. By these we mark the tides, light our 

nights, and determine the right course for the future.

The Mother
The largest of Eretsu’s satellites, the Mother, is also her dimmest. Also known as Alla Mas, the Mother is 

wed to Janaka, Father Sun.
She moves across the sky in a cycle of ninety-one days between one new moon to the next: a night of 

darkness, followed by forty-four days of increasing brilliance and then forty-four days of diminishing 
brightness. Each of these cycles marks one of the four seasons; thus, four of the Mother’s new moons marks 
the passage of a single year.

The four seasons are: Planting, Summer, Harvest, and Winter.
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The Warrior
The smallest of Eretsu’s moons, the Warrior also features the darkest face and is often difficult to spot in 

the night sky, depending on the fullness of the Prince. Due to his darkness, he is seen as the patron of noctur-
nal attacks, assassination, and other work best done during nightfall.

Urugal Har-Ten, as this moon is also known, maintains a fourteen-day cycle by which the fortnight is 
counted. The phases of the Warrior mark the days of the week. These days, and the phase they indicate, are 
as follows:

 Darza: New Moon
 eka Zastra: First Dagger
 eka Kubja: First Sword
 eka Svati: First Scimitar
 eka Kharpara: First Skull (Half Moon)
 eka Azon: First Stone
 eka Cakra: First Discus
 Astra: Full Moon
 dvi Cakra: Second Discus
 dvi Azon: Second Stone
 dvi Kharpara: Second Skull (Half Moon)
 dvi Svati: Second Scimitar
 dvi Kubja: Second Sword
 dvi Zastra: Second Dagger

The Prince
The brightest of Eretsu’s satellites, the argent face of the Prince gazes down on us all with either praise 

or reproof. Many believe the serene yet often unsettling gaze of Bhanu Mas watches us from above. Others 
claim the Ancient Ones themselves carved this face to watch over us after they ascended. When the Prince 
is full, it is considered very unlucky to commit illicit acts, for fear the judgment of Bhanu Mas will visit the 
perpetrator tenfold.

The Prince moves through the sky in a near-perfect tandem with the Warrior, although the Warrior is far 
more nimble than him: for each cycle of the Prince, the Warrior has completed two of his own cycles. Thus, 
when the Prince is a new moon, the Warrior is also a new moon, which makes the night very dark indeed. 
During these nights, it is said the Prince and the Warrior are conspiring and thus pay little attention to activ-
ities on Eretsu. 

 The Prince’s twenty-eight-day period marks the month. The months of the year are as follows:
 Tihina: Planting
 Phohina: Planting
 Panhina: Planting
 Chakhina: Summer
 Satahina: Summer
 Atahina: Summer
 Nauhina: Summer
= Dasahina: Harvest
 Gyarhina: Harvest
 Barahina: Harvest
 Terahina: Winter
 Ekahina: Winter
 Dohina: Winter
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Omens

In addition to delineating the calendar, Eretsu’s moons can be interpreted as omens toward the favorabili-
ty of actions.

Bloody Moon: When a moon is low in the sky, it appears larger and takes upon a reddish cast, akin to 
blood. This is known as a bloody or bleeding moon. A bloody moon is often a sign of conflict or victory to 
come, depending on the positions and favorability of the other two moons.

Brightest Nights: Twenty times a year, the brilliant convergence of the three moons lights up the night 
sky with regal moonlight. These nights mark holy days, which are observed by nearly all of Eretsu in some 
form or another. The two brightest nights of the year fall on the eighth of Chakhina and the twenty-second 
of Barahina, when both the Prince and the Warrior are full, and the Mother is nearly full. Each of these two 
eves is known as the Night of the Lunar Court, and they are filled with feasting and celebration. 

 The brightest nights of the year are the following:
 Tihina: the seventh, eighth, and twenty-first
 Panhina: the twenty-second
 Chakhina: the eighth, ninth, and twenty-second
 Atahina: the twenty-second
 Nauhina: the eighth, ninth, twenty-first, and twenty-second
 Barahina: the eighth, twenty-first, and twenty-second
 Terahina: the eighth
 Dohina: the twenty-first, twenty-second, and twenty-eighth

Darkest Nights: Twenty-four nights out of the year, Eretsu is plunged into near darkness, during 
which all manner of evil and spirits are believed to abound. On these nights, honest folk tend to remain 
indoors and keep to themselves, while the dishonest often use this isolation to their advantage. The darkest 
night of the year falls on the first of Atahina, which is known as the Eve of Haunts. 

 The darkest nights of the year are the following:
 Tihina: the twenty-seventh
 Phohina: the first, second, and twenty-eighth
 Panhina: the first and second
 Chakhina: the first
 Satahina: the first and twenty-eighth
 Atahina: the first and second
 Nauhina: the first
 Dasahina: the first and twenty-eighth
 Gyarhina: the first and second
 Barahina: the first
 Terahina: the first and twenty-eighth
 Ekahina: the first, second, and twenty-eighth
 Dohina: the first and second
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Stars and Constellations

Though the Ancient Ones are no longer 
with us in bodily form, the evidence they 
still watch over us lies scattered in the night 
sky. The dazzling stars in the sky are all 
unique, each one possessing its own subtle 
variation of size, color, magnitude, lumi-
nance, and permanent placement in the ce-
lestial sphere. Many believe each star is the 
eye of an Ancient One, and the position of 
the stars weave a great tale of the Ancients’ 
triumphs and tragedies.

 Many of the constellations created by 
the stars are readily identified with certain 
arcana, and are incorporated into their own 
legends. For example, the Durani associate 
the Adamantine Shield with Dana-Arga, the 
Defender, and the Urugal see the Sickle of 
Marrow as belonging to Haku-Ki, The One 

The Bejeweled Chalice 
of the Gudanna is an 
example of a named 
constellation whose 
origins were once 
lost. Little did our 
ancestors know this 
name belonged to a 
forgotten arcanum. 
—Embara

Who Eases the Passage. Other constella-
tions, such as the Spark of Azira, the Bhali-
ra Diadem, and the Jala Cataract are not 
associated with any known Ancient One, 
and even the origin of these names remains 
a mystery.

The people of Eretsu often read omens 
in the stars just as often as they pay atten-
tion to the lunar cycles. For example, a 
Durani marshal might find it fortuitous for 
a planned attack to coincide with the ascen-
dant bleeding Warrior in full moon, in the 
constellation of Preyas’s Coin. Likewise, 
an Urugal khan might choose to rein in 
aggression if the Mother’s new-moon phase 
is blotting out the brightest stars within Vai-
ra-Atana’s Wrath.

The Migrants

At first glance, the Migrants appear to 
be no different than other stars in the night 
sky. However, if one watches them over 
the course of many nights, they will be in 
a different position than the night before, 
but they complete regular circuits as time 
passes. These moving stars are called the 
Migrants for this behavior.

For thousands of years, scholars have 
debated over the true nature of the Mi-
grants. Our distant ancestors once believed 
these were merely Ancient Ones doomed 
to wander the skies as penance for some 
unknown sins, but we now know the truth 
is far stranger. Using ground glass lenses, 
astronomers have been able to observe the 
Migrants closer than ever before, revealing 
they are not stars at all, but something else 
entirely. According to these observers, each 
Migrant is an entire world not dissimilar 
from our own. As Eretsu was once thought 
to ride through the Vast Darkness on the 
back of a great turtle, so each Migrant is 
named after the beast scholars believe car-
ries the world.

Wolf
This Migrant is one of the smallest, yet it 

moves across the sky with incredible swift-
ness throughout the year.
Hawk

This incredibly bright world is the fastest 
of the Migrants. At dusk and dawn, its pure 
white light can often be seen far outshining 
the other stars in the sky.
Fox

This small Migrant shows a vaguely ruddy 
hue. Urugal leaders favor Fox as an omen of 
successful conquest.
Olinph

Easily the largest of the Migrants, it 
moves ponderously through the sky, often 
taking several years to complete its circuit. 
Legends tell of this world being carried on 
the Olinph’s back like a howdah.
Bear

The second-largest Migrant, its path is the 
slowest of all. Tales of the Bear speak of 
it slowly stalking its prey through the Vast 
Darkness.
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Notable Landmarks of Eretsu 
The Eretsu continent is filled with vast wonders and sites of great historical and cultural significance. 

Here are a few worthy of note.

The Upper Durani Empire

Karana-Naga
The capital of the Durani Empire was built on the 

Vhani Pratihara Mountains during the early days 
of Durani isolation during the Nirmita-Udita wars. 
The capital is a holy city with strict rules that earn 
expulsion when broken. The Emperor, his Sub-
lime Court, and the holy temples deep beneath the 
mountain reside here.

Beneath the mountain itself lies a great and ex-
pansive city filled with temples, known as the An-
darati. According to popular belief, the full extent 
of the Andarati is even larger and more expansive 
than the surface city.

Despair’s Edge
This island is maintained as a prison for the 

Empire’s political prisoners. The island is protected 
by a magical whirlpool, which prevents would-be 
rescuers from reaching the shore, and magical walls 
and patrolling golems foil escape attempts. Since its 
establishment, only two escape attempts have been 
successful, but the body of one of those escapees 
washed up on the island’s shore days later.

Navara Cannonade
Situated atop the Bhana Headland, this battery 

of magical cannon controls access to Navara Bay 
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and thus the city of Uttama. These relics from a by-
gone era stood dormant until their true nature was 
discovered some hundreds of years ago by Urugal 
arcanists. The cannon themselves seem to be based 
on the principles of Arcanum Urugal’s shatterfire 
cannon, but on a far larger scale.

Uttama
This northern port city of the Upper Empire was 

razed to the ground by pirates several centuries ago, 
but was rebuilt anew when the Navara Cannonade 
was first activated. Rumors of pirate treasure in 
Navara Bay—sunken by the Cannonade—bring 
treasure hunters intent on striking it rich.

This is the sole city in the whole of Eretsu where 
merchant traders from Videza come to sell their 
rare and exotic wares. Uttama is now the capital of 
the Upper Empire. 

Janyari
Janyari is known throughout the Empire as the 

City of Pleasure, where all manner of diversion 
and vice can be found. However, the city has also 
earned a deserved reputation as a haven for thieves 
and a center for black-market trade and other crim-
inal activity.

Pranada Tundra
The frigid northern Urugal homelands are 

technically part of the Empire, yet remain fiercely 
independent. It is rumored shapeshifting assassins 
live in these dangerous wilds.

Mahika
Also known as the Forest of Mists, this 

Zikia-controlled forest is largely impenetrable by 
Durani golems, so it remains unexplored. The Du-
rani fear the Zikia here, while technically subjects 
of the Empire, are growing an army of golems, or 
plotting something worse, to rebel against imperial 
rule. Many Durani believe there is a city hidden 
inside the forest, though none sent to find it have 
ever returned.

Malayavi
This lush city features fabulous hanging gardens 

crafted by Zikia arcanists. Though a Durani city by 
population, both Durani and Zikia golems protect 
the city, as the Zikia have no wish to see these 
wondrous gardens harmed.

The Lower Durani Empire

Notable Landmarks of Eretsu 

Supakva
The greatest and foremost library city on Eretsu 

was carved from the rock into a grand city made of 
five ring-walls. The Archons of the Library are the 
true rulers of this city, and it is home to the Bahar 
family, the Empire’s current custodians of imperial 
history. Scholars here largely study engineering and 
architecture rather than magical pursuits.

Due to the conquest of Kutastha in 945 DE, the 
capital of the Lower Empire was relocated here, 
where Supakva’s walls would protect it from Gu-
danna incursion.

Tel Najar
The third largest library city of Eretsu. Before the 

founding of the Empire, the city was often beset by 
Urugal raiders.

When the Treaty of Ru formalized the Gudanna 
Dominion’s borders, this city found itself isolated 

at the tip of the Empire’s Tel Najar prominence. 
For fear renewed Dominion aggression would cut 
Tel Najar off from the rest of the Empire, scholars 
abandoned the city and imperial armies fortified 
its gates. Tel Najar’s libraries remain largely 
untouched, as only the Durani military is allowed 
access to the city.

The Great Steps
These huge terraces were carved into the Emer-

ald Mountains by the Ancient Ones’ divine golems 
long before recorded history. The Durani use these 
massive plateaus as vast tracts of farmland and 
orchards. The grains and produce grown here by 
Durani and Zikia farmers feed more than half the 
entire Empire’s population.
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Vasuna
For untold centuries, this castle has held a 

reputation for being cursed. Some tragedy befalls 
each Durani family that moves in, and then another 
family is awarded the duty of overseeing the castle. 
Durani nobles often fight with each other to avoid 
assignment there, for fear something horrible will 
occur to them or their family when they assume 
residence.

The castle’s position in the Tel Najar prominence 
makes the place even less attractive to Durani no-
bles. Raja Sudhamra does not believe the castle is 
cursed, but the tragedies continue to occur.

Karana-Sara
Also known as the Waterfall City, this southern 

city is a major nexus of trade in the Lower Empire. 
Karana-Sara was built into the side of the Emerald 
Mountains, where several rivers and canals con-
verge on a breathtaking waterfall, which cascades 
down the mountainside. To facilitate the efficiency 
and ease of trade, Durani mages and engineers 
devised an ingenious means of transporting cargo 
ships up the waterfall and to the other side of the 
mountains.

The Gudanna Dominon 

Kutastha
Known as the Oasis City, Kutastha was the 

former capital of the Lower Durani Empire. The 
Great Khan conquered this grand city in 945 DE, 
and after the signing of the Treaty of Ru in 948, 
he established it as the capital seat of the Gudanna 
Dominion and Clan Uruk. The Great Khan ordered 
Durani statues and monuments torn down and 
replaced with Gudanna iconography carved from 
sandstone, including so-called blood-fountains.

Much to the chagrin of the Durani nobles who 
once called Kutastha home, the Great Khan’s 
rebuilding program has revitalized the city into a 
prosperous center of Gudanna and Urugal culture.

Prishta
The second largest library city in Eretsu, Prishta 

was conquered by the Gudanna Dominion in 946 
DE, and it has since become the seat of Raja Ru-
datha. Built on marshland in the Glades of Kaccha, 
the libraries are slowly sinking into the swamp. 
Scholars here devote themselves to magical and es-
oteric knowledge, such as the study of the Ancient 
Ones. The Durani Empire fears Gudanna scholars 
may have unearthed knowledge even more dan-
gerous than Arcanum Gudanna. The city was once 
known as a dangerous place, but Rudatha cleaned 
up the city when the Great Khan gave it to him as 
his seat.

Two Rock
This fortress city boasts walls featuring the 

massive stone faces of two unknown Ancient Ones, 
dubbed the Sleeper and the Wakened by locals. 
Durani nobles wishing to experience the breadth of 
imperial culture used to visit this city, but this was 
the first fortified locale the Great Khan captured 
and militarized in his conquest of the southern por-
tions of the Lower Empire. This victory was seen as 
the first demoralizing blow for the Durani.

Pitchwood
A beautiful garden outside Prishta that was once 

the seat of House Fael, a minor Durani family. 
Though beautiful, it now contains all manner of 
dangerous flora, including carnivorous vines, para-
lytic shrubs, hallucinogenic flowers, and other such 
hazards. Some theorize the most concentrated of 
assassin poisons originate from this garden.

Pitchwood appears well tended, but the identity 
of its caretakers is unknown, as no groundskeepers 
have ever been seen.

House of Needles
When the Nazita tribe was driven from the 

Wildwood by a rival tribe, they settled in arid lands 
near the Glades of Kaccha, in what would become 
Gudanna territory. The Nazita have since grown 
a large fortress solely from native desert plants. 
Known as the House of Needles, this strange living 
fortification is avoided by both Gudanna and Uru-
gal alike.
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Lake of Dry Tears
In the heart of the Dominion lands lies what 

appears to be a dried-up lake. According to the Uru-
gal clans that used to frequent the region, during 
the Eve of Haunts in 915 DE, this lake appeared 
to be filled entirely with blood, until it vanished 
in the morning sunlight. That this occurred during 
the year of Arcanum Gudanna’s rediscovery is not 
coincidental.

According to legends in the Gudanna scriptures, 
this lake marks the site of the ancient Gudanna 
Empire’s largest bloodletting ceremony.

The Grand Bazaar
One of the many wonders of the Dominion, this 

sprawling city sprang up around a vast marketplace, 
believed to be the largest of its kind in the known 
world. Merchants from all over Eretsu come to 
visit the Grand Bazaar. Here, one can find goods of 
Zikia, Urugal, and Durani make. Some merchants 
from Uttama also occasionally bring Videzan wares 
for resale.

Dens of Glory
The fighting pits called the Dens of Glory are 

where men and women compete in blood sport 
to find fortune, glory, and freedom—or poverty, 
disgrace, and enslavement. Though frequented by 
Urugal and Gudanna combatants, the rare Durani 
and Zikia gladiators often draw the largest crowds. 
Also popular are fights pitting a lone combatant 
against a golem or a massive creature, such as the 
tusked gandar. 

Gomeda
Several hundred years ago, an Urugal clan 

stumbled upon a black obelisk protruding from the 
desert sand near the Mana Drka. Careful excavation 
over the course of many years uncovered an entire 
city made of blackened sandstone. Common belief 
is the event that created the Mana Drka buried this 
city and its inhabitants with ash and sand. Because 
the city stands within sight of the Mana Drka’s 
lifeless border, few live here by choice, and many 
believe it to be cursed.

A forest of petrified tree stumps to the west of the 
city seems to indicate this area was once lush and 
fruitful.

The Line 

Notable Landmarks of Eretsu 

North of the Line
The region north of the border encompasses all 

territory between Supakva, the Arambhar wall, 
and the bordering mountain ranges. This region is 
divided into two main districts, Bahusasya, which 
is north of the Avaroha River, and Vadana, which 
is to the south. These areas are divided into further 
numerous smaller districts, most of which special-
ize in agricultural production, timber, and wool. 

Along the Danu Road sit a number of important 
towns and cities. From north to south along the 
Danu Road, these are:

Puradvara: The gateway city for Supakva, a 
center for trade, and a staging ground for defense 
against invasion.

Saddurga: Though southeast of the Danu Road, 
this cluster of six fortresses protects the pass 
through the ul-Napur Mountains which leads to 
Karana-Sara.

Uma: A colorful center for textiles.

Nigama: An important market city along the 
Avaroha River.

Sithana: A fortified town guarding Nigama and 
the Danu Road.

Abdurga: A fortress town surrounded by a lake. 
Capable of supporting up to two zephyrs of golems.

Venipur: The largest city in the whole region, 
apart from Supakva and Kutastha, Venipur is filled 
with merchants and spies. Though considered part 
of the Empire’s wall along the Line, it technically 
sits just inside the Vabhra Gap, and remains crowd-
ed despite its close proximity to hostile Dominion 
forces.

Durani Castles of the Line
The Arambhar, a long brick-and-stone wall along 

the Durani border, reaches nearly fifty feet high and 
spans the full width of the Line. Gates allow traffic 
and water to flow through. Eight fortresses lie at 
regular intervals along the Arambhar. With one no-
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table exception, these six-sided forts were built by 
golems over a very short period of time. Each star 
fort is overseen by a lord captain and can support a 
garrison of three zephyrs of golems, in addition to 
maintaining batteries of trebuchets.

Tel Nauka
This fortress holds the northernmost end of the 

Arambhar. The marshals expect this to be the first 
fortification to be isolated in the event of a renewed 
Dominion invasion, so it remains heavily stocked 
with rations and a larger cistern than other forts.  

Because it is situated on the highest point of land 
in this region, Tel Nauka’s watchtower provides an 
impressive view of the Prastika region. On a clear 
day, one can see all the way to both Supakva and 
Kutastha.

Tel Prasada
This fortress was built around a monastery 

populated by monks devoted to an unusual form of 
the Way of Stone, and the monastery itself was left 
untouched within the star fort’s walls. These stoic 
adherents go about their daily routines, seemingly 
oblivious to the knights and golems staffing the 
fort.

Tel Zarkara
The only original fort in this region before the 

Dominion’s invasion, Tel Zarkara is more than 
eight hundred years old. Its primary purpose is the 
defense of the trading city of Venipur. The larg-
est castle of the Line, Tel Zarkara is composed of 
twelve towers with interconnected walkways that 
facilitate defense. Due to its size and position on 
high ground, many consider the fortress unbreach-
able.

Tel Durga
With high walls, a steep approach from the 

south, and a surrounding field littered with pyra-
mid-shaped stones, Tel Durga is considered largely 
impassable. However, many fear the dense, viny 
growth along this dark-blue citadel and on the Ar-
ambhar itself has weakened the wall here. 

Tel Kubra
Situated on a wooded plain, the castle town of 

Tel Kubra is second only to the ancient Tel Zarkara 
in size and strength. Its walls are almost of a height 
with ancient Bhira and fixed together so cunningly 
as to leave almost no joint between the stone. At 
the top of its battlements, reliquary artillery stands 
ready to repel attackers. It is a place well suited to 
the long range of Durani attacks.

Tel Manthara
The area surrounding Tel Manthara is designed 

like a series of large steps leading up to the fortress 
itself. The lowest step becomes the first line of de-
fense and is fortified first. If an enemy overwhelms 
that, the defenders pull back to the next highest 
step and repeat the process. Breaching each tier of 
defense could take attackers days or even weeks.

Tel Kavaca
Due to its rounder, fatter shape when compared 

to other star forts, Tel Kavaca has been nicknamed 
the Stewpot by the knights who serve there. Due to 
its position as the southernmost fortification along 
the Arambhar, this fortress is also overstocked with 
consumables in the event of being cut off from the 
rest of the Line’s defenses.

Tel Carusara
Situated on a high plain in the shoulders of the 

Zailata Mountains, Tel Carusara is colloquially 
called the Lonely Place. Set on a high plateau 
devoid of other settlements, the garrison of Tel 
Carusara can spent their entire assignment without 
seeing a single other living soul, save for the Grave 
Birds that haunt the skies whenever some beast has 
died out on the plain. 
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The Vabhra Gap
Between the Arambhar wall and the Dominion’s 

berms lies the no-man’s-land known as the Vabhra 
Gap. A strip of terrain three leagues wide separates 
the Durani defenses from the Gudanna’s. This area 
is largely depopulated, and apart from the prepared 
defenses on either side of the border, the land with-
in the Gap has reverted to a wild state and is filled 
with golem-sized traps and obstacles. Two rivers, 
the Avaroha and Prabhata, converge in the middle 
of the Gap, due south of the city of Venipur, and 
facilitate trade throughout the region.

The Treaty of Ru called for the Gap to be vacated 
of major settlements, but a few small clusters of 
residents remain. These largely consist of those 
who refused to leave or ended up trapped in the 
region for one reason or another. Thus, the Gap has 
become a haven for thieves, spies, and traitors.

Gudanna Castles of the Line
Though the Gudanna Dominion maintains only 

one less fortress along the southern border of the 
Vabhra Gap than the Durani Empire, the Domin-
ion’s situation is far different. Gudanna strategy 
places a greater emphasis on offensive tactics, 
which is reflected in their defenses on the Line.

The wall on the Gudanna portion of the Line, 
referred to as the Boundary, is a series of earth-
en berms nearly thirty-five feet in height, which 
incorporates access gates and canals for drainage. 
This berm is supported by seven castles designed 
for launching invasion forces. These round fortifi-
cations are made of single-piece terra cotta domes 
reinforced with interior ribs, and each fort’s smooth 
walls are sloped to make them difficult to climb.

Each fortress maintains a garrison of two furies 
of golems under the command of a senior ilkhan.

Val Zabira
Directly across the Vabhra Gap from Tel Nauka, 

Val Zabira is situated at the northermost part of the 
Boundary. The garrison at this fortress consists of 
one fury more than usual.

Val Locana
The tallest of the Castles of the Line, Val Locana 

is little more than a spire of stone that rises up 

out of the desert to open onto a wide platform. 
Reckoned one of the softer regions in the Gudanna 
Defenses, Val Locana commands the surrounding 
dunes, offering the Gudanna time to marshal forces.

Val Mandira
The largest and most central of the Dominion’s 

castles, Val Mandira commands a much larger gar-
rison than other Gudanna fortifications (although 
the exact strength is a matter of guesswork). This 
fortress is composed of several large Gudanna-style 
terra cotta buildings and watchtowers.  

Val Viksepa
This castle boasts the highest concentration of 

Urugal golems along the Boundary. Rather than 
being hired mercenaries, the Urugal warriors who 
command these golems are wholly loyal to the 
Dominion. Corpses found in the Vabhra Gap are 
brought here for the Urugal to assemble more go-
lems as reinforcements.

Val Settra
Called the Healer’s Hall, Vall Settra is an alto-

gether different sort of castle. Largely underground, 
or else deeply buried in the strong rock, it was once 
the monastery of a sect of Zikia healers. Now it is 
little more than a jumble of ruins. From Val Settra, 
Gudanna troops are well sheltered against the 
far-reaching attacks of the Durani until just before 
the walls of Tel Kubra. Within the sheltering crags 
of Val Settra, an entire invasion force might enjoy 
complete cover from Durani attacks.

Val Ayudh
This unusually tall fortress functions as a 

watchtower for this section of the Boundary. The 
garrison size here is diminished to account for the 
tower’s smaller shape, but the height of sentries 
allows for enough advance warning to quickly mar-
shal reinforcements from other fortresses.
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Val Astraggara
Unlike other Gudanna fortifications, Val Astrag-

gara is flatter and covers more land area, creating 
ample room for its two furies. The garrison regular-
ly trains in battle formations and practices calling 
replacement golems from the soil.

South of the Line
The region south of the Line encompasses all 

territory between the Boundary, Kutastha, and the 
bordering mountain ranges. This southern part of 
Prastika is the Napur region, which specializes in 
raising cattle and horses rather than concentrating 
on agriculture.

Along the Danu Road are several more important 
towns and cities. Going north to south along the 
Danu Road, these are:

Zurpa: A small but growing market town along 
the Avaroha River. Many spies dwell here.

Kunda: A small town southeast of the Road, in 
the ul-Napur foothills. Famed for its relaxing natu-
ral springs and pools.

Avasayati: Located where the Avaroha River 
intersects the Danu Road, Avasayati is believed to 

be the oldest settlement in the Prastika region. A 
hospitable city that serves as a crossroads between 
the Lower Empire’s ancient culture and the Domin-
ion’s emergent society.

Pitapura: A city renowned for its bees and 
honey.

Harita: Often plagued by raiders, Harita is an 
important source of high-quality products made 
from pale green, yellow, and red jade. Located 
northwest of the Danu Road.

Tamasa: Far northwest of the Danu Road, this 
small village maintains a reputation for dark magic 
and malignant activities.

Kakola: A small town known for a stubborn 
flock of blackbirds that resist all attempts to perma-
nently dislodge them. Those seeking potent poisons 
often come here.

Darapur: This city marks the southwestern-most 
edge of Prastika. Known for producing high-quality 
blades, a rough sport called Kandukam, and fright-
eningly dedicated Urugal mercenaries.

Udanta: The southernmost settlement on the 
Danu Road before Kutastha, this trade town caters 
to travelers setting out north along the road.

Zikia tribal lands

The Wildwood
This is the largest contiguous forest in the whole 

of Eretsu. Due to the dense and often thorny nature 
of the thickets and trees that compose its borders, 
and the wealth of dangerous flora and fauna within, 
this region is largely unmapped and unexplored. 
The Zikia tribes that live here are openly hostile to 
outsiders, and few expeditions that attempt to pierce 
the forest’s veil ever return without serious injury 
or missing members. Most tales of the Wildwood 
originate from Zikia expatriates.

Mahatavi
Situated deep within the Wildwood, this so-

called Forest of Forests is known to be the Zikia’s 
most holy place, a grove where most of the trees 
consist of ancestors who grew into trees themselves 
as they aged. According to tales, the largest tree in 
existence dominates this grove, and the secrets of 
Arcanum Zikia are revealed in the magical runes 
created by the knots in its bark and the shapes of 

its branches and exposed roots. It has been said 
the Samula tribe, which settled in the shade of this 
great tree, created the Court of the Mahatavi to help 
tribes work together peaceably.

No one outside of the Zikia tribes has ever beheld 
this grove and lived to tell the tale.

Madhyani Sarit
Once a village inhabited solely by Zikia, the 

Waterwheel City is now divided as a result of its 
location along the Wildwood’s border with the 
Gudanna Dominion. Here, the Zikia and Gudanna 
stand at a tenuous peace. Golems from both peoples 
stand guard at the city square that divides the city 
in two, and these guards ensure the city remains 
peaceable while trade continues between these two 
peoples. The giant waterwheel giving the city its 
nickname lies in the Gudanna half of the city. At 
one point, the Zikia used their golems to divert the 
river feeding the waterwheel until the local Gudan-
na gave in to their demands.
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Urugal Lands

Ugra Maru
The Great Waste is home to many Urugal clans, 

as well as dust storms and dangerous beasts that 
roam above and below the sand. A test of adult-
hood for adolescents of certain Urugal clans is to 
wander the Ugra Maru alone until they return to the 
clan with the largest bone they can find, preferably 
skulls or femurs from creatures they killed them-
selves. If the clan elders deem the bone too small, 
the youth must go back out again. Many do not 
return.

Home of Nomadic Urugal Clans
Although many Urugal clans are nomadic by 

nature, even the wandering clans maintain a number 
of established seasonal stops throughout the south-
ern lands. These areas—one per season—shelter 
the clans from beasts, magical phenomena, desert 
storms, and other dangers.

Clan Sunu Homelands
Thanks to their treaty with the Great Khan, Clan 

Sunu remains a sovereign Urugal state within 
Gudanna territory. Clan Sunu’s lands are relatively 
fertile and temperate compared to other Urugal 
holdings, and the Sunu were ready to fight to the 
death to keep them. After a vicious and brutal strug-
gle, the Great Khan reached a mutual concord with 
the clan.

Mana Drka
According to Urugal belief, nothing grows or 

lives in this region, also called the Blasted Lands. 
However, many Urugal see this as a challenge: 
some hoping to gain power or prestige within their 
clans will mount small expeditions to the area in 
hopes of bringing back proof. Most, however, either 
vanish or return driven mad by their experiences.

Speculation remains rampant as to what cre-
ated the Blasted Lands. Leading theories are the 
destruction of an Ancient One’s mana repository, or 
the mythical cataclysm predicted by the mysterious 
Ancient One called the Vagrant.

Other Locales

Tarkara
This stronghold is home to roving pirate bands 

that poke and prod at the eastern coastline of 
Eretsu. Occasional Durani attempts to destroy the 
stronghold meet with disaster, as the pirates are 
adept sailors and Durani golems cannot be easi-
ly transported on ships. Rumors abound that the 
pirates owe their sailing abilities to a rediscovered 
technique from a lost arcanum.

Apanika
This independent free port is a neutral place 

where people from every nation come to trade or 
hire mercenaries. The pirates of Tarkara consider 
the city off limits to attack, as they often do brisk 
trade in stolen goods here.

One of the great attractions of this city is its 
golem combat circuit. These golem fights draw 
challengers from across Eretsu, including some ru-

mored to be from Videza. The annual Tournament 
of The Hundred Skulls pits 101 combatants against 
each other in a grueling single-elimination contest.

The Great Canyon
This massive chasm lies just south of Kutastha. 

A city was built into the canyon’s southern cliffs, 
and a large stone bridge crafted by Durani magic 
thousands of years ago spans the canyon to reach 
Kutastha. However, the bridge has been slowly 
breaking down over the years and is beginning to 
crumble. At the bottom of this chasm runs a river 
rich with mana, but reaching the river to extract 
the mana is a harrowing and extremely dangerous 
affair.

Glades of Kaccha
This swampland was once part of the Wildwood, 

but accidental corruption caused by bitter war 
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between the Zikia and Urugal in ages past turned it 
into marshland. The Zikia abandoned the area and 
shored up the Wildwood’s edge so the corruption 
would creep no further into their lands.

Gudanna knights avoid the area as much as they 
can, for the corrupted swamp water can eventually 
seep into Gudanna golems and cause their legs to 
break apart into their constituent sand.

Libir
Once the capital of the forgotten Gudanna 

Empire, this ancient, crumbling city was sealed 
off sometime during the Age of Twilight due to a 
terrible curse invoked during the Gudanna Empire’s 
civil war. After thousands of years without contact, 
Arcanum Gudanna and its empire were soon forgot-
ten. The inhabitants of Libir remained completely 
isolated from the world for tens of thousands of 
years as the city lay trapped under a deadly curse 
that warded off even the bravest of adventurers. 
The curse itself prevented all but worthy individ-

uals who possessed remnants of Gudanna lineage 
from safely entering the city’s gates. When Jahnu 
Khan used Arcanum Gudanna to lift Libir’s curse, 
the city’s original inhabitants departed to Ku-
tastha, and now the haunted city lies empty. Many 
would-be adventurers claim part of the blood curse 
still lingers in the city’s stones, but few are brave 
enough to test that belief with their lives.

Today Libir itself is slowly sinking into the ocean 
after millennia of neglect.

Ru Battleground
The site of the final battle of the First Durani-Gu-

danna War, which occurred in the valley between 
the Bahu and ul-Napur Mountains. During the 
course of the battle Raja Sudhamra constructed a 
fortress from the golems that had fallen atop each 
other forming a giant hill.  This giant hill, com-
posed largely of bloody sand and carved stone, is 
called Kantashra and now stands a memorial to cost 
of the first Gudanna war. 
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